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Introduction
Social work is a difficult field to operationally define, as it is practiced differently
in many settings. It is a very diverse occupation and one that can be practiced in
settings such as hospitals, clinics, welfare agencies, schools, and private practices.
The main goal of all social work practice is to assist the client to function at
the best of their ability and assess what their needs are. Social workers help clients
with problem-solving strategies, such as defining personal goals, focusing on what
is necessary to make changes, and helping them through the process.
Social work is a demanding field and is often emotional draining. Many social
workers have large caseloads, limited resources for their clients, and often work for
relatively low salaries. But the personal rewards can be very satisfying.
The social work profession is committed to promoting social and economic
policy though helping to improve people’s lives. Research is conducted to improve
social services, community development, program evaluation, and public administration. The importance of research in these areas is to examine variables that can
be addressed in order to resolve issues. Research can lead to what is called “best
practice”. By utilizing “best practice”, a social worker is engaging clients based on
research that is intended to increase successful outcomes.
Social work is one of the most diverse careers available. Most social workers are
employed by health care facilities and government agencies. These facilities can
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include hospitals, mental health clinics, nursing homes, rehabilitation centers,
schools, child welfare agencies, and private practice.
Social work’s interface with mental health promotion and the treatment of
mental illness dates to the earliest roots of our profession. While many social
workers provide mental health services in private practice settings, the majority
of services are offered in community-based agencies, both public and private, and
in hospitals and prisons. Social workers are the largest provider of mental health
services, providing more services than all other mental health care providers combined. These workers also often provide services to those who are struggling with
substance abuse.
Twenty-first century health issues are complex and multidimensional, requiring innovative responses across professions at all levels of society. Public health
social workers work to promote health in hospitals, schools, government agencies
and local community-based settings, making connections between prevention
and intervention from the individual to the whole population.
In an ideal world, every family would be stable and supportive. Every child
would be happy at home and at school. Every elderly person would have a carefree
retirement. Yet in reality, many children and families face daunting challenges.
For example, single parents struggle to raise kids while working. Teens may become parents before they are ready. Child social workers help kids get back on
track so they can lead healthy, happy lives.
Rapid aging populations are expected worldwide. With the rapid growth of
this population, social work education and training specializing in older adults
and practitioners interested in working with older adults are increasingly in demand. Geriatric social workers typically provide counseling, direct services, care
coordination, community planning, and advocacy in an array of organizations including in homes, neighborhoods, hospitals, senior congregate living and nursing
facilities. They work with older people, their families and communities, as well as
with aging-related policy, and aging research
In whatever subcategory they work, social workers help provide support services to individuals and communities by assessing their needs in order to improve
the quality of life and overall well-being. This can lead to positive changes in
people’s environments, dignity, and self-worth. It can also lead to changes in social
policy for those who are vulnerable and oppressed. Social workers change entire
communities for the better.
There have been many changes emerging in the social work profession. The
uses of the Internet and online counseling have been major trends. Some people
are more likely to seek assistance and information first through the use of the
Internet. There has also been a strong move for collaborating between professions
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when providing services in order to offer clients more options for success. Keeping
up to date with best practice research, licensing requirements, continuing education, and professional ethics make this an exciting and challenging time to be a
social worker!
— Sharon Duca Palmer, CSW, LMSW

Pathways into Homelessness:
Recently Homeless Adults
Problems and Service Use
Before and After Becoming
Homeless in Amsterdam
Igor R. van Laere, Matty A. de Wit and Niek S. Klazinga

Abstract
Background
To improve homelessness prevention practice, we met with recently homeless
adults, to explore their pathways into homelessness, problems and service use,
before and after becoming homeless.
Methods
Recently homeless adults (last housing lost up to two years ago and legally staying in the Netherlands) were sampled in the streets, day centres and overnight
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shelters in Amsterdam. In April and May 2004, students conducted interviews and collected data on demographics, self reported pathways into homelessness, social and medical problems, and service use, before and after becoming homeless.
Results
Among 120 recently homeless adults, (male 88%, Dutch 50%, average age
38 years, mean duration of homelessness 23 weeks), the main reported pathways into homelessness were evictions 38%, relationship problems 35%, prison 6% and other reasons 22%. Compared to the relationship group, the
eviction group was slightly older (average age 39.6 versus 35.5 years; p =
0.08), belonged more often to a migrant group (p = 0.025), and reported
more living single (p < 0,001), more financial debts (p = 0.009), more alcohol problems (p = 0.048) and more contacts with debt control services (p =
0.009). The relationship group reported more domestic conflicts (p < 0.001)
and tended to report more drug (cocaine) problems. Before homelessness, in
the total group, contacts with any social service were 38% and with any medical service 27%. Despite these contacts they did not keep their house. During homelessness only contacts with social work and benefit agencies increased,
contacts with medical services remained low.
Conclusion
The recently homeless fit the overall profile of the homeless population in Amsterdam: single (Dutch) men, around 40 years, with a mix of financial debts,
addiction, mental and/or physical health problems. Contacts with services
were fragmented and did not prevent homelessness. For homelessness prevention, systematic and outreach social medical care before and during homelessness should be provided.

Background
There is little evidence on good practice in caring for homeless people in the
medical literature [1]. It has been reported that for homeless people life expectancy averages around 45 years, and that lack of access to health care services has
too often proved a barrier to recovery, and, as a result, contributes to a downward
spiral of deteriorating health and premature death [2]. Therefore, public services
strategies should include homelessness prevention.
To prevent and reduce homelessness, strategies that address the general population and/or a targeted population could include housing benefits, welfare benefits, supplementary security income, supportive services for impaired or disabled
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individuals, programs to ameliorate domestic conflicts, programs to prevent evictions, discharge planning for people being released from institutions and (outreach) care programs for homeless populations [3,4]
Despite all these efforts and investments, and although there is broad consensus among policy makers and service providers that more resources and professional efforts should be dedicated to homelessness prevention, insufficient knowledge is available on how to accomplish this [3-5].
To identify starting points for homelessness prevention strategies in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, we have described in previous articles evictions from ones
home as a major pathway of how people enter homelessness [6,7]. We demonstrated that evictions were a neglected public health problem. Despite knowledge
about the underlying social and medical problems among households at risk, referrals to social and medical care are insufficiently used as a method to prevent
eviction. Furthermore, we concluded that in Amsterdam nobody took the responsibility for the evicted households, predominantly due to rent arrears, whether
they became homeless or not.
The absence of integrated social medical care results in a lack of assistance for
recently evicted households, many of whom enter homelessness. Once homeless,
people are responsible themselves in their search for specific services, organised
alongside the mainstream service delivery system [8,9]. The lack of assistance for
recently homeless people seems to be in concordance with a lack of knowledge of
recently homeless people, related to their pathways into homelessness and their
social and medical problems [3-5,9,10]

Objective of this Study
Regarding the lack of assistance for evicted households in Amsterdam, and contributing to the knowledge on recently homeless people and the development of
prevention practice, for this study we tried to identify recently homeless adults,
to explore 1) the pathways into homelessness, 2) the social and medical problems
before and after becoming homeless, and 3) the contacts with social and medical
services before and after becoming homeless.

Methods
Study Population
Included in our study were recently homeless adults defined as persons, 18 years
and older, who lost their house for the first time during the last two years (between
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April 2002 and April 2004) and who were legally staying in the Netherlands. The
choice of the length of homelessness up to two years was intended to enhance the
reliability of the information reported and to overcome problems of memory. To
find locations to meet recently homeless adults, data on rough sleepers and visitors of day centres in Amsterdam were studied [11,12] Staff at one specific benefits provider for the homeless, at five day centres and at two emergency shelters
were interviewed for information on their homeless visitors. After combining oral
and written information, we decided to reach as many recently homeless adults as
possible at locations recently homeless people tend to visit and where they could
be approached for an interview. These were three gathering places for outreach
soup distribution and popular street hangouts, one specific agency for benefits
provision for the homeless, four emergency shelters and seven day centres with
each over 450 visits a week. To keep a homogeneous sample, shelters for adolescents and families were not included. The study design did not need a process of
ethical approval according to the Dutch Act on Medical Research.
In April and May 2004, interviews were conducted by ten undergraduate
social science students. The students were familiar with approaching and interviewing homeless people. Interviewers underwent three training sessions on the
process and quality of data registration, and all questionnaires were reviewed after
the interviews. For every completed questionnaire students received twenty euros.
Interviews lasted on average 45 minutes.
During a total of 40 occasions, at fourteen locations, between 4 and 38 homeless people were present at any moment (on average 25), of whom 125 homeless
adults were eligible and participated in the study, by giving written consent for an
interview and anonymous data analysis. Specific encouragement or incentives for
homeless people to participate were not applied. None of the respondents were
too intoxicated or too confused to be able to participate. During the interviews,
on a separate list, the questionnaire number, a coded name and date of birth of
participants were recorded to exclude doubling; two persons were interviewed
twice and were excluded from analysis. Three questionnaires were excluded as the
respondents were homeless for longer than two years. In total 120 questionnaires
were included in the analysis.

Collected Data
Questionnaires for this study consisted of author-generated items. In consultation with city sociologists at the University of Amsterdam Department of Social Sciences, items of questionnaires used in follow up studies on rough sleepers were added [11]. Data were collected in a variety of areas addressing who,
where, what, how and when questions following the process and antecedents of
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becoming homeless, self reported social and medical problems and contacts with
social and medical services, before and after becoming homeless. Type of underlying problems chosen were based on the authors experience with providing outreach care to homeless people in Amsterdam over the last decade [13].
To find out pathways into homelessness, respondents were asked about their
last housing condition and included composition of the household, type of housing, type of lessor, rent agreement and rent/income ratio. Demographics included
sex, age and country of birth. For information on the social and medical problems
before and after becoming homeless the following items were asked. Social problems were domestic conflicts (with household members, neighbours, landlords
and/or services) and financial problems. For the latter data on financial debts,
reasons for debts and type of creditors were collected. Medical problems included
addiction to alcohol, drugs and gambling, mental health problems and physical
health problems. Alcohol use could be scored as normal, excessive or extreme,
according to the Garretsen scale [14]. Cocaine and/or heroine use could be more
or less than 13 days a month; 13 days were chosen to exclude weekend users.
Gambling could be absent or present. For mental problems no specific instruments or criteria were used for practical reasons. Respondents were asked if they
felt depressed, fearful and/or confused. Physical problems and/or handicap were
asked in an open question.
Service contacts, before and after becoming homeless, included social and
medical services. Social services included social work, benefits agency, debt
control agency, as well as shelters and day centres. Medical services included
general practitioner, addiction service, mental health service and the GGD
Municipal Public Health Service (safety net department and outpatient drug
clinics) [13].

Study Assessments and Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 14.0 and were mainly descriptive. The pathways into homelessness are described. Demographics, problems and
service use are described and compared between the three main identified pathways into homelessness. Differences in the characteristics and underlying problems among homeless people following the different pathways are compared using
chi-square and Fisher-exact tests for categorical variables and Wilcoxon median
test for continuous variables. To identify independent factors associated with the
specific pathways, logistic regression analyses was performed using backwards selection based on the loglikelihood ratio. In addition, logistic regression analyses
was performed to study factors independently associated with the main problems
identified in each pathway.
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Results
Housing Setting and Pathways into Homelessness
In table 1 the self reported housing setting and pathways into homelessness are
shown. Before homelessness two thirds were living in a rented house. Thirteen respondents, out of the 120, mentioned never having lived independently; they had
always been staying with family or friends. More than half had rented a house of a
housing association (53%) and one third had rented privately (32%). The median
rent price was 268 euros (range 0 – 1,000 euros), and the median gross salary was
809 euros (range 0 – 4,500 euros). Forty respondents had a rent/income ratio up
to 30%, 33 up to 60%, 7 more than 60% and for 40 respondents this was not
known.
Table 1. Self reported setting and pathways into homelessness
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When asked how respondents lost their last housing, answered by 109 respondents, the three main pathways were evictions (38%), leaving ones house or
being send away by others due to relationship problems (35%) and other reasons
(28%). Among 38 respondents who were homeless due to relationship problems,
(of whom one third had a rent contract in their own name), 4 had left on their
own initiative and 34 were sent away by household members (partner 22, parents
6 and roommates 6). Among other reasons, 6 mentioned they had lost their house
while doing time in prison. Four out of five had become homeless in Amsterdam.
After loss of last housing, 57% reported immediate homelessness, and 86% reported being on the streets within three months. The median length of homelessness was six months (23 weeks).

Demographics and Household Composition
In table 2 demographics and household composition related to pathways
through which people became homeless are shown. Compared to the relationship group, the eviction group was slightly older (average age 39.6 versus
35.5 years; p = 0,08), living single more often (p = 0,000), and belonged to
one of the major migrant groups more often (p = 0.025). The total average
age for both sexes was 38 years, the range for males was 18–67 years, and for
females 19–50 years.
Table 2. Demographics and household composition related to pathways into homelessness
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Pathways and Problems
Self reported problems before homelessness related to pathways into homelessness
are shown in table 3. Social problems were present in 81% of the total group, and
medical problems in 76%. In the total group, before homelessness, almost two
thirds (62%) had both social and medical problems (not in table 3). As expected,
regarding pathways and social problems, the eviction group had significantly more
often financial debts than the relationship group (p = 0,009). Logistic regression
analyses showed that the only factor independently associated with financial debts
were alcohol problems (OR 7.0 (95% CI: 2.0–25.0). Also in the relationship
group almost half reported financial debts. The relationship group reported more
domestic conflicts than the other groups (p < 0.001). Domestic conflicts were
more common among those between 18–29 years and those 60 years and older,
and among respondents not born in the Netherlands. Underlying social or medical problems were not significantly associated with domestic conflicts.
Table 3. Self reported problems before homelessness related to pathways into homelessness

Regarding pathways and medical problems, the eviction group reported more
extreme alcohol problems than the relationship group (p = 0.048). Drug problems, mainly cocaine use, tended to be more common in the relationship group
compared to the eviction group, although not significantly. In all groups more
than half reported mental health problems.
Not reported in table 3, among 73 respondents with debts, the main reasons
for debts were loss of job and/or chronic shortage of income (49%), buying drugs
(18%), gambling (10%), and other reasons such as fines, order by credit and
health costs (23%). Of 22 gamblers, 16 respondents reported financial debts. Of
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73 respondents with debts, 16 reported gambling. The majority of creditors were
banks (35%), landlords (34%), energy companies (18%) and family members
(9%). The median debt was 5,000 euros (range 400 – 400,000 euro). One person
had left a mortgaged house leaving a 400,000 euros debt.
In table 4 problems before and after becoming homeless are shown. Financial
problems before homelessness (61%) were not solved during homelessness, when
even more respondents reported debts (68%). The overall addiction rate had decreased from 48% before to 20% after becoming homeless, due to less excessive
and extreme use of alcohol, less use of heroin, and less use of cocaine. The self
reported gambling rate decreased from 18% before to 3% after becoming homeless. During homelessness only a few individuals began substance use for the first
time. Feelings of being depressed, fearful and confused were frequently reported
before (56%) and after (63%) becoming homeless, and in both periods almost
one quarter reported physical problems or a handicap.
Table 4. Self reported problems before and after becoming homeless
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Pathways and Service Use
The self reported service use for social and medical problems before and after
becoming homeless is shown in table 5. Despite the fact that a combination of
debts, addiction and/or mental health problems were often reported, contacts
with social services were low and with medical services even lower. Among the
contacts with medical services the general practitioner played a minor role.
Table 5. Self reported service use before and after becoming homeless

Regarding pathways and social problems, the eviction group reported more
contacts with debt control services than the relationship group (33/41 = 81%
versus 18/38 = 47%; p = 0.009, not in table). Despite these contacts they did not
keep their house. Regarding pathways and medical problems no significant differences in service use between pathway groups were found. Before homelessness,
of 86 respondents who reported a medical problem, 47 did look for some sort of
medical service and 39 did not feel the need. Reasons mentioned for not perceiving the need for medical support were e.g. “I don’t need help,” “I solve my own
problems,” “I don’t have an addiction problem,” “I don’t see how they can help
me,” “I don’t know where to go,” “they ask too many questions” and “services are
slow.”
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How Recently Homeless People Envision Better Services and
their Biggest Dream
We asked recently homeless people about their ideas how to improve assistance.
In general, the majority of respondents mentioned that they wished that the city
provides a one stop comprehensive service for social and medical problems, active
assistance for red tape and financial management, and fast tracking towards (guided) housing and jobs. Respondents said e.g.: “you need to be verbally strong to
succeed at services,” “social and financial support should be much faster,” “I wish
clear information where to go for what problem,” “services should work together.”
Other answers were: “If I had help before I became homeless....,” “I try to be nice,
but they are rude,” and “they should offer help for normal homeless people.”
What is your biggest dream? Almost all wanted a house, a normal life with
family contacts and/or a job. Respondents said e.g. “I hope they give me benefits
in the future,” “to see my daughter,” “a safe place,” “a house within a few months,
and celebrate Christmas with friends at home.” Other answers were: “that they
do more for homeless people who do not take drugs,” “I do not have dreams, I
gave up hope a long time ago” and one man was dreaming of “a shower and clean
clothes.”

Discussion
For the homelessness prevention practice, we aimed to discover the sources of
homelessness; defined as the factual pathway that leads to an (official) forced
or voluntary displacement from ones home or facility. Therefore, we explored
the pathways people took into homelessness and compared the characteristics,
problems and service use per pathway taken. In our approach, we focus on the
detection of underlying problems, that services should respond to, rather than
exploring the reasons why the underlying problems exist. Knowledge of the characteristics and problems of people who follow different pathways into homelessness should contribute to timely detection of vulnerable people who might step
into homelessness.
We identified 120 recently homeless people in Amsterdam to explore their
pathways into homelessness, problems and service use, before and after becoming
homeless. The main pathways into homelessness reported were evictions from
ones home (38%), relationship problems that lead to leaving a home or being sent
away by household members (35%), leaving prison (6%) and various other reasons (22%). These pathways into homelessness are consistent with those known
in the literature [4-10,15,16]. However, the figures in this sample can not be
compared with those found by others due to varying settings, definitions and
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methodology. For comparison, the factual pathways into homelessness, the
key causes, underlying contextual factors and triggers need to be disentangled
[4,5,9].
Not surprisingly, the characteristics of the recently homeless people in our
study show more similarities than differences with those found among the majority of households at risk of eviction (due to rent arrears and nuisance), rough
sleepers, shelter users and homeless adults visiting outreach medical care facilities
in Amsterdam [6,11,17-19]. The profile of the majority of the homeless in Amsterdam is comparable with those in cities abroad [10,20-22].
In all pathway groups almost two thirds reported a combination of social and
medical problems. Those who were homeless after eviction did belong to a major migrant group more often, were slightly older, were more often living single,
had more financial problems and more alcohol problems, than the other groups.
Those who were homeless due to relationship problems were slightly younger, had
more domestic conflicts and tended to report more drug (cocaine use) problems,
than the others groups.
Gambling, as a known source of debts and financial difficulties, was reported
by 24% among those evicted and 13% among those who had lived with others. In
Melbourne, Australia, before homelessness, among 93 older homeless men, gambling was reported by 46% among those who were living alone and 28% among
those living with others [4,16]. In Amsterdam, gambling was hardly mentioned
by employees of housing associations handling rent arrears and by employees in
nuisance control care networks handling nuisance, when asked to report problems among households at risk of eviction [6]. Service providers should be alert
for gambling problems among mostly single men at the brink of homelessness due
to financial difficulties.
Furthermore, regarding medical support before homelessness, for all pathways,
the general practitioner, as a gatekeeper for addiction, mental and physical health
problems, played a marginal role in providing care, which was also found among
households at risk of eviction in Amsterdam [7]. For those at risk of homelessness
with silent and/or non-self perceived health needs, 39 out of 86 who reported a
medical problem, a sharp decrease of home visits carried out by general practitioners might be unfavourable [8,23]. Specifically, if no alternative social medical
care at home is provided, and lessons how to integrate care for those in highest
need have to be learned in the streets [25]. Therefore, rent arrears and nuisance
can serve as signals to explore underlying problems by outreach support [6,7].
After becoming homeless, most problems identified before homelessness were
also reported to exist afterwards, except for substance use and gambling, which
had decreased significantly. The fact that many recently homeless had sought
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social care and were willing and capable of placing their addiction more in the
background, is an indication of the motivation within this group to turn their
situation around. The addiction decrease could be an indication that in the first
homeless period the scarce financial means are being used mainly for subsistence.
This moment should be an entry point for service providers to actively guide the
recently homeless towards rehabilitation. Although validated diagnostic mental
health tools were not used, by often reporting mental health problems many respondents did not seem satisfied with their mental health condition and/or situation. For recently homeless people staying in the same shelters and day centres
together with the long-term homeless might have a numbing effect on a positive
attitude towards rehabilitation [26,27].
The strength of this study is that we had good access to key informants and
the locations where recently homeless people tend to gather. We obtained a high
response rate among the recently homeless people who were approached for an
interview. This study involved two principal limitations. First, our data regarding medical problems were based on self-reported information. Specifically for
psychiatric problems diagnostic or clinical instruments were not used, therefore
data can not be compared with other studies. Furthermore, some respondents
mentioned having trouble remembering the number of services they had used
over time. Second, a random sample of the recently homeless could not be drawn
since the duration of homelessness is not registered at day centres and shelters,
and not for those not using these facilities. Following our experience with homeless care, we believe that the data are valid and can be generalised for the total
recently homeless population in Amsterdam.

Homelessness Prevention Strategies
Scholars in Australia, England and the US have described multiple obstacles for
homelessness prevention strategies and the evaluation of prevention programs
[3-5]. Regarding causes of homelessness, most cases involved personal problems
and incapacities, policy gaps and service delivery defects. Crane et al. found that
vulnerable people were being excluded because health and welfare services did
not have the responsibility or resources to search for people with unmet treatment or support needs [4,5]. Furthermore, evaluation of homelessness prevention
programs are hampered e.g. by fragmented and provision driven data registration
[3].
In Amsterdam, several strategies to prevent and reduce homelessness have been
implemented, since our study was executed in 2004. The Amsterdam Welfare and
Care department promotes an integrated approach by housing, social and medical
services to take responsibility in actively assisting vulnerable citizens with unmet
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support needs. This strategy is in concordance with the wishes and dreams of the
majority of the recently homeless in our study. Since 2007 service providers are
being trained for this approach to learn how to explore problems and pathways
towards shared assistance. Furthermore, with substantial national and local financial support, services are able to expand their activities. More guided living options in the social housing sector (75% of the total housing stock in Amsterdam)
are being offered, more integrated one stop social medical service units will be
build, and the number of beds in shelters, addiction and mental health care facilities are being increased [28].
Regarding the three pathways into homelessness of the recently homeless people in our study, we reflect and comment on the existing strategies in
Amsterdam.
Eviction from One’s Home was the main Source of Homelessness
Per year more than 1,400 households are being evicted in Amsterdam [6]. To
decrease the number of evictions, the existing outreach networks respond to persistent rent arrears and nuisance, as signals to be picked up by housing associations and landlords, to be shared with social services. In response, during a house
visit underlying problems, such as gambling and medical problems, and unmet
support needs are being explored [6,7,28]. Based on our previous studies on evictions and current findings, we suggest that assistance should explicitly be applied
to low income single men, with underlying financial problems, addiction and/or
mental and/or physical health problems. As among these high risk men a mix of
social and medical problems is to be expected, social and medical workers should
be trained to systematically approach and guide the underlying problems to keep
these men at home [6,7,25].
Relationship Problems that Lead to Leaving a House was the second
Source of Homelessness
Prevention strategies might be difficult to design. However, underlying problems
and service use are also prevalent among this high-risk group. Alertness of social
and medical services could be the way to identify this high risk group for preventive actions. Services should know their clients and should (be trained to) be sensitive for signals of vulnerability. These signals should be detected with a few additional questions related to how a person is coping with daily living, household
management, income and debts (alcohol, cocaine and gambling), and should
actively be shared among disciplines [4,5,21]. In health care settings medical professionals, and the general practitioner in particular, do have the opportunity and
responsibility to diagnose social disease (such as poverty and imminent homelessness),
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that intrinsically interacts with medical disease, and actively ask for social assistance in response [5,29].
Leaving Prison was the third Source of Homelessness, among Various
other Reasons
In the Netherlands, when people stay in prison for a certain period of time welfare
benefits are being terminated. Data on the number of people that did pay rent off
welfare benefits before they went to prison are not being collected. Nor data on
the number of people that lost their house during time in prison because nobody
assisted in paying the rent at home, and, as a consequence, became homeless after
leaving prison. However, in Amsterdam, vulnerable inmates and multiple offenders are actively being followed up and assisted to anticipate housing, income and
care after prison [28].
Furthermore, to prevent long term homelessness, new arrivals in the homeless
circuit, at places the homeless tend to gather, are actively being identified and fast
tracked along social and medical services, as the motivation to turn their situation around is expected to be a crucial entry point towards rehabilitation. For
this strategy, social and shelter services aim to converge their intake procedures
in a central shelter unit, where (recently) homeless people can undergo a social
medical assessment and be guided towards problem oriented housing and care.
Among the services for the poor and underserved, the GGD Municipal Public
Health Service is operating as the central field director to monitor strategies to
further prevent and reduce homelessness in Amsterdam [28]. New evaluations
should demonstrate whether the present situation has improved compared to our
findings in 2004.

Conclusion
Among recently homeless adults in Amsterdam, the main pathways into homelessness reported were evictions, relationship problems and leaving prison. In all
pathways, the recently homeless fit the profile of the majority of the total homeless population in Amsterdam: single men, around 40 years, with a mix of debts,
domestic conflicts, addiction, mental and/or physical health problems. Regarding service use before becoming homeless, and regardless the pathway taken,
more than half reported contacts with social and/or medical services that did
not prevent homelessness. During homelessness only contacts with social work
and benefit agencies increased, contacts with medical services remained low. For
homelessness prevention, systematic and integrated social medical care before and
during homelessness should be provided.
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Promoting Chlamydia
Screening with Posters and
Leaflets in General Practice—
A Qualitative Study
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and Cliodna McNulty

Abstract
Background
General practice staff are reluctant to discuss sexual health opportunistically in all consultations. Health promotion materials may help alleviate this
barrier. Chlamydia screening promotion posters and leaflets, produced by
the English National Chlamydia Screening Programme (NCSP), have been
available to general practices, through local chlamydia screening offices, since
its launch. In this study we explored the attitudes of general practice staff to
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these screening promotional materials, how they used them, and explored other promotional strategies to encourage chlamydia screening.
Methods
Twenty-five general practices with a range of screening rates, were purposively
selected from six NCSP areas in England. In focus groups doctors, nurses, administrative staff and receptionists were encouraged to discuss candidly their
experiences about their use and opinions of posters, leaflets and advertising to
promote chlamydia screening. Researchers observed whether posters and leaflets were on display in reception and/or waiting areas. Data were collected
and analysed concurrently using a stepwise framework analytical approach.
Results
Although two-thirds of screening practices reported that they displayed posters and leaflets, they were not prominently displayed in most practices. Only
a minority of practices reported actively using screening promotional materials on an ongoing basis. Most staff in all practices were not following up the
advertising in posters and leaflets by routinely offering opportunistic screening to their target population. Some staff in many practices thought posters
and leaflets would cause offence or embarrassment to their patients. Distribution of chlamydia leaflets by receptionists was thought to be inappropriate by
some practices, as they thought patients would be offended when being offered
a leaflet in a public area. Practice staff suggested the development of pocketsized leaflets.
Conclusion
The NCSP should consider developing a range of more discrete but eye catching
posters and small leaflets specifically to promote chlamydia screening in different
scenarios within general practice; coordinators should audit their use. Practice
staff need to discuss, with their screening co-ordinator, how different practice
staff can promote chlamydia screening most effectively using the NCSP promotional materials, and change them regularly so that they do not loose their impact. Education to change all practice staff’s attitudes towards sexual health is
needed to reduce their worries about displaying the chlamydia materials, and
how they may follow up the advertising up with a verbal offer of screening opportunistically to 15-24 year olds whenever they visit the practice.

Background
Genital chlamydia is the most common sexually transmitted disease in Europe
[1,2]. The English National Chlamydia Screening Programme (NCSP), first
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introduced in 2003, offers opportunistic screening to sexually active young people
aged 15-24 to reduce prevalence of chlamydia to prevent ectopic pregnancy, pelvic inflammatory disease and infertility in men and women [3]. General practice
is widely used by young people [4] and, therefore, provides an opportunity to
raise awareness of, and provide, chlamydia screening.
Health promotion posters and leaflets produced by the Department of Health
and NCSP have been available to general practice through local chlamydia screening offices since the launch of the NCSP. The NCSP leaflet was first produced in
April 2003 and was based on the leaflet originally used in the chlamydia screening pilot based in several health care settings including general practice [5]. It
was produced by the National Chlamydia Screening Programme Steering Group,
which had GP representation, and was reviewed by other stakeholders. The leaflet
was designed using a Department of Health (DH) format and to fit in with the
ongoing DH Sexual Health Awareness campaign. It was designed to be used by all
clinicians as part of the screening consent procedure. The posters were produced
by the DH as part of a Sex Lottery campaign to be used in a range of Health Care
settings. Additionally, many local areas produce their own promotional information materials. This reflects the devolved nature of the NSCP with much of the
funding and responsibility for publicity and promotion at local level [3].
We and others have found that many general practice staff admitted that they
are reluctant to discuss sexual health opportunistically in all consultations [6-10].
Health promotion materials may help alleviate this barrier but there are no published studies of how the NCSP promotional materials are being used in England.
The objective of this study was to explore the attitudes of general practice staff
to health promotional materials aimed at increasing uptake of chlamydia screening, how staff used them, and explore other promotional strategies to encourage
chlamydia screening. This was part of a larger qualitative study exploring general
practice staffs’ knowledge of the chlamydia screening programme and strategies
they have used or suggest to encourage increased chlamydia screening within the
general practice setting.

Methods
Disaggregate data from the Health Protection Agency (HPA) Centre for Infections
[11] were used to identify and rank general practices by their chlamydia screening rates of their 16-24 year old target population. So that we could obtain the
opinions of a wide range of general practices and staff, 25 high and low screening
general practices were selected, using criterion based (purposive) sampling [12],
from six NCSP areas in England who were encouraging screening within primary
care. A member of the research team approached the practices by telephone and
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letter. We conducted eight focus groups with high screening practices (defined as
those screening greater than 10% of their 16-24 year old target population), ten
medium screening practices (between 3-10%) and 15 low screening practices (less
than 3%).
Two high and six low screening practices declined to participate due to time
pressures or staff shortages. Participating practices were visited between November 2005 and April 2007 and included those in both urban and rural locations,
with a mix of social class and ethnic populations. Although researchers did not
know the practice screening rates before each visit, it was difficult to blind them
to whether the practice was a high or low screener, as this usually became quite
apparent during the discussions. Doctors, nurses, administrative staff and receptionists were invited to participate in the focus group. The focus group schedule
used open questions which encouraged respondents to discuss candidly their experiences of the chlamydia screening programme. As part of the focus group, we
sought information about their use and opinions of posters, leaflets and advertising to promote chlamydia screening. Researchers observed whether posters and
leaflets were on display in reception and/or waiting areas when they visited the
practice and recorded field notes following each focus group. Data were collected
and analysed using a stepwise framework analytical approach [13]. Focus groups
were audio-taped then transcribed and checked for accuracy against the tapes. EF
and CMcN used QSR NVivo software (QSR International PTY Ltd. Melbourne
http://www.qsrinternational.com) to identify codes, categories and themes from
the data, using an inductive approach. This approach was used as we wanted to be
open to using the depth and breadth of data collected to show the opinions and
behaviour of the whole general practice team. Themes were then discussed at a
project meeting and agreed by all the authors. If there were any disagreements, the
text was re-examined and a consensus reached. Data collection and analysis occurred concurrently and we continued, through purposive sampling, to enrol and
visit practices to enrich the data [12]. The transcripts were then re-analysed by
EF, using word-search, to ensure that any themes within the framework were not
missed. The relationship between the practice screening rates (high, medium and
low) and the data was examined. Quotations chosen demonstrate the different
categories of data. These quotes were chosen as they highlighted the diversity of
opinion in both high and low screening practices and differences between them.
Ethical approval was obtained from the Multi-Research Ethics Committee for
Scotland (No. 4/MRE10/41). Local research governance approval was obtained
from the relevant Trusts. Information sheets were sent to the practices at least two
weeks before the focus group and all staff gave informed written consent and were
assured anonymity.
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Results
156 health care staff from 25 practices (participants per focus group 2-20; median
6) from urban and rural areas across England participated in the focus groups.
These comprised 72 GPs, 46 nurses; eight practice managers; 23 receptionists/
administrators and seven others.

Use of Chlamydia Screening Posters in General Practices
Major Themes
Use of Posters
Two thirds (16) of all screening practices said they had posters advertising chlamydia in their practices, which were either on the doors of their consulting rooms,
in their waiting rooms or in patients’ lavatories.
We also had [chlamydia] posters up around and also posters on our notice board
outside and... it’s on our LED. [electronic sign in reception] (Nurse FG14 medium screening practice)
There’s [general] posters throughout the surgery isn’t there and in the passageways
especially down by the nurses end. I don’t think the age group is on them. There
was a [chlamydia] poster up, but it has been taken down. (Receptionist FG8 low
screening practice)
However, researchers observed that most posters displayed in general practices
were aimed at elderly people or promoted immunisation; very few had chlamydia
posters in communal areas.
The difficulty with it, we tend to use the posters in the short term campaigns. We
could do a campaign for an evening a month but then because of the wall space
and everything we have to do. I mean we used to have lots of all sorts of [different] posters, it was too messy and too much information to read. (GP and nurse
FG18 low screening practice)
Many staff thought posters caused offence. Several practices had to deal with
complaints from older people about posters advertising chlamydia screening in
the waiting room or lavatories and patients had either removed the poster themselves or had asked for it to be taken down.
We put up a poster on how to do it [take a specimen] in the toilets that got taken
down.
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We didn’t have very much advertising [about chlamydia] because that actually
upset quite a few patients. Especially the elderly, they were quite upset with our
advertising. So we had to take it down and they said they didn’t really want it in
their face when they were sitting in the waiting room. We had quite a few people
complain. We also had a piece on safe sex as well. And I think two people found
that quite offensive, so we had to redo the advertising side. (GP FG2 medium
screening practice respondent 1 & 3)
One low screening practice said there had been posters in nurses’ rooms but
these posters had been taken down and not replaced when the practice was refurbished. Many practices were concerned that posters may lose their impact if left
on display.
My only problem is leaflets and posters go up and they become part of the scenery
nobody takes any [notice] not a lot of impact. I think what we have to do would
be [for] two weeks in a year, to have an impact on [chlamydia], have loads of
posters up just for that [time]. (Practice nurse FG4 low screening practice)
A few low screening practices reported other priorities for wall space and did
not wish to prioritise one disease over another.
We’ve got to be a bit sensitive. We’ve got the whole practice populations’ needs [to
think about] and I think we’re not just here to deal with chlamydia we’re here to
deal with everything and things should be targeted equally. We’ve got a notice in
each of our rooms on chlamydia so we have given it more space than some other
diseases such as diabetes or asthma. We do try to give reasonably equal space don’t
we? (Practice nurse FG17 low screening practice)
A few professionals in low screening practices admitted they had not seen
NCSP posters and were unaware of where they could access chlamydia screening
health promotional materials.
I mean is it accessible [to us], or do we have to get our own literature? (Practice
nurse FG11 high screening practice)

Use of Chlamydia Leaflets in General Practices
Major Themes
Most of the low screening practices had no chlamydia leaflets evidently on display
when the researchers visited. Nineteen screening practices said they either had
leaflets available in reception, waiting or consulting rooms, or included in selfsampling packs.
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We leave leaflets in reception, and the primary care team produce a leaflet with
all the different services that are available. Cards and a leaflet. We use it opportunistically for all our 16 year olds; that’s part of the normal consultation.
(Nurse FG3 high screening practice)
Displaying the leaflets in the waiting area for patients to help themselves was
practices’ main strategy for use.
They [the leaflets] are quite good. There’s leaflets that we keep in the waiting
room and by the reception. (Practice nurse FG21, medium screening practice)
[We have] leaflets in waiting rooms (GP)
...and we do have leaflets in our rooms, sometimes we have the little stand with
‘what is chlamydia’ and what you can do. (Practice nurse FG26 low screening
practice)
Minor Theme
No recognition of leaflets: A few health professionals admitted they couldn’t remember seeing the NCSP leaflets.
The big screen one I don’t know what it is. Is that the coloured one?
Could be?
....pass. (Nurse and two GPs FG 23 medium screening practice)
Facilitator: So what do you think about the chlamydia leaflets?
I can’t even remember what they look like.
Sorry I don’t know what they look like.
they’re quite a colourful thing…to be honest to you no recollection that’s it
(GP, nurse and receptionist FG24 low screening practice)

Staff Opinions about Chlamydia Screening Leaflets
Major Themes
Practices were Enthusiastic About the Leaflets
Most practices were generally enthusiastic about the NCSP leaflets. Fourteen
practices thought that the NCSP leaflet was user friendly, featured different ethnic
groups, was easy to read and very informative.
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The leaflets for the patient are absolutely superb, very self-explanatory; they are
quite small and very necessary because they’re all waiting to go in to see the doctor. Its nice print, it’s nicely put and nice to read it’s so easy to explain. (Nurse
FG11 high screening practice)
In this area it is important to have more than white faces on a leaflet, that’s gone
down well.
(Nurse FG15 low screening practice)
Several practices reported that they used the leaflets as part of their consent
procedure for screening.
I think it’s excellent... it’s very informative, but it’s easy to read as well, which is
quite important. We’re supposed to [give it to patients] because its part of their
consent procedure; consent is based on [the] leaflet. (GP FG3 high screening
practice)
Leaflets May Cause Offence
However, staff in several low and a few medium screening practices thought that
giving young patients a leaflet would cause patients embarrassment, resentment
or offence.
A patient might think are they picking on me? Why would they think I might
have chlamydia? So I don’t think it would go down so well here at the moment…
sometimes they may be resentful as well. (Nurse FG15 low screening practice)
Of these a few low screening practices thought that the leaflets’ style was condescending to young people and provided too much general information and
omitted to advise on how often they should be screened.
They’re fine, I think the actual main leaflet is fine, but I think the one with boys
and girls on...I think it’s a bit condescending really, I think they’re actually quite
simplistic, so its easy to follow, but boys and girls, we’re talking about people who
are sexually active! I think it’s a bit insulting putting boys on one and girls on the
other personally. (Nurse FG17 low screening practice)
Other professionals in a few low screening practices thought that a chlamydia
leaflet (especially the brightly coloured one) was a label for young people who may
not wish to be seen with it or who would be offended by the suggestion that they
may have chlamydia.
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I think one of the reasons why I don’t always hand out leaflets, is that very often
they [the target group] come in without a bag or anything and if they are walking around with this [chlamydia leaflet] its just the fact that it says ‘chlamydia’
everyone look at what I’ve [got], we’re trying to normalise it but they often come
in with just a jacket or a tiny purse.
That’s a good point, quite a lot of them [leaflets] end up left on the desk and then
we find them when they’ve gone; I wouldn’t walk out of the GP surgery with that
in my hand either... What is it saying and yet you’ve only come in to have your
travel vacs? (GP and nurse FG01 high screening practice)
Several thought leaflets should be concealed in envelopes. And a few other
medium and low screening practices, following complaints from older people
about chlamydia leaflets being highly visible in reception areas, had already put
them in brown envelopes.
If the leaflet was in a brown envelope and you target an age group you could
write along it hope you don’t mind, but would you like to read this? I think they
are a bit intrusive, because it would seem to some people that you were targeting
them because you thought they might have a problem and I don’t think that’s
right. (Receptionist FG8 low screening practice)
I think that’s why we put them in brown envelopes because we wanted to reduce
the older patients’ concerns about it so we had to think about the other patients
as well. Several, elderly ladies said it’s too much in my face when I walk in, and
I don’t want to see this sort of thing. (FG2 medium screening practice)
Leaflets were too Bulky
A few of all the practices thought chlamydia leaflets were bulky and did not fit easily into a jeans pocket, so leaflets were often left on the reception desk. These professionals suggested that the information could be given in a more concise form
(bullet points) or be credit card sized and that the cover could be more discreet.
I mean this is the only one I’ve got now... [showing small card], because it’s not
too bulky [to go] in a pocket. I agree totally absolutely fantastic, especially for
younger people, because it doesn’t contain [too much], you know [you’ve] got to
sit there and read it. It’s bullet points straight to the point facts given, no hassle
with that. (Nurse FG9 high screening practice).
Minor Themes
Leaflets should be Translated
Some high and medium screening practices with high ethnic populations thought
that the leaflet should be translated into different languages as patients may not
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understand written English. However some concern was expressed about the cost
implications for the PCT, particularly in some locations where there were many
different ethnic populations. One medium screening practice with a high ethnic
population commented that pictorial leaflets should reflect the multi-cultural society that could be affected by chlamydia.
Because people come with different languages, if you say some [thing] even if it’s in
simple English they would not understand the meaning of it. Preferably I would like
to have them in as many languages as possible, but it’s not really viable from the PCT
point [of view]. They cannot have an enormous amount of languages just for chlamydia screening, there’s other things as well. (GP FG25 medium screening practice)
It’s all written in English. I’ve obviously got doubts about the value of translations with
all different languages but I think they are required for our population.
...very expensive I think the cost to do it [the leaflet translation]. (2 GPs FG5 high
screening practice)
Other Strategies for the Use of Chlamydia Leaflets by General Practices
One high screening practice reported that clinicians had given patients a chlamydia leaflet whenever they attended for any consultation and this had resulted
in a good screening.
Making sure the leaflets are available and being a bit more pro-active about things…
because we found that really worked before, we had a good uptake. (Nurse and GP
FG11 high screening practice)
Furthermore, receptionists in a few high screening practices proactively gave
patients in the at-risk age group a chlamydia leaflet to read when they booked in
to see a doctor or nurse and encouraged patients to ask for a chlamydia screen.
The leaflets, we hand it over and say would you like to read this while you’re sitting
waiting to see your doctor, if you would like to take part, speak to the doctor when you
go in. (Receptionist FG5 high screening practice)
Sending Leaflets by Post
A few practices thought that patients could be sent a leaflet, with an invitation to
attend for chlamydia screening, by post and this would prompt patients to consult the practice for a screening test. These professionals thought that if patients
were aware that they were all being targeted in this way it would encourage more
young people to attend.
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Well we send out a letter to all the teenagers inviting them to the clinic and telling them what time, and it does say that we do tests for STIs. We’re not specifically sending them information about chlamydia actually.
Maybe we should be enclosing a [chlamydia] information leaflet...most people coming in we are mentioning it anyway. (2 GPs FG6 medium screening
practice)
I think you’ve got to do it by post. You send a leaflet through the post saying that
there is a [chlamydia screening] programme available; these are the people who
are at risk; you may wish to consult; these are the complications if it’s not treated;
you may wish to consider it. (GP, FG26 low screening practice)
A few medium screening practices thought that mobile phone texts may be
a better way of encouraging young people to come forward for screening rather
than sending letters to patients’ homes.
I don’t know if this national advertising works, [use] the text via mobile, that
would be a good point, they’ve all got mobile phones. (GP FG13 medium screening practice)

Other Strategies for Increasing Awareness of Chlamydia
Screening in General Practice
Major Themes
National Television Advertising
Many professionals in most of all the practices thought that NCSP needed a national advertising campaign either on prime time television or radio or included
as an item in a leading soap opera. A few high and medium screening practices
thought this high profile approach might be a better way to raise awareness of
chlamydia screening with a multi-ethnic population.
I mean what about a national campaign on prime time television, what I’m
saying [is a] campaign on television that you can go to your GPs and be tested or
[get a] self-test kit. Definitely I think better advertising would be a better use of
time and energy really. (Nurse FG13 medium screening practice)
What about a national campaign [on] prime time television. (Nurse FG4 low
screening)
I think rather than this leaflet thing you should really increase your publicity
in the media probably because the average person, no matter what his language
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will see television, and the advertisement should be at a time when they see that
Eastenders, Big Brother and whatever you think, because a lot of people will
understand that language. If a youngster in Eastenders has a problem then everybody will come. (GP FG25 medium screening practice)
Several practices suggested that including information on chlamydia screening and screening sites on practice websites would help to raise the profile of
screening.
I think maybe advertising on the website and places that young people were going to look and read, as well as having the whole list of where they can get access
to everything, not just one service. (Nurse FG19 low screening practice)
Several respondents commented that the promotional materials were also an
important reminder for clinicians.
Keep reminding us, keep bringing it up in meetings, trying to change the way
you advertise and put the message across, always trying to think of new ideas.
Oh, no no we were saying chuck around a few of the posters.
Also reminding clinicians, I think you have to keep on top of it really because I
know our numbers dipped for a couple of months. (FG 2 medium tester respondent 3 and 4)

Discussion
Key Findings
Although two-thirds of practices reported they were displaying posters and leaflets
they were not prominently displayed in most practices. Only a minority of practices reported actively using the posters and leaflets on an ongoing basis, to raise
the visual profile of chlamydia screening, in reception, waiting areas, lavatories
and consulting rooms. Although about half the practices were using posters and
leaflets, many of these had low rates of screening and were not backing up the advertising by routinely offering opportunistic screening to their target population.
However, the study design does not allow us to say that the use of promotional
materials alone will increase screening rates. It was interesting that some staff in
many practices thought using posters and leaflets would cause offence or embarrassment to their patients. Staff thought this could be decreased by using more
discrete posters and smaller leaflets or by using envelopes. Distribution of chlamydia leaflets by receptionists was thought to be inappropriate by some practices,
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as they thought patients would be offended when being offered a leaflet in public
waiting areas or reception. Practices suggested other ways to promote chlamydia
screening including a national advertising campaign and sending letters to patients’ homes.

Other Work in this Area
There is a paucity of literature exploring professionals’ views about promotional
posters and leaflets for chlamydia screening. Several studies exploring the use of
promotional materials in other sexual health areas found that young patients are
less likely to read posters than older patients [14-16]. These authors found that
the public nature of waiting rooms and reception areas may inhibit patients collecting materials covering sexual health. Leaflets have been given to patients by
GUM clinic receptionists to promote HIV testing [14,15]. Ivens and Sabin found
that although patients’ knowledge of HIV increased they were not more likely to
accept a test compared to those offered a verbal discussion [15]. A recent general practice postal survey also shows that use of promotional materials covering
sexually transmitted infections (STIs) is low in Australia—only one-fifth of GP
respondents reported that they displayed posters covering STIs in their waiting
room [17].
Andersen found a poor response to a multiple media campaign in Denmark
which aimed to encourage chlamydia screening in young people [18]. Posters and
leaflets in health, education and recreation centres, an internet web page, radio,
television and newspaper interviews, were used to encourage young people to request a test kit for chlamydia. It resulted in a large proportion of requests for test
kits from those ineligible to receive them [18], which indicates that leaflets need
to be targeted at the at-risk population. This was done by several of the practices
in our study.
It has previously been found that posters alone do not change the patientprofessional interaction. In a US study, although 60% of patients noticed a poster
campaign inviting patients in a US family practice clinic to discuss weight loss, the
posters did not increase the proportion of patients reporting a change in patientphysician conversations about weight loss [19]. This work suggests that posters
alone will not increase uptake of any health intervention without the willingness
of health professionals to follow-up the advertising with offers to participate in
screening.
Edwards et al’s 2003 systematic review of communicating individual risk in
screening programmes suggests that communication understanding is associated
with higher uptake of tests, although none of the studies included in this review
used posters or patient leaflet [20]. The interventions described were risk appraisal
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questionnaires, or tailored printed materials and counselling. These authors point
out that further evaluation of strategies is needed to promote informed decision
making and increase uptake of screening tests. O’Connor et al’s 1997 systematic
review found that decision aids were better than usual care for patient facing
screening or treatment decisions [21]. Written decision aids supported patients’
decisions by making them feel better informed [21]. This study points out that
decision aids increased preferences for some interventions (for example Hepatitis B vaccinations) but not others (dental surgery) through increasing patients’
knowledge but variations exist in behaviour to accept screening or treatment.

Strengths and Weaknesses
This is the first study to elicit the views of general practice staff, using qualitative methods, about NCSP chlamydia posters and leaflets. We expect that other
general practices would show similar attitudes and beliefs to those demonstrated
by the staff in this study. We used a focus group approach. Although interviews
may have allowed more junior members of the team and non clinical staff to
speak more frankly about their views, we decided on the focus group setting as
this is the usual setting for practice meetings and how the chlamydia screening
coordinators approach the practice to discuss screening. Our perception was that
all staff were given the opportunity to vocalise their attitudes to screening. The
questions covering promotional materials formed part of the longer focus groups
and, therefore, we may have obtained even more detailed data if we had concentrated on a single area, but it is likely that practices and many staff may have
declined to participate if covering just this narrower topic. Although specific open
questions were used about posters and leaflets, we did not show participants the
NCSP leaflets or posters. EF has nursing and research training and has no direct
involvement in the NCSP, so this allowed her to approach the work without any
preconceptions. We were not able to obtain patients’ views of NCSP promotional
materials, as it was outside the scope of this study, but is the focus of future work.
The study design did not allow us to say whether the use of promotional materials
will increase chlamydia screening. As part of a multifaceted intervention, promotional materials were successfully used to increase chlamydia screening in North
Carolina, USA [22].

Implications of this Research
Implications for the NCSP and Chlamydia Coordinators
The NCSP should consider developing specific posters and leaflets promoting
chlamydia screening that are suitable for the general practice waiting room. The
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posters need to be eye-catching for young people but not offensive to the elderly
or those with young children. Leaflets need to be developed in different formats
to suit different scenarios in the general practice setting. Credit card sized discrete
leaflets would be more suited to receptions and waiting room areas, whereas longer leaflets are more suitable for clinicians to distribute as screening is offered. As
staff suggested, in areas of high ethnicity the NCSP should consider leaflets in different languages and leaflets should inform young people how often they should
be screened. Chlamydia coordinators need to promote and audit the use and display of chlamydia screening promotional materials more actively across all general
practices registered with the chlamydia screening programme. Coordinators need
to emphasise to practice staff that leaflets and posters need to be followed up with
a verbal offer of screening opportunistically whenever a 15-24 year old visits the
practice. All practice staff will need training on how to approach this.
In summary, the NCSP and coordinators of the service at PCT level should:
• Make posters more suitable for a general practice setting
• Make posters acceptable to elderly patients who may also view them
• Make leaflets less obviously about chlamydia so that they can be given to or
picked up by patients without embarrassment
• Produce pocket or credit card sized leaflets
• In areas of high ethnicity, consider leaflets in different languages, or use more
pictorial messages
• Audit use and display of posters and leaflets
• Ensure leaflets cover how often young people should be screened
• Educate practice staff on how to follow up leaflets and poster use with offer of
a chlamydia screen

Implications for Practices
The NCSP needs to raise the profile of chlamydia screening in general practice.
Practice staff need to discuss, with their screening coordinator, how the practice
can promote chlamydia screening most effectively using promotional materials.
The posters need to be displayed more prominently, so that they are more visible
to young people, and practices should consider how they can increase distribution
of leaflets through receptionists and clinicians. Practices need to review their use
and display of sexual health promotion materials at least six monthly, as many
professionals recognised that these lose their impact if not changed regularly.
Education to change practice staffs’ attitudes towards sexual health is needed
to reduce their worries and possible prejudices about displaying the chlamydia
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materials and following up with screening offers. A behavioural intervention approach using the Theory of Planned Behaviour [23] might be appropriate to address these issues. The promotional materials will be part of this approach to help
normalise screening within the practice setting and make it more acceptable to
staff and patients to offer screening opportunistically. Staff attitude to screening
can also be influenced by education about the epidemiology and sequelae of chlamydia and the value of screening. Role play, videos or IT based materials can be
used to increase practice staffs’ confidence to be able to follow up poster displays
and leaflets with verbal offers of chlamydia screening whenever they see a 15-24
year old patient. The education will need to be tailored for clinicians or the different staff; that is health care assistants and receptionists.
In summary, general practice staff should:
• Increase awareness of all staff of NCSP and the posters and leaflets available
• Display posters and leaflets more prominently
• Display leaflets where they can be easily picked up by young people
• Review display of leaflets and posters regularly, e.g. six monthly
• Agree on when leaflets should be offered to patients by receptionists
• Agree on when leaflets should be offered to patients by health-care assistants
• Agree on when leaflets should be offered by patients by nurses and doctors
• Order more discrete posters
• Order smaller more discrete leaflets
• Consider chlamydia envelopes if leaflets are not considered discrete enough for
patients
• Undertake role play or video based education on how staff can offer leaflets
• Undertake role play or video based education on how staff can follow-up poster
advertising in waiting room and patient leaflets with a screening offer
• Consider postal invitations for chlamydia screening

Conclusion
In conclusion the use of chlamydia screening posters and leaflets are not being
optimised within most general practices. The NCSP posters need to be made eyecatching to the target group but acceptable to other patients visiting the practice.
Leaflets need to be more discrete so that young people are happy to pick them up
and read them. Clinicians need to follow-up poster advertising and leaflets with
an offer of a chlamydia screen; video or role play based education may help them
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feel more confident to do this. To maintain their impact posters and leaflets need
to be moved or changed six monthly and their use should be audited.
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Evaluation of Effectiveness
of Class-Based Nutrition
Intervention on Changes
in Soft Drink and Milk
Consumption Among Young
Adults
Eun-Jeong Ha, Natalie Caine-Bish, Christopher Holloman
and Karen Lowry-Gordon

Abstract
Background
During last few decades, soft drink consumption has steadily increased while
milk intake has decreased. Excess consumption of soft drinks and low milk
intake may pose risks of several diseases such as dental caries, obesity, and
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osteoporosis. Although beverage consumption habits form during young adulthood, which has a strong impact on beverage choices in later life, nutrition
education programs on beverages are scarce in this population. The purpose
of this investigation was 1) to assess soft drink and milk consumption and 2)
to evaluate the effectiveness of 15-week class-based nutrition intervention in
changing beverage choices among college students.
Methods
A total of 80 college students aged 18 to 24 years who were enrolled in basic nutrition class participated in the study. Three-day dietary records were
collected, verified, and analyzed before and after the intervention. Class lectures focused on healthful dietary choices related to prevention of chronic diseases and were combined with interactive hands on activities and dietary
feedback.
Results
Class-based nutrition intervention combining traditional lecture and interactive activities was successful in decreasing soft drink consumption. Total
milk consumption, specifically fat free milk, increased in females and male
students changed milk choice favoring skim milk over low fat milk. (1% and
2%).
Conclusion
Class-based nutrition education focusing on prevention of chronic diseases
can be an effective strategy in improving both male and female college students’ beverage choices. Using this type of intervention in a general nutrition
course may be an effective approach to motivate changes in eating behaviors
in a college setting.

Background
In the USA, carbonated soft drinks and milk are the two most popular nonalcoholic beverages, accounting for 39.1% of total beverage consumption [1].
Soft drink consumption has exploded over the past three decades [2] demonstrating a per capita availability increase from 22 gallons to 52 gallons [3,4]. Sugar
sweetened soft drinks became a major source of added sugar in the American diet
[5,6] and have been linked to adverse nutritional and health consequences such
as dental caries and obesity [5,7-12]. Furthermore, evidence also supports an association between soft drink consumption and decreased bone mineral density
(BMD) [8,13,14].
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Milk and other dairy products are the major source of dietary calcium contributing to about 70% of the calcium in the U.S. food supply [3]. Sixty years ago,
Americans drank more than four times more milk as compared to soft drinks,
but 2 1/3 times more soft drinks were consumed than milk by 1998 [3]. This
trend demonstrates a possible displacement of milk intake [15]. In addition, data
showed that between age 6 and 19 years, age is positively associated with soft
drink consumption and negatively with milk intake [16]. This relationship is
most prevalent in adolescents and young adults [13]. Sufficient intake of calcium,
especially during adolescence and young adulthood, is important to maximize
peak bone mass (PBM). Failure to achieve PBM increases the incidence of osteoporotic fracture later in life [17].
Young adulthood is a unique period whereby youth obtain independence
from their parents. People in this age group are vulnerable to develop unhealthy
behaviors [18,19], which will predispose them to chronic diseases later in life
[20]. A longitudinal study tracking soft drink intake from early adolescence to later adulthood demonstrated that soft drink consumption from young adulthood
remained stable [21]. This data indicates beverage consumption habits formed
during young adulthood may have a strong impact on beverage choices in later
life. In addition, since milk intake decreases with age after childhood, there is an
urgent need for tailored nutrition intervention targeting the young adults to improve their beverage choices.
The purpose of this investigation was two-fold:
1. to assess soft drink and milk consumption;
2. to evaluate the effectiveness of 15-week class-based nutrition intervention
in changing beverage choices among college students.

Methods
During spring 2006, ninety healthy college students, between the ages of 18 and
24 years, enrolled in a basic sophomore level nutrition class at a Midwest University participated in the study. This research was approved by the University Institutional Review Board and informed consent was obtained from each participant
before enrollment in the project.
The present study used a pre-post test design. Data were collected during the
first two weeks and the last week of spring semester in 2006. Body weight was
measured in kilograms to the nearest 0.1 kilogram on an electronic scale in light
clothing without shoes. Standing height was recorded without shoes on a portable
stadiometer to the nearest 0.1 centimeter with mandible plane parallel to the
floor. Each subject’s BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height 2(m).
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Dietary intake was assessed using 3-day dietary records for two typical weekdays and one weekend day. A variety of tools were used to obtain reliable data.
Food models, measuring cups and spoons, household utensils, and tableware were
used to illustrate proper portion sizes. Participants were asked to collect and bring
all the food labels of products they consumed during data collection period. To
obtain the most accurate dietary data, research associates visited local restaurants
and campus cafeterias where the majority of participants ate to gain accurate information about ingredients and portion sizes. Foods were purchased if needed.
Dietary analysis was performed by the same individual using NutriBase IV Clinical (Cyber Soft Inc, Arizona).
The class met three times per week for 50 minutes per session. Class lectures
specifically emphasized 1) the importance of nutrition related to prevention of
chronic diseases, 2) increasing consumption of fruits, vegetable and whole grain
products, 3) encouraging low fat dairy product consumption, 4) discouraging
over reliance on dietary supplements and 5) promoting active lifestyle. In addition to the traditional approach by lectures, video-tape watching and various
hands-on activities were integrated. Hands-on activities were designed to enable
students to translate lecture materials into real life application. For example, after
lectures of lipid and calcium, students assessed their risks for heart disease and osteoporosis, by completing risk assessment forms. These activities helped students
identify risk factors and realize that they are not free of chronic disease risks just
because they are young or currently disease free. In addition, students completed
“Happy Body Log” and listed good things that they did for their body in a daily
log. The key of this activity was to start with small behavior changes such as:
not eating while watching T.V., reducing portions of single condiments, choosing
skim milk over 2% milk. Another approach to encourage dietary behavior change
included returning the results of dietary analysis to the students. They were asked
to bring their returned results to every class. During lectures, students compared
their actual intakes to dietary recommendations (i.e. MyPyramid and Dietary
Recommended Intake), which allowed them to realize the strengths and weaknesses of their diet.
Descriptive statistics were presented as means and standard errors. Repeated
measures ANOVA with gender as a between-subjects factor and time as a withinsubjects factor was used to compare consumption of total soft drink, regular soft
drink, diet soft drink, total milk, low fat milk, and fat free milk before and after
the intervention. Because there were many more females than males in the class,
paired t-tests would be heavily biased toward the females. Therefore, the estimated
marginal means obtained from a repeated measures linear model were provided
for the pre- and post-test, weighting males and females equally. Estimated marginal means were chosen to represent the total effect since the population of interest
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includes all college students. Among college students, males and females are represented more evenly than in our sample, so such a summary is justified. Significance tests for the marginal means draw power from the full sample, while the effect size is a compromise between the effect sizes for males and females. As a result,
it is possible to have non-significant effects for each gender alone, but significant
effects for the marginal means. In addition to the values in the table, total calcium
intake and calcium intake from milk at pre- and posttest were calculated. Spearman correlations were calculated to quantify correlations among variables before
and after the intervention. Correlations were calculated among change scores.
Significance was set a priori at P ≤ 0.05. All analyses were performed using SPSS
for Windows (version 15.5, 2007, SPSS, Chicago, Ill). The result of this study is
limited to beverage consumption and the results from other data from the food
records have been published elsewhere [22].

Results
Among ninety students enrolled in a sophomore level general nutrition course,
80 students completed the study. Participants were mainly females (87.5%) and
white (89.7%). Average BMI of the participants was 26.3 ± 5.63 kg/m2. Average
age of the participants was 20.15 ± 1.38 years.
Table 1 summarizes the data and statistical tests on change in beverage consumption as a result of the intervention.
Total soft drink consumption significantly decreased from baseline (P < 0.05),
although there was insufficient evidence to declare a significant difference for either gender alone. There was marginal evidence that regular soft drink consumption at posttest decreased from the baseline. No change in the consumption of
diet soft drink was demonstrated.
For total milk, combining results across genders, no significant change was
observed. However, the average change in total milk consumption was significantly increased from baseline (P < 0.05) for females but not for males. Whole
milk consumption at baseline did not change after the intervention in either
gender. Low fat milk consumption decreased significantly (P < 0.05) due to
a significant change in the males’ consumption patterns whereby, there was
a significant increase in fat free milk intake after the intervention (P < 0.01).
This effect was observed to be significant in females (P < 0.05) and marginally
significant in males.
Total calcium intake at pretest was 813.18 ± 501.48 mg and 858.21 ± 373.11
mg at posttest, respectively. Calcium intake contributed by milk consumption
was 156.75 mg at the pretest and 233.0 mg after the intervention.
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Table 1. Pre- & Posttest Daily Intake of Beverage by Gender (Means ± Standard Errors, Repeated Measures
Analysis)

Correlation coefficients between milk and soft drink consumption were not
significant at baseline and remained unchanged after the intervention. In addition, changes in consumption for each type of drink were not correlated with
each other except for an observed negative correlation between the change in fat
free milk intake and the change in low fat milk consumption whereby as fat free
milk consumption increased low fat milk consumption decreased (r = -0.317, P
< 0.05). In addition, there was a positive correlation between milk consumption
and dietary calcium intake (r = 0.578, P < 0.001) at baseline, which further increased after the intervention (r =.689, P < 0.001).

Discussion
The results of this study provided evidence that class-based nutrition education
was a viable mechanism to use to help college students make positive changes
in soft drink and milk consumption. Previous literature has demonstrated that
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there have been several studies using college nutrition courses to motivate overall
dietary changes [23,24]. Results of this research indicated that nutrition courses
increased nutrition knowledge but did not promote dietary changes. On the other
hand, a study using a college nutrition science course to prevent weight gain in
freshmen revealed that class-based nutrition education may help college students
translate nutrition knowledge into dietary changes [25]. Overall, prior research
on interventions targeting college students’ dietary behaviors suggest a need to
develop curriculums targeting specific nutrition behaviors in college students.
After the intervention, overall total soft drink consumption had significantly
decreased from baseline. The decrease in total soft drink consumption was mainly
due to the reduction in regular soft drink consumption because diet soft drink
intake did not decrease as a result of the intervention. The general nutrition class
designed to increase the awareness of importance of nutrition in prevention of
chronic disease through the combination of traditional lecture with interactive
activities may have encouraged the students to reduce soft drink consumption
as a part of healthy eating practices. Although it is still debated whether soft
drink consumption is associated with increasing obesity rates or decreased milk
consumption, it is evident that soft drink consumption has been linked to some
negative life style and dietary patterns [26-29]. In a cluster study, Kvaavik et al.
found that soft drink consumption could be a marker of unhealthy eating behaviors [16] indicating that reduced intake of soft drink in the current investigation
may reflect increased overall diet quality by class-based nutrition intervention.
It should be noted that the amount of soft drinks consumed before the intervention was lower than the results reported by other researchers [30,31] who reported daily soft drink intake of young adults between 11 and 14.4 ounces. There
are several reasons to explain this discrepancy. In a study of adolescents, Bere et
al. [32] reported that the participants who planned to receive college education
showed lower odds of drinking soft drink. Cullen et al. [33] also found that lower
parental education was associated with higher consumption of soft drinks. This
data perhaps suggests that lower soft drink consumption in the current study may
have been due to the higher education level of the participants, college students,
compared to the study population, a mixture of both college students and young
adults not enrolled in college, used in the previous studies [31].
A second positive finding of this study is that, although total milk consumption did not increase significantly between the genders, females increased their
total milk consumption by increasing fat free milk intake while maintaining their
low fat milk intake at the same level. Daily calcium intake contributed by milk
consumption in females was 156.75 mg at the pretest and 233.0 mg after the
intervention. This indicates that only 19% of total calcium intake was coming
from milk before intervention and 25% after intervention. This is an encouraging
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finding because females are at an increased risk to develop osteoporosis in later
life if calcium intake is compromised during adolescence and young adulthood.
Meanwhile, males switched their milk choices from low fat milk to fat free milk
since their total milk consumption did not change, which may demonstrate males
may not recognize osteoporosis as an immediate danger due to a broad notion
that osteoporosis an “old woman’s disease” [28]. It may be that the males chose fat
free milk over low fat milk in an attempt to reduce fat intake, which was an important educational component in the classroom lectures and projects. However,
it should be noted that, even after the intervention, milk and calcium intake was
still much lower than the recommended levels, 3 cups per day by My Pyramid
[34] or 1000 mg [35] for both genders at pre- or post-test, although total milk
consumption increased in females after the intervention. This finding underscores
the necessity of nutrition intervention specifically designed to increase calcium
intake in college students.
The positive correlation between dietary calcium and milk intake supports the
idea that increasing milk consumption is a desirable way to encourage calcium
intake to promote adequate bone health.
Over the last two decades, several researchers have reported that a reduction in
milk intake coincides with an increased consumption of soft drinks consumption
and hypothesized that soft drink has displaced milk [6,15]. However, in agreement with the previous finding by Storey et al. [36], the current study revealed no
association between soft drink consumption and milk intake at either baseline or
post test, perhaps suggesting that soft drink consumption did not displace milk
consumption in this population. This finding may imply that educating individuals to decrease soft drink consumption is not going to directing increase dairy
consumption and that further dairy education needs to be addressed to ensure an
adequate consumption of dairy products other than milk.
A limitation of this study is that a convenience sample without a control group
was used. Therefore, the study population may not represent traditional college
students. In addition, possible confounding factors, such as seasonal variation in
beverage consumption, were not controlled for.
In conclusion, class based nutrition education intervention which focused on
the prevention of chronic diseases has the potential in college students to reduce
soft drink consumption and to increase milk consumption, specifically fat free
milk, in female students and to alter milk choice in males from low fat milk to
skim milk. Using this type of intervention in a general nutrition course may be
an effective approach to motivate changes in eating behaviors in a college setting.
Considering gender differences in changes in milk intake, future intervention
programs may require different strategies for males emphasizing osteoporosis risk
in men and the importance of osteoporosis prevention at earlier stages of life.
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Smoking Prevalence Trends in
Indigenous Australians, 19942004: A Typical Rather than an
Exceptional Epidemic
David P. Thomas

Abstract
Background
In Australia, national smoking prevalence has successfully fallen below 20%,
but remains about 50% amongst Indigenous Australians. Australian Indigenous tobacco control is framed by the idea that nothing has worked and a
sense of either despondency or the difficulty of the challenge.
Methods
This paper examines the trends in smoking prevalence of Australian Indigenous men and women aged 18 and over in three large national cross-sectional surveys in 1994, 2002 and 2004.
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Results
From 1994 to 2004, Indigenous smoking prevalence fell by 5.5% and 3.5%
in non-remote and remote men, and by 1.9% in non-remote women. In contrast, Indigenous smoking prevalence rose by 5.7% in remote women from
1994 to 2002, before falling by 0.8% between 2002 and 2004. Male and
female Indigenous smoking prevalences in non-remote Australia fell in parallel with those in the total Australian population. The different Indigenous
smoking prevalence trends in remote and non-remote Australia can be plausibly explained by the typical characteristics of national tobacco epidemic
curves, with remote Indigenous Australia just at an earlier point in the epidemic.
Conclusion
Reducing Indigenous smoking need not be considered exceptionally difficult.
Inequities in the distribution of smoking related-deaths and illness may be reduced by increasing the exposure and access of Indigenous Australians, and
other disadvantaged groups with high smoking prevalence, to proven tobacco control strategies.

Introduction
Australia has successfully reduced national daily smoking prevalence (aged 14
and over) to 16.6% [1], and national tobacco control policy debate is now concentrated on how to reduce national smoking prevalence to 9% by 2020 [2]. In
contrast, the most recent national survey of Indigenous Australians reported that
50% aged 18 and over were daily smokers [3]. There are two distinct groups of
Indigenous peoples in Australia: Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders.
One-quarter of Indigenous Australians (compared with 2% of the total Australian
population) live in remote areas with less access to most services. Nevertheless
Indigenous Australians live in all the parts of the country, including all states and
territories, and comprise 2.5% of the Australian population (about 90% of whom
are Aboriginal people) but have much poorer health than other Australians [4]. A
public campaign to reduce this health inequality with the slogan ‘Close the Gap’
was launched in 2007 by Indigenous, human rights and other non-government
organizations [5]. The language of the campaign was adopted by the Australian
Labor Party, first in Opposition and then in government following the 2007 Australian Federal election.
Reducing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander smoking and smoking-related
harm is a central element in the Australian government’s efforts to improve Indigenous health and to ‘Close the Gap’ between Indigenous and other Australians.
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Smoking is estimated to cause 20% of Indigenous deaths, and to be responsible
for 17% of the health gap between Indigenous and other Australians [6,7]. Smoking is the largest single risk factor contributing to the Indigenous disease burden
and the health gap with other Australians. In March 2008, Australian Prime Minister Rudd announced that his government would spend an additional $14.5 million over four years on Indigenous tobacco control as one of his government’s first
steps to ‘Close the Gap’ [8]. Later that year, further funds for tackling Indigenous
smoking were announced as part of the $1.6 billion investment by the Council of
Australian Governments in ‘Closing the gap’ [9].
Whilst Australian tobacco control advocates struggle with reduced media and
public interest due to the perception that all their battles have been won [10], Australian Indigenous tobacco control is framed by the idea that nothing has worked
and a sense of either despondency or the difficulty of the challenge. Several recent
government and research reports comment that the prevalence of smoking in the
Australian Indigenous population has not changed, whilst smoking has fallen in
the Australian population [4,11-14], These comments are mainly based on the
estimates of total Indigenous smoking prevalence in three national Indigenous
surveys performed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) in 1994, 2002
and 2004: the National Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander Survey (NATSIS), Social Survey (NATSISS), and Health Survey (NATSIHS). Some, however, also use
the smaller Indigenous samples in the 1995 and 2001 National Health Surveys.
However, as is only rarely noted [15], the different survey reports used different
age cut-offs or different definitions of smoking. Researchers have not performed
the detailed examination of Indigenous smoking prevalence trends as has occurred
for the total Australian population [16]. A notable exception is the recent paper
describing falling smoking prevalence from 1996 to 2005 in both Indigenous and
non-Indigenous students aged 12 to 17 years participating in triennial surveys of
secondary school students [17].
This paper examines the trends in smoking prevalence of Indigenous men
and women aged 18 and over in three large national surveys in 1994, 2002 and
2004, and the implications for tobacco control in this high smoking prevalence
disadvantaged group. The next national Indigenous survey has been completed,
however, results will not be available until 2010.

Methods
The National Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander Survey was conducted from April
to July 1994, the National Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander Social Survey from
August 2002 to April 2003, and the National Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander
Health Survey from August 2004 to July 2005 [3,18,19]. All three surveys used
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multi-stage sampling strategies. The 1994 NATSIS sampled all residents from
randomly selected households from a stratified sample of Census Collection Districts. The 2002 NATSISS and 2004 NATSIHS randomly sampled up to three
residents from randomly selected households from either a stratified sample of
Census Collection Districts or a random sample of discrete Indigenous communities and outstations. Non-private dwellings (e.g. hostels, hospitals, caravan parks
and prisons) were only sampled in the first survey, but these were excluded from
the file analysed in this paper [20]. Response rates were about 80-90% in each
survey [3,19,21].
Analyses used STATA Version 10 with the Confidentialised Unit Record Files
(CURF) for each survey via ABS’s Remote Data Laboratory. Under this arrangement, researchers do not have direct access to the datasets, but instead submit
statistical code to ABS, which runs the commands and returns the results to the
researchers. All analyses used the expansion factor (or person weight) for each
respondent to adjust for the disproportionate sampling of some groups, and so
estimates reflect the total Indigenous population not just the sample [22]. These
weights are based on the Indigenous estimated resident population in private
dwellings on 30 June 1994, 31 December 2002 and 2004 [3,19,20]. Confidence
intervals were calculated using the replicate weights for each person generated by
ABS [22]. As ABS only created 100 replicate weights for the first survey but 250
for the subsequent surveys, it was not possible to combine the files to directly
compare smoking prevalences between surveys (and estimate the confidence intervals of any differences) or to build logistic regression models to examine trends
in more detail.
The surveys differed in the ways that smoking status was determined and
other characteristics of respondents were classified. The first survey only reported whether people smoked or did not; the second survey asked if current
smokers were daily smokers or not; the third survey asked if current smokers were either daily, at least weekly or less than weekly smokers. So even
though the reports based on the last two surveys describe prevalences of daily
smokers, this paper concentrates on prevalences of current smokers: the only
consistent category. The last survey only asked people aged 18 and over about
smoking, so this paper concentrates on this age group even though younger
people were asked the question in earlier surveys. Variables for state or territory of Australia were not included in the CURF for the first survey, so the
analyses using state or territory for this survey were performed separately by
ABS using the original dataset. Remote regions include those classified by the
Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia (ARIA) as remote or very remote
and include most of the continent: all of the arid inland and almost all of the
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tropical North. Indigenous status was only available for those in Queensland
in the last two surveys (62% of Torres Strait Islanders lived in Queensland in
2006) [4]; in the last survey if respondents were both Torres Strait Islander
and Aboriginal they were classified as Torres Strait Islander, so I treated those
in the 2002 survey similarly even though a separate category for both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander was available. In the first survey, those who listed
both Indigenous groups, were classified as Aboriginal if they listed Aboriginal
before Torres Strait Islander, and vice versa.
There were 7,710 and 8,523 and 5,757 Indigenous people aged 18 and over
who responded to the 1994, 2002 and 2004 surveys. Data on smoking status was
missing for ten, seventy and one respondents aged 18 and over in the three surveys. These non-respondents were excluded in all calculations of smoking prevalence.
Ethical approval was given by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the
NT Department of Health and Families and Menzies School of Health Research,
including its Aboriginal subcommittee.

Results
Smoking prevalence in the Australian Indigenous population 18 and over declined by 2.4% from 1994 to 2004: from 54.5% (95% CI 51.7-57.4) in 1994 to
53.5(CI 51.0-56.0) in 2002 to 52.1% (CI 49.9-54.3) in 2004.
Figure 1 shows different smoking prevalences and trends for men compared to women and for remote and non-remote Australia (and the corresponding total Australian smoking prevalence trends)[16]. Most differences
are small, with overlapping confidence intervals suggesting that differences
may have occurred by chance, but some consistent trends are apparent (see
Tables 1 and 2). There were much larger differences between the smoking
prevalences of men and women in remote regions, which decreased from 1994
to 2004, than between men and women in non-remote regions. In each survey, men in remote regions had the highest smoking prevalence and women
in remote regions the lowest; men and women from non-remote regions had
similar smoking prevalences between these extremes. From 1994 to 2004,
smoking prevalence fell by 5.5% and 3.5% in non-remote and remote men,
and by 1.9% in non-remote women. In contrast, smoking prevalence rose by
5.7% in remote women from 1994 to 2002, before falling by 0.8% between
2002 and 2004.
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Figure 1. Prevalence of smoking among Australians aged 18 and over, 1994 to 2004-Indigenous men and
women in remote and non-remote areas compared with all Australian men, all Australian women. Sources:
Weighted data from National Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander Survey 1994, the National Aboriginal Torres
Strait Islander Social Survey 2002 and the National Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander Health Survey 2004; and
Winstanley and White (2008).
Table 1. Percentages of Indigenous men aged 18 and over who smoked in each survey

Table 2. Percentages of Indigenous women aged 18 and over who smoked in each survey
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In New South Wales, the Australian jurisdiction with the largest Indigenous
population, there were small consistent falls of 3.5% and 2.2% in smoking prevalence in men and women, from 1994 to 2004. In Western Australia, smoking
prevalence in men fell by a large 13.4% from 1994 to 2004. In contrast, smoking prevalence in women in the Northern Territory rose by 12.4% from 1994 to
2002, before falling slightly by 2004. In Queensland, Torres Strait Islander men
and women had consistently lower smoking prevalences than Aborigines in the
surveys.

Discussion
The lack of comparability between national Indigenous survey results has seriously limited the ability of Australian tobacco control advocates and policy makers to accurately assess progress in reducing Indigenous smoking. By reanalysing
the surveys using standardised classifications of smoking status and age, this study
goes some way to rectifying this deficiency.
While the insufficient power of the surveys to more precisely measure smoking prevalence, and so identify small changes between surveys, suggests caution in
the interpretation of the results, this study indicates that it may not be true that
Indigenous smoking prevalences have remained largely unchanged whilst Australian smoking prevalences have fallen, as has conventionally been stated by many
in the past. Australian smoking prevalences in men and women aged 18 and over
fell by 5% (29 to 24%) and 2% (23 to 21%) from 1995 to 2004 [16]. Almost
all (98%) of the non-Indigenous population live in non-remote regions [4]. Male
and female Indigenous smoking prevalences in non-remote Australia fell by 5.5%
and 1.9% in parallel with these total Australian smoking prevalences, albeit from
a much higher initial prevalence in 1994.
Accelerations and decelerations in the decline in Australian smoking prevalence has been noted to be associated with the level of tobacco control advocacy,
legislative activity, taxation (and so the price of cigarettes), and national expenditure on social marketing and other tobacco control activities—with most of
1990s being a period of low tobacco control activity and slower falls in smoking
prevalence [16,23,24]. It is not possible with only three surveys to make similar
claims about the association between the rates of decline in Indigenous smoking
prevalences, in either remote or non-remote regions, and the level of total and
specifically targeted Indigenous tobacco control activity.
Australian Indigenous smoking prevalences have also not been resiliently static
in remote regions, where one quarter of the Indigenous population lives [4]. The
declining male smoking prevalence from very high levels and the rise of female
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smoking prevalence to a lower peak can be explained neatly by the typical characteristics of the stages and shape of the national tobacco epidemics in men and
women. Lopez and colleagues describe male smoking prevalence rising and then
falling first, with female smoking prevalence rising more slowly, reaching a lower
peak then initially falling more slowly than male prevalence [25]. The remote and
non-remote Indigenous smoking trends suggest that remote Indigenous Australia
is just at an earlier point in the tobacco epidemic than non-remote Indigenous
people, plausibly reflecting later access to commercial cigarettes and later and
less exposure to tobacco control activities. Sadly, this typical pattern of the tobacco epidemic, and the lag between peaks in smoking prevalence and mortality,
predicts that smoking-attributable Indigenous deaths, at the very least amongst
remote women, will continue to rise for some years, regardless of any increased
tobacco control activities. Many Indigenous premature deaths could have been
averted if Indigenous people had been exposed to more intensive tobacco control activities much earlier in the Indigenous smoking epidemic. The reasons for
inadequate Indigenous exposure to tobacco control activity may just be the same
as the reasons for less Indigenous access to other health services, but may also include the relative neglect of tobacco control compared to other Indigenous health
priorities.
The remote and non-remote classifications conflate considerable heterogeneity
in smoking prevalence. For example, all of the NT except its capital city Darwin
and its immediate environs is classified as remote, yet there is a more than ten-fold
difference in lung cancer incidence between its East Arnhem and Alice Springs
Rural regions [26], reflecting dramatically different smoking prevalences two decades earlier [27]. All remote (or non-remote) regions are unlikely to have the
same smoking prevalence or be at the same point in the tobacco epidemic.
It is difficult to neatly interpret the different Indigenous smoking trends in the
different Australian states and territories. Firstly, and most importantly, interpretation is hampered by the smaller subgroup sample sizes and consequently large
confidence intervals. Secondly, jurisdictions have different mixes, which cannot
be neatly unscrambled, of two factors that could influence Indigenous smoking
trends: the proportions of the Indigenous population who live in remote and
non-remote areas (and so who are at different stages of the tobacco epidemic) and
the amount of generic and targeted Indigenous tobacco control activity.
The main limitation of this study is that almost all differences were not statistically significant; however, some clear patterns emerged. Only by including questions about smoking in the five-yearly Australian Census could these concerns
about statistical power be completely addressed. Larger regular national Indigenous surveys are probably impractical: even the smallest of these three surveys
interviewed 1 in 45 of the total Australian Indigenous population and took a
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year to complete interviews [3]. Smokers may have responded differently to the
different smoking questions, with their different categories in the three surveys.
Some smokers, especially those smoking less than daily, may not have said they
were smokers in response to the single question in 1994 [28]. This would mean
we have slightly under-estimated the falls in Indigenous smoking.
Nevertheless, it should be possible with consistent smoking questions in new
national Indigenous surveys, which are now scheduled to occur every three years,
to slowly build an increasingly precise picture of the trends in Australian Indigenous smoking prevalence. More thorough analyses of trends would be possible if
ABS provided the data with the same number of replicate weights for each national Indigenous survey so that results could be properly compared and combined.
This monitoring should form an essential part of recently accelerated Australian
efforts in Indigenous tobacco control [29].

Conclusion
This study has implications for what tobacco control activities need to be included in future efforts to reduce Indigenous smoking. In the past, the apparent
immobility of Indigenous smoking prevalence, whilst total Australian smoking
prevalence was successfully falling, could be cited as justification to entirely rethink and re-fashion tobacco control for this Indigenous context [30]. Whilst not
denying that every population and setting is different and that tobacco control,
like other health promotion, should be sensitive to and acknowledge the local
context, we should no longer say that Australian Indigenous smoking is so different that we need to abandon all the strategies that have been proven so effective
in the rest of the Australian population and elsewhere. There can be space to
trial innovative ideas but the emphasis should be on established tobacco control
activities, which should be evaluated in the different local Indigenous settings,
and which can readily be made consistent with the key principles for Indigenous
tobacco control that were proposed during consultations with Indigenous groups
[31]. Indigenous tobacco control need not be considered exceptional, nor should
reducing Indigenous smoking be considered exceptionally difficult. However, this
study should not be cause for any self-congratulation in Indigenous tobacco control: very high Indigenous smoking prevalences have caused too many premature
deaths that could have been prevented by additional and better tobacco control
activity.
The implications of this study extend to tobacco control in groups with high
smoking prevalence in other countries. First, there is the warning to read closely
the published series of reports of national omnibus surveys; in different years,
reports may use different categories of smoking status or different age cut-offs and
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may not always focus on the different smoking prevalences of men and women.
More importantly, we should not immediately assume that groups with high
smoking prevalence are resistant to the tobacco control activities that are known
to be most effective. Such groups may be similarly responsive, but just starting
from higher smoking prevalences as they are at an earlier stage in the epidemic.
In Australia, mass media led campaigns have led to falls of similar magnitude
in the smoking prevalence in disadvantaged groups (with high smoking prevalence) and less disadvantaged socio-economic groups [32]. An international review of the impact of population-based tobacco control activities on social inequalities in smoking, found overall that tobacco control activities have a similar
impact on disadvantaged and less disadvantaged socio-economic groups, but that
increased tobacco taxation has a greater impact on more disadvantaged groups
[33]. Concerns about the possible lesser impact of smokefree environments legislation on the most disadvantaged may lessen as this legislation expands to more
of the public and private spaces used by disadvantaged workers and unemployed
people. This is an example of increasing the exposure and access of the most
disadvantaged groups to proven tobacco control strategies, rather concentrating
than re-inventing new strategies for these groups. In New Zealand, Wilson and
colleagues have shown how such enhanced tobacco control has the potential to
reduce the mortality gap between Mâori (the indigenous people of New Zealand)
and those of New Zealand European ethnicity [34]. Increasing the exposure of
Indigenous Australians to proven tobacco control strategies also has the potential
to ‘Close the Gap’ in Australia.
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Collecting Household Water
Usage Data: Telephone
Questionnaire or Diary?
Joanne E. O’Toole, Martha I. Sinclair and Karin Leder

Abstract
Background
Quantitative Microbial Risk Assessment (QMRA), a modelling approach, is
used to assess health risks. Inputs into the QMRA process include data that
characterise the intensity, frequency and duration of exposure to risk(s). Data
gaps for water exposure assessment include the duration and frequency of
urban non-potable (non-drinking) water use. The primary objective of this
study was to compare household water usage results obtained using two data
collection tools, a computer assisted telephone interview (CATI) and a 7-day
water activity diary, in order to assess the effect of different methodological
survey approaches on derived exposure estimates. Costs and logistical aspects
of each data collection tool were also examined.
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Methods
A total of 232 households in an Australian dual reticulation scheme (where
households are supplied with two grades of water through separate pipe networks) were surveyed about their water usage using both a CATI and a 7-day
diary. Householders were questioned about their use of recycled water for toilet flushing, garden watering and other outdoor activities. Householders were
also questioned about their water use in the laundry. Agreement between reported CATI and diary water usage responses was assessed.
Results
Results of this study showed that the level of agreement between CATI and diary responses was greater for more frequent water-related activities except toilet flushing and for those activities where standard durations or settings were
employed. In addition, this study showed that the unit cost of diary administration was greater than for the CATI, excluding consideration of the initial
selection and recruitment steps.
Conclusion
This study showed that it is possible to successfully ‘remotely’ coordinate diary
completion providing that adequate instructions are given and that diary recording forms are well designed. In addition, good diary return rates can be
achieved using a monetary incentive and the diary format allows for collective recording, rather than an individual’s estimation, of household water usage. Accordingly, there is merit in further exploring the use of diaries for collection of water usage information either in combination with a mail out for
recruitment, or potentially in the future with Internet-based recruitment (as
household Internet uptake increases).

Background
A formal risk management process is increasingly being employed in the management of drinking water supplies and has been adopted in drinking water guidelines [1,2]. It has also been used in the design of Australian guidelines for water
recycling for non-potable uses [3]. From a health perspective, these guidelines
principally focus on microbial hazards and use a Quantitative Microbial Risk
Management (QMRA) process for guideline setting. Exposure assessment, one
element in QMRA, describes the conditions conducive to human exposure to
the risk and typically includes a description of the intensity, frequency and duration of exposure as well as the exposure routes and the people exposed [4]. Data
gaps for water exposure assessment include the duration and frequency of urban
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non-potable (non-drinking) water use. Good quality contemporaneous data about
the duration and frequency of water-using activities (particularly in circumstances
where water restrictions may be implemented due to water shortages, as is currently the case in many parts of Australia) combined with information about the
total volume per exposure event are needed to obtain the total volume exposure
per person per annum. This information, in combination with the number of
residual micro-organisms present in the source water and the dose response of
micro-organism(s), can then be used to obtain an estimate of the annual probability of infection associated with micro-organism(s) of concern for designated
water-using scenarios. Knowing the exposure volume per person per annum for a
particular water-using scenario (e.g. toilet flushing) and water type, it is possible
to determine the minimum level of water treatment necessary to achieve a predetermined health target and/or to determine whether substitution of one water
type with another will lead to an unacceptable increase in the magnitude of risk.
The need for exposure information leads to questions about how such data are
best collected. Each survey method has advantages and disadvantages associated
with its use. The rationale for use of a particular survey method is often based
on its practicality, cost and the complexity of the questions to be answered. This
study was undertaken as a sub-set of a larger project that collected information
about the duration and frequency of household recycled and drinking water use.
The objective of this study was to compare household water usage results obtained
using two data collection tools, a computer assisted telephone interview (CATI)
and a 7-day water activity diary, in order to assess the effect of different methodological survey approaches on results. This information is important when considering the conduct of future studies, the interpretation of results of any household
water usage survey and ultimately, in determining the likely precision of derived
exposure estimates. Only ‘direct’ exposure of householders to recycled water was
assessed, with no consideration given to incidental simultaneous exposure of others. Costs and logistical aspects of each survey method were also examined.

Methods
Data were collected from households in the Rouse Hill dual reticulation scheme
in Sydney Australia. The Rouse Hill scheme is the largest (approximately 16,000
households) and longest established (since 2001) dual reticulation scheme in Australia. In such schemes households are supplied with two grades of water through
separate pipe networks. One grade of water is of high quality and used for drinking, cooking and other household purposes, while the other is of lower quality
and used for non-potable purposes such as toilet flushing and garden watering.
Whilst water restrictions were applicable to the drinking water supply during the
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survey period, there was no restriction on the amount of recycled water used by
Rouse Hill households. Householders were questioned about their use of recycled
water for toilet flushing, garden watering and other outdoor activities. In addition, householders were questioned about their water use in the laundry (currently supplied with drinking water but also a use for which recycled water may
be substituted in future). An extensive survey of water-using behaviours had not
been administered to Rouse Hill dual reticulation residents before this survey. The
study was conducted as a University survey over the period February to April 2006
(inclusive) and was approved by the Monash University Standing Committee on
Ethics and Research involving Humans (SCERH Project number 2005/659).

Household Recruitment
Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) and Electronic White Pages (EWP) records were used to select eligible dual reticulation households. In Australia, voting
is compulsory and the electoral roll provides an easily accessible and up to date
means of contacting persons for health research studies. Records were grouped
according to electorate, suburb, postcode, street number and address, resulting
in a list of households (single dwellings) located in the area of interest (defined
by two postcode zones). A random subset of 3,500 households was selected from
the 14,000 available. Data matching with the Electronic White Pages (EWP) was
then performed for the purpose of obtaining telephone numbers. The generated
random sequence of households was the order in which data matching with the
EWP was performed and introductory letters were sent. Telephone matching of
records for a total number of 3,500 households only was attempted as a pilot
study results indicated that this would be sufficient to achieve a minimum total
sample size of 500 CATI responses with 200 of these households also completing
and returning a water-activity diary. These sample sizes were selected based on
budgetary considerations and to allow a comparison of diary and CATI responses
corresponding to a 95% confidence interval of 0.5 - 0.7 where the weighted kappa statistic is 0.6 [5].
Elector households with a listed telephone number in the EWP were sent
an introductory letter inviting them to participate in the study. Telephone contact was commenced one to three weeks after the introductory letter was mailed.
Four telephone contact attempts for each household were made before attempts
were terminated. The majority of telephone calls were made between 6 pm and
9 pm. Once telephone contact was made, householders were invited to complete
a Computer Assisted Telephone Interview (CATI). Where this was declined this
was the final contact with householders. Households completing the CATI were
invited to receive and complete a water-activity diary. Contact was terminated at
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this stage for those declining to complete a water activity diary. Those agreeing
to complete a water-activity diary were sent a set of diary cards and diary instructions and were advised that a gift voucher to the value of A$40 would be posted
to them following diary completion and return of the cards.

Computer Assisted Telephone Interview
The CATI questions used for the survey [see additional file 1] were based on a
previous Australian household water activity survey [6].
As recycled water in Rouse Hill dual reticulation households is used for toilet
flushing and outdoor water use, the CATI was designed to include questions about
these activities. Whilst recycled water is not plumbed into Rouse Hill dual reticulation households for machine washing (drinking water is used for this purpose),
the CATI was also designed to include questions relating to laundry activities as a
scoping exercise to explore the use of recycled water, rather than drinking water,
for laundry purposes. The questions posed to householders about the duration
of the water-using activities required them to estimate the duration in minutes.
For questions about the frequency of a water-using activity, householders were
required to classify the frequency of their water usage into pre-defined categories,
or in some instances (e.g. toilet flushing, laundry loads and garden watering) to
give a number estimate for the 7-days immediately prior to the interview. Since
the 1980’s, as a water saving measure, Australian regulations have mandated that
dual flush toilets are installed in new homes and when existing homes are renovated. Accordingly, respondents were asked to give a number estimate for both
half and full toilet flushes per day. Respondents were also required to indicate the
machine washing settings (water level, water temperature) commonly used in the
household. A total of 523 households completed the CATI.

Water Activity Diary
The water activity diary took the form of ‘diary cards’ [see additional file 2]. Five
different diary cards were produced, each one relating to a particular activity as
follows: Household characteristics, toilet use, garden watering, outside water use
(excluding garden watering) and laundry use. Each card provided for 7-days recording. The recording of activities required one or more of the following:
• A tick to indicate the frequency of use (e.g. number of toilet flushes (half and
full flushes), number of machine washing loads, washing machine settings)
• Circling an option (e.g. washing machine type)
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• Entry of a number (e.g. the number of minutes that an activity had been performed)
• The entry of a code (e.g. specification of WCB for watering can or bucket in the
outdoor usage diary card with codes specified at the bottom of the card)
• Free-hand written specification of the type of water activity (e.g. for the outdoor
usage card where the activity was not already specified on the card) or location
of toilet (e.g. ensuite bathroom)

A diary instruction pamphlet was prepared and for clarity of instructions, diary cards were identified by both type and colour. In addition, examples of diary
entries for each card were pre-printed on the reverse of each diary card. The diary
instructions referred to these examples and provided further explanation. To facilitate the recording of activities as they occurred, it was suggested that the diary
cards be placed at convenient locations in the house that made them accessible for
recording purposes. For example, it was suggested that the toilet card might be
placed on each toilet door. Water proof covers, pens with which to complete diaries and adhesive were provided in each diary pack to support diary completion.
In addition, a reply-paid envelope was included with the diary pack to support
return of completed diaries. A follow up call was made to householders a few days
after mailing the diary pack to check that it had been received, and householders
were requested to complete and return the diaries within 4 weeks. There was no
further contact with households during the diary recording period.

Data Analysis
CATI responses were entered into an ACCESS (Microsoft Office 2000) database at the time of the telephone interview. Information from each of the diary
cards was entered onto an ACCESS (Microsoft Office 2000) diary database which
was constructed so that the appearance of the diary cards and the database entry
screens were similar. The entry of data from toilet flushing and laundry cards
required some minor processing. For the toilet and laundry card this consisted
of summing the number of ticks on each of the cards to arrive at tallies for each
activity per week. At least 10% and up to 25% of data entry, depending on card
type, was checked by a second operator.
Diary numerical entries of the frequency of a water-using activity were classified into the same categories as used for the CATI where there was discordance
in data type between the CATI (categorical) and diary (numerical, continuous).
For toilet flushing, the number of half and full toilet flushes per household were
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tallied from diary cards to give a total number of half and full flushes per household per week. For the CATI the number of full and half flushes per day, as estimated by the respondent, was converted to total number of full and half flushes
per household per week assuming the same daily toilet flushing estimate for all
household members.
Agreement between reported water usage using the CATI and diary responses was measured using a weighted kappa statistic, which considers disagreement close to the diagonal less heavily than disagreement further from
the diagonal. Weighted kappa results were classified as 0.00 - 0.40 = ‘poor’;
0.41 - 0.75 = ‘Fair to good’ and 0.76 - 1.00 = ‘Excellent’ [7]. Bland-Altman
scatter plots were used to visually compare the measures of water usage [8].
Statistical analysis was carried out using STATA version 9 (STATA™ Stata
Corporation, Texas, USA).

Results
Recruitment
Of the 523 dual reticulation eligible households completing a CATI, 371 (70%)
agreed to complete a water activity diary. All 371 households agreeing to complete
a diary were sent water activity diary cards and 232 (63%) households returned
completed cards within a 4 week period and were eligible for the A$40 voucher
offered as an incentive.

Timing of the CATI and Diaries
Administration of CATIs and diaries with the exception of two CATI and seven
diaries was compacted into two overlapping periods each of seven weeks duration.
There was a two week lag between the administration of the first batch of CATIs
and commencement of the first batch of diaries. All diaries except one were commenced within 3 weeks of the cessation of the telephone interviews. The total
survey period was 12 weeks.

Comparison of CATI and Diary Characteristics and Time
Input
A summary of CATI and diary characteristics, costs, data handling procedures and estimated number of hours for completion of each are given in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of CATI and diary characteristics and data handling prior to statistical analysis

Outdoor Water Use
Table 2 gives a summary of CATI and diary responses for the garden irrigation
module. These results show lower CATI results for: number of garden watering sessions in prior seven days, duration of automatic water system use and
duration of hand held hose use. Higher CATI results were obtained for: duration of use of fixed manual systems and hose and sprinkler watering sessions.
A comparison of CATI and diary responses showed poor agreement between
data collection tools for all but the duration of the automatic watering system,
which showed ‘fair to good’ agreement (weighted kappa = 0.51). Agreement
between data collection tools for the total number of garden watering sessions
in the 7-days prior, as measured by a weighted kappa (0.36), was ‘poor.’ The
Bland-Altman scatter plot (Figure 1) for garden watering frequency in each
of the 7-day CATI and diary survey periods shows that the variance increased
in proportion to the average values. The average difference between the Diary and CATI responses (the diary was higher) was 1.18 (Confidence interval
0.89 to 1.47).
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Table 2. CATI versus Diary responses: Garden irrigation

Figure 1. Number of times garden watered in past 7 days. Scatter plot (Bland-Altman plot) of diary response
minus CATI response (vertical axis) against average of CATI response and diary response (horizontal axis).
The centre full horizontal line corresponds to the average difference and upper and lower full horizontal lines
correspond to the 95% limits of agreement. The dashed straight line represents the line of zero difference. The
larger the data points (circles) the higher the number of households that recorded these values.

Laundry Use
Agreement between the CATI and diary responses for the number of washing machine loads per week was ‘fair to good’ as measured by a weighted kappa of 0.66
(Table 3). The Bland-Altman scatter plot (Figure 2) for number of laundry loads
per week is symmetric for all but low average values. The average difference (the
diary was higher) in the number of machine washing loads per week between the
diary and CATI was 1.37 (Confidence interval 1.02 to 1.73). Statistical analysis of
the agreement between responses relating to washing machine water level showed
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‘poor’ agreement between data collection tools relating to the selection of low
(weighted kappa = 0.24) and medium (weighted kappa = 0.33) water levels and
‘fair to good’ agreement for high (weighted kappa = 0.44) and automatic (weighted kappa = 0.64) water level settings. Statistical analysis of agreement between
CATI responses and the diary relating to water temperature selection showed ‘fair
to good’ agreement relating to selection of cold wash (weighted kappa = 0.62)
and warm wash (weighted kappa = 0.58) but only ‘poor’ agreement for hot wash
(weighted kappa = 0.17).
Table 3. CATI versus Diary responses: Laundry

Figure 2. Number of washing machine loads per household per week. Scatter plot (Bland-Altman plot) of diary
response minus CATI response (vertical axis) against average of CATI response and diary response (horizontal
axis). The centre full horizontal line corresponds to the average difference and upper and lower full horizontal
lines correspond to the 95% limits of agreement. The dashed straight line represents the line of zero difference.
The larger the data points (circles) the higher the number of households that recorded these values.

Toilet Flushing
Agreement between data collection tools for the total number of toilet flushes per
household per week, as measured by a weighted kappa (0.29), was ‘poor’ (Table
4). The Bland-Altman scatter plot (Figure 3) shows that there was a tendency for
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greater (negative) differences (diary response lower than the CATI response) with
greater average number of toilet flushes per household per week. For the total
number of toilet flushes a mean difference between the Diary and CATI estimates
of -20.6 (Confidence interval -28.9 to -12.3) was recorded. Table 5 presents estimates of the frequency of use of half flush as compared with full flush by the
CATI and diary. A weighted kappa statistic of 0.36 (poor) was obtained when
CATI and diary responses were compared for half flush frequency estimates.
Table 4. CATI versus Diary responses: Toilet flushing

Table 5. CATI versus Diary responses: Toilet flushing

Figure 3. Toilet flushes per household per week. Scatter plot (Bland-Altman plot) of diary response minus CATI
response (vertical axis) against average of CATI response and diary response (horizontal axis). The centre full
horizontal line corresponds to the average difference and upper and lower full horizontal lines correspond to the
95% limits of agreement. The dashed straight line represents the line of zero difference. The larger the data points
(circles) the higher the number of households that recorded these values.
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Discussion
When using QMRA techniques to aid in the development of health-based quality targets for waterborne pathogens it is important that input data have validity.
One of the inputs required for QMRA is accurate exposure information, which
raises questions about how this information is best collected. Validity of a survey
method can be quantified by comparing survey responses obtained with a gold
standard. For example, in health-related studies where exposure to a particular
agent is being assessed, responses to questions about exposures may be compared
with results of tests for relevant biological markers. For studies such as this one
where water used by householders inside and outside the home for non-potable
purposes was the subject of investigation, the true gold standard is the volume of
water householders are exposed to during specific water-using activities. Whilst
sophisticated water meters are available that can, in theory, measure the volume of
in-house and outside house water usage at individual taps, their use is somewhat
problematic in an extensive household water usage survey. This is because of cost
and logistical considerations associated with meter installation to a large number
of households, meter calibration (e.g. to match water usage events such as toilet
flushing or showering with recorded data ‘spikes’) and the lack of sensitivity of
meters to detect single tap usage [9]. In addition, the volume of water used at a
particular tap is not a true measure of exposure because factors such as human
behaviour and the type of water-using equipment also determine the exposure
volume.
As a consequence of the barriers associated with accurately measuring individual domestic water exposure, this study sought to collect water usage information using two alternative data collection tools, a telephone interview and wateractivity diary, both previously used for Australian household surveys [6,9,10] and
compare results. In this study, the comparison of these data collection tools was
based not only on estimates of the duration and frequency of water-using activities but also on the cost and logistics of administration of each survey type.

Exposure Estimates
The highest level of agreement between CATI and diary responses was obtained
for: number of washing machine loads per week (Table 3); automatic system watering session duration (Table 2); use of high and automatic washing machine levels and use of cold and warm washing machine wash temperatures. Lower levels of
agreement between CATI and 7-day diary results were obtained for less frequently
performed water-using activities with the exception of toilet flushing (frequently
performed but also showing poor agreement) or where standard durations (e.g.
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as might occur with automatic pre - programmed systems) or frequently applied
settings were not used. ‘Poor’ agreement was obtained for: number of garden
watering sessions; hand held hose watering duration; fixed manual water system
duration; hose and sprinkler watering duration (Table 2); washing machine hot
water wash; washing machine low water level and washing machine medium water level. Overall, when considering all individual water uses and the relative performance of the diary and CATI, diary responses were not consistently higher or
lower than CATI responses.
The poor agreement between diary and CATI responses for the total number
of toilet flushes per household per week (weighted kappa = 0.29) (Table 4) and for
the frequency of use of half flush as a percentage of total toilet flushes (weighted
kappa = 0.36) (Table 5) may be attributed to a number of factors. Considering
that the number of toilet flushes is not insignificant per week per individual, it is
likely that the exact number at home is difficult to recall. In addition, the CATI
respondent was asked about individual behaviour, yet the diary recorded household behaviour. Accordingly, the number of toilet flushes per week estimated by
the CATI respondent was multiplied by the number of persons in the households
and compared with the tallied entries for toilet flushing recorded in the diary. A
comparison of diary and CATI results (Figure 3) showed differential bias namely, that the CATI estimate (single respondent) combined with an assumption of
identical toilet flushing behaviour by all persons in the household, overestimates
the total flushes in large households.
The higher estimates of the frequency of use of half flush as a proportion of all
toilet flushing for the CATI as compared with the diary (Table 5) indicates that
the CATI respondent believed that the use of half flush was more prevalent in the
household than was the case for the 7-day diary recording period. The CATI responses may represent the desired target behaviour of the respondent rather than
actual household practice or, may truly reflect the respondent’s behaviour, which
is different to the rest of the household.
Many of the activities showing ‘poor’ agreement between data collection tools,
as measured by the weighted kappa statistic, were not only less frequently performed activities, but also outdoor water-related activities. A possible reason for
poor agreement between results for outdoor activities is that climatic conditions
may have been different for each of the CATI and diary 7-day survey periods.
Whilst the majority of diaries and CATIs administered were each compacted into
separate seven week periods with no greater than a 3-week lag period between cessation of telephone interviews and commencement of diaries, the climatic conditions during diary and CATI survey periods may have been significantly different
for a proportion of households (e.g. rain during the CATI 7-day survey period
and no rain during the diary 7-day survey period or vice-versa).
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The observation of greater concordance between CATI and diary responses
for more frequent and standard water-related activities except toilet flushing may
reflect the greater likelihood that standard frequencies, durations and settings
are known to all adult household members. This observation is supported by
results from other water-related studies where completion of a questionnaire also
preceded the diary and referenced a different 7-day period [11,12]. These studies attributed lower correlations between questionnaire and diary responses to a
greater potential for daily variation in some water-related activities compared with
established routine ones.
When all results of this study are considered, they show that different estimates
of the duration and frequency of water-related activities are obtained depending
upon the survey method used. For estimates of garden watering frequency and the
number of laundry machine loads per week, the diary, compared with the CATI,
showed general positive bias (i.e. the diary response was consistently higher). Such
differences between responses for CATI and diary may be associated with one or
more factors including: recall bias of the CATI respondent [13]; natural variation
in water-related activity that occurs from week to week (CATI and diary responses
‘referenced’ different 7-day periods); the survey period may not have been over a
sufficient period to ‘capture’ the exposure of interest (e.g. if garden watering was
performed every 1.5 weeks it may not have been included in either (or both) of
the diary or CATI survey periods); computations to convert single respondent
results to household results (not all household members behave in the same way)
and failure to complete diaries prospectively as intended or to record all activities
and events [14].
Compared with a telephone interview, the use of a household diary has a clear
advantage in determining household exposure to a particular water supply. This is
because the diary provides a collective measure of household exposure compared
with an individual’s estimate of household exposure. Acknowledging that the
household diary cards may have in some instances been completed by one individual, it is more likely that they were completed by the householder performing
the activity(ies) of interest. This assumption is based on the cards being placed in
the location of water use (if instructions were followed) and/or that responsibility for diary card recording is likely to have been allocated within the household,
to the household member with greatest familiarity with household water-using
practices. In contrast, the telephone questionnaire may have been answered by an
adult not fully familiar with the household water usage.
The prospective recording of water-related activities using a diary is also another advantage of using a diary collection method compared with a CATI. Diary responses are not subject to recall bias (assuming prospective completion)
hence it is probable that the diary information provides the more accurate figure,
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compared with the CATI. Recall bias may be responsible for either under or overestimation as respondents may forget relevant episodes or they may report an
episode from outside the period of interest as if it had happened within the period
(forward telescoping) or vice versa (backward telescoping) [13]. In this study, the
CATI gave the higher figure for toilet flushing (this figure was also influenced by
conversion from an individual estimate to a household one) and lower figures for
garden watering frequency and number of machine washing loads. In addition,
the diary format has the advantage that it provides continuous numerical, rather
than categorical, data for use in QMRA modelling. In contrast, the CATI for
some water-using activities provided only categorical data.

Logistics and Cost
Given advantages conferred by use of a diary, rather than telephone interview for
obtaining household exposure information, this leads to questions about how to
overcome obstacles such as cost and logistics, commonly associated with diary
administration. In this study, the estimated number of input researcher hours per
completed diary was 2-3 times greater than that for each completed CATI (Table
1). The time estimate for the completion of each was up until statistical analysis of
data was performed but was not inclusive of the initial recruitment process which
was common to both the CATI and the diary; diary recruitment being dependent
upon CATI uptake. The researcher time input per CATI was approximately 30
minutes, based on the interview time (15-20 min), look-up of household details
and telephone contact information prior to the telephone call and verification of
data (data was checked immediately after the interview).
The CATI time estimate assumes that one telephone call will result in a completed CATI. In fact this was not the case as some households required more than
one call to be made before a CATI (44%) was generated (or refused) and a percentage of calls did not yield a CATI (61%)[15]. However, the assumption that
one telephone call yields one CATI allows a more equitable comparison with the
researcher time input for data preparation and handling following diary completion. This is because the starting point for the diary administration was agreement
by the CATI respondent (70% agreed) that they wished to complete a water activity diary. Thus, each diary pack sent was expected to yield a completed diary that
was returned to researchers. In fact this was not the case as the return rate (within
the required 4 week time frame) of diaries was 63%. Based on this return rate and
using a target of 200 completed diaries, the researcher time estimate per completed diary is approximately 85 minutes. This time estimate (expressed per unit
diary) is based on: compilation of 320 diary packs, follow-up phone calls to 320
households to verify diary receipt; checking of completeness and legibility of 200
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completed diary packs following receipt, tallying of data prior to entry onto data
base, manual transfer of data to databases and data checking and verification.
A notable difference between the CATI and diary was that an incentive payment was offered for completion of the diary but not for completion of the CATI,
adding to the budget costs for the diary. The use of a monetary incentive has
been successful in other Australian studies [10] and was considered appropriate to
compensate householders for recording their water usage over a 7-day recording
period (a significant time commitment for the respondent) but not for a 15-20
minute CATI.
In this study, manual entry of data was performed, adding to the total researcher time input required for data entry to the diary database. However, it is
possible that this time input could have been reduced if data scanning of diary
records had been employed, reducing both the time requirement for data transfers
into the ACCESS database and for data checking. Clearly a change such as this
would require custom design of data input sheets and the corresponding data
base. Whilst this would add to the cost of diary data base design, it is likely that it
would not exceed that of the CATI database design. However, even if data scanning was implemented, the overall cost of diary administration would nonetheless
exceed that of a CATI based on the cost of incentive payments and remaining
labour costs associated with the preparation, sending and sorting of diary recording sheets.
A notable observation of this study was the quality of diary card completion,
indicating that the diary cards were well designed (based on cards used in a prior
Australian study [6]) and were easy to complete. The fact that there was no contact with households sent diary cards except for an initial phone call confirming
diary card receipt and reinforcing that diary cards should be completed within a
four week period was also testament to the clarity of diary instructions. This illustrates that it is possible to ‘remotely’ coordinate diary completion providing that
adequate instructions are given and that diary recording forms are well designed.
These observations are not only relevant to diary cards mailed to participants, but
by extrapolation are also pertinent to web-based diary completion.

Limitations
This study was subject to a number of limitations including the sequential recruitment strategy in which householders were firstly recruited for the CATI and
then (once the CATI was completed) were recruited to complete a 7-day water
activity diary. This meant that the CATI 7-day period, always preceded the 7-day
recording period for the diary. This limitation was countered as best as possible
by confining the survey period to a maximum of 12 weeks (the summer period in
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which maximum household water consumption occurs). In addition, to reduce
the time period between CATI and diary completion, a monetary incentive was
offered to those households returning a completed diary within a 4 week period.
Despite these measures, there was an approximate two to three week lag between
CATI completion and diary commencement. The implications of this lag period are considered to be minimal for indoor water uses, which generally remain
constant irrespective of weather conditions. However, this lag period potentially
impacts on outdoor water uses such as garden watering where rainfall events and
variations in temperature can influence garden irrigation frequency and duration. Rainfall in each of the CATI and diary 7-day periods was not tracked for
individual households; hence the role of weather conditions on poor agreement
between data collection tools for garden watering frequency was not able to be
elucidated.
Another consequence of sequential recruitment was that only a subset of the
household population that completed CATIs also completed diaries. It is therefore possible that the household population completing both the CATI and diary
may have differed in some way from those that completed the CATI only. It is
notable however that there was a high preparedness for householders to complete
the diary (70% agreed) and that 63% of those agreeing to complete the diary also
returned the diary within 4 weeks (a higher return rate may have resulted had the
diary return been extended). The high rates of agreement to complete the diary
support the view that financial reward was not a defining factor separating households that completed the diary from those that did not. Furthermore, the recycled
water area in which householders were located is a niche housing development
located in an area of high socio-economic status and is relatively homogenous
with respect to household demographics and income.
Whilst it can be argued that it is likely that the diary population is representative of the larger household population completing the CATI only, a further
question is whether the population completing the CATI are representative of
the whole population of Rouse Hill dual reticulation households, including those
that did not complete the CATI. In this study, CATI response rates were dependent upon the rate of matching of EWP and AEC records. The limiting factor in
relation to household coverage was that only 57% of households were listed in
the EWP, despite AEC records providing 87% of household coverage [15]. While
it is possible that the water-using behaviour of listed and non-listed households
in the EWP does vary, we consider that EWP listing is unlikely to be a primary
determinant in the volume of water used by households. The relative uniformity
in Rouse Hill dual household characteristics that drive water usage such as garden
area, garden age and household size in the entire target survey area independent
of EWP listing supports this assumption. Nonetheless, the possibility that the
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subset of households completing the diary and/or CATI were different from other
households, based on a greater interest in water sustainability and advocates of
higher recycled water use (and thus with a greater preparedness to devote time to
diary and/or CATI completion), cannot be discounted.
Another limitation of this study was that there was no independent measure of
the frequency and duration of individual water-using activities; hence the validity
of both data collection tools is uncertain. It is therefore possible that both questioning via the CATI and recording of water usage using the diary were potentially
subject to respondents reporting aspirational, rather than actual, behaviour. This
is somewhat unlikely as this study was undertaken independently of the water
authority supplying recycled and drinking water to householders and there was
no disincentive for householders to report their actual water behaviour. Also, even
though there were water restrictions relating to the use of drinking water outside
the home during the study period they did not apply to inside use or to recycled
water use; encompassing those water uses under investigation in this study.
Even though there were no adverse ramifications for the householder associated with reporting actual water usage, it is possible that drinking water restrictions
may have influenced recycled water use despite lack of restrictions for recycled
water. Such behavioural modifications are not predictable and are best addressed
by the collection of contemporaneous water usage data. In doing this, the impact
on exposure profiles, of behavioural changes associated with changing community
attitudes and newly introduced water-using appliances, can be assessed.

Conclusion
The collection of water usage data is important to address data gaps for the assessment of the distribution of exposure of the human population in specific localities
to contaminants in water through non-potable water use. This study showed that
it is possible to successfully ‘remotely’ coordinate diary completion providing that
adequate instructions are given and that diary recording forms are well designed.
In addition, good diary return rates can be achieved using a monetary incentive
and the diary format allows for collective recording, rather than an individual’s estimation, of household water usage. Given reduced response rates associated with
telephone databases, possible future alternative methods for data collection using
diaries which by-passes telephone databases is to approach potential households
by mail or via the Internet (as household Internet access increases). When exploring these options, particular attention should be paid to response rates in addition
to diary costs, which in this study were greater than for the CATI.
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Development of Scales to
Assess Children’s Perceptions
of Friend and Parental
Influences on Physical Activity
Russell Jago, Kenneth R. Fox, Angie S. Page, Rowan Brockman,
and Janice L. Thompson

Abstract
Background
Many children do not meet physical activity guidelines. Parents and friends
are likely to influence children’s physical activity but there is a shortage of
measures that are able to capture these influences.
Methods
A new questionnaire with the following three scales was developed: 1) Parental influence on physical activity; 2) Motives for activity with friends scale;
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and 3) Physical activity and sedentary group normative values. Content for
each scale was informed by qualitative work. One hundred and seventy three,
10-11 year old children completed the new questionnaire twice, one week
apart. Participants also wore an accelerometer for 5 days and mean minutes
of moderate to vigorous physical activity, light physical activity and sedentary
time per day were obtained. Test-retest reliability of the items was calculated and Principal Component analysis of the scales performed and sub-scales
produced. Alphas were calculated for main scales and sub-scales. Correlations
were calculated among sub-scales. Correlations between each sub-scale and
accelerometer physical activity variables were calculated for all participants
and stratified by sex.
Results
The Parental influence scale yielded four factors which accounted for 67.5%
of the variance in the items and had good (α > 0.7) internal consistency.
The Motives for physical activity scale yielded four factors that accounted for
66.1% and had good internal consistency. The Physical activity norms scale
yielded 4 factors that accounted for 67.4% of the variance, with good internal consistency for the sub-scales and alpha of.642 for the overall scale. Associations between the sub-scales and physical activity differed by sex. Although
only 6 of the 11 sub-scales were significantly correlated with physical activity there were a number of associations that were positively correlated >0.15
indicating that these factors may contribute to the explanation of children’s
physical activity.
Conclusion
Three scales that assess how parents, friends and group normative values may
be associated with children’s physical activity have been shown to be reliable
and internally consistent. Examination of the extent to which these new scales
improve our understanding of children’s physical activity in datasets with a
range of participant and family characteristics is needed.

Background
Regular physical activity has many short and long-term benefits for children including lower body mass index [1] and lower mean values for cardiovascular risk
factors [2-4]. Physical activity is also associated with higher levels of mental wellbeing among children [5] and helps children to develop social skills [6,7]. Despite
these benefits many children and adolescents do not engage in recommended
amounts of physical activity [8,9]. The mediating variable model suggests that in
order to change a behavior (such as physical activity) we need to change the key
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factors or mediators of that behavior [10]. Therefore, in order to develop effective
interventions to increase children’s physical activity we need to understand the
factors, or correlates of children’s physical activity and then change those variables
[11].
Parents and friendship groups are likely to be key influences on children’s
physical activity behaviors. Davison and colleagues reported that fathers’ modeling of active behaviors and mothers’ logistic support for physical activity (e.g.,
enrolling child in sport programs and going to sporting events with the child)
were associated with the physical activity levels of 9 year old girls [12]. Salvy and
colleagues reported that 10 year old boys and girls were more likely to engage in
high intensity physical activity with friends [13] and that friends increased children’s motivation for physical activity. Peer support for physical activity has also
indicated an association with higher amounts of physical activity among fifth to
eighth grade US students [14]. While these studies demonstrate the importance
of the influence of parents and friends on children’s physical activity they provide
limited information about how these influences are manifested. More information about potential mechanisms through which interactions with parents and
friends shape physical activity behaviors is therefore needed to develop effective
strategies to increase children’s physical activity.
Our research team have conducted extensive qualitative work to examine
how friends and parents influence the physical activity behaviors of 10-11 year
old children [15-17]. The data on the influence of friends showed that 10-11
year old British children have three types of friendship groups: school friends,
neighborhood friends and other friends (e.g. children of their parents’ friends
and children from youth or community groups) with most children belonging
to multiple groups [15]. Findings also suggested that friendship group members
shared common attitudes and perceived normative values for physical activity and
screen-viewing [15]. Children also reported that their reasons or motives for participating in physical activity included intrinsic appeal, increasing social affiliation
and preventing isolation [15]. Motives for physical activity participation were also
influenced by group affiliation [15]. Therefore, understanding group affiliation
may be important for understanding physical activity attitudes, expectations and
norms among children.
Our qualitative work indicated that parents exert considerable influence on
children’s behavior through provision of transport assistance, financial support,
modeling, encouragement, and setting rules for activity [16,17]. Several participants reported that their family structure and particularly the parents or guardians
who they live with differ for weekday and weekend days. This suggests that measures should accommodate these differences when examining parental influence.
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There is a need to understand how friends and parental factors influence children’s physical activity, parental rules for physical activity, and physical activity
and screen-viewing subjective normative values. Subjective normative values are
a key component of the Theory of Planned Behavior and represent a person’s
perception of other peoples (i.e. other children’s) preferences for engaging in a
behavior such as physical activity [18]. However, although there are reliable measures that capture parental support for physical activity [12] there are no scales
that also examine parent imposed activity-related rules, or scales that can address
how associations may differ by weekday or weekend parent. Similarly, while some
measures have included items that address the extent to which spending time
with friends contribute to physical activity enjoyment [19] to our knowledge no
current measure identifies friend influences on physical activity and particularly
if influence differs by type of friend. Finally, although physical activity norms and
motives for physical activity scales have been developed these scales have tended to
focus on more global subjective norms and included questions on fellow students,
teacher and parent norms [20] and have not included screen-viewing behaviors.
To address these limitations this paper reports the development and reliability assessment of three new questionnaire scales to assess parental influence on physical
activity, motives for activity with friends, and group norms related to physical
activity and sedentary behaviors.

Methods
Participants were 173, 10-11 year old children recruited from 7 primary schools
in Bristol, England. We initially approached 9 primary schools with 2 schools
declining, one because of recent changes to the school management team and
the other due to participation in a number of other, non-physical activity based
research projects. There were 373, Year 6 pupils within the 7 primary schools and
as such the recruitment rate was 46.4%. Participant sex and highest education
within the household were obtained by parental report. The study was approved
by a University of Bristol ethics committee and informed consent and assent were
obtained for all participants [21].

Questionnaire Development
The questionnaire included three main scales: 1) Parental influence on physical
activity scale which included questions about the parents that children spent time
with on both weekdays and weekend days; 2) Motives for activity with friends
scale which examined reasons for participating in physical activity and whether
motives were different for school friends, neighborhood friends or other friends;
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and 3) Physical activity and sedentary group normative (norms) values. Content
for each scale was derived from our qualitative work with these populations [1517]. For example, a number of the children who took part in focus groups reported that social factors, prevention of bullying and isolation and spending time
with friends influenced their participation in physical activity with participants
also expressing diverse views about the merits and perceived negative connotations of participation in team sports, and screen-viewing behaviors. Items that
were designed to capture all of these issues were generated by the first author and
then reviewed, modified and added to by all of the co-authors. This process was
repeated several times until all of the study team were satisfied with the items.
Items were phrased as statements to which participants were provided with four
response options: disagree a lot; disagree; agree; and agree a lot. The response
options were modeled after the responses for an Australian survey [22] which included two additional options for neither (disagree or agree) or don’t know. These
two options were omitted from the survey as our pilot work indicated that UK
children found these two options confusing.

Procedures
Height was measured to the nearest mm with a SECA Leicester Stadiometer.
Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using a SECA 899 digital scale. Body
mass index (BMI) was calculated (kg/m2). Participants completed the new questionnaire twice, with the second administration approximately a week after the
first. Physical activity was objectively measured using an accelerometer (Actigraph
GT1M; Actigraph LLC USA) programmed to record data every 10 seconds. Children wore the accelerometer on a belt around their waist during waking hours for
five consecutive days, including weekends. At the end of the measurement period
the monitors were collected by researchers and the data downloaded to a PC. Any
20 minute periods of zero activity recorded by the accelerometer were taken to
indicate that the accelerometer was not being worn and were classified as missing data. Participants were included in the analysis if they provided at least 500
minutes of data for at least 3 days. It has previously been reported that between 3
and 7 days of accelerometer data are required to provide an indication of habitual
physical activity using accelerometers [23-25]. Therefore, we employed a three
day inclusion criteria as the minimum threshold for our data. While we accept
that it has been suggested that more than 3 days might be needed to capture
the less predictable behavior of children [23,25], the 3-day inclusion criteria has
been widely used for children and adolescents [26-28] and provided us with the
largest possible sample size. Mean counts per minute were calculated to provide
an indication of the overall volume of physical activity in which the participants
engaged. Mean minutes of sedentary, light and moderate to vigorous physical
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activity per day were also calculated using child-specific cut-points [29]. However,
as the count values derived from the GT1M are 9% higher than those obtained
from the original 7164 monitors which were used to derive intensity thresholds,
a correction factor of 0.91 was used for all intensity values [30].

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics including means, standard deviations and percents were calculated for all demographic and physical activity variables. Initial checks indicated
that there was variance in responses to each item. As the aim of this paper was to
develop questionnaires with good test-retest reliability, paired t-tests were used to
assess the test-retest reliability of individual items prior to factor analysis. Items
that were significantly different (P <.001) between the two administrations were
omitted from further analysis. Pearson correlations were then conducted between
the first and second administrations of the items and any items that were not associated were not included in further analysis.
For items that were retained after the initial reliability analyses we also calculated test retest intra-class correlations (ICC). Although intra-class correlations
have been frequently recommended for reliability studies [31-33] authors have
commented on the number of different ICC’s that could be used for reliability
studies and the lack of a clear consensus on when and why to select a particular
type of ICC [31,33]. We performed two-way random effect (subjects and time are
both random) intra-class correlations that assessed absolute agreement (as ideally
you would want the same response two weeks apart). There is also a debate about
the criteria that should be used to assess the reliability ICC’s. A number of authors [34,35] have applied the “benchmark” criteria of Landis and Koch that was
initially described for Kappa statistics [36]. According to these criteria test re-test
ICC’s are interpreted as: 0.21 - 0.40 Fair agreement, 0.41 - 0.60 Moderate agreement, 0.61 - 0.80 Substantial agreement and 0.81 - 1.00 Almost perfect agreement [36]. In light of the uncertainty over how to apply these criteria we opted to
remove any item that had an ICC that was less than 0.4. However, in light of the
ambiguity on how to apply and interpret the ICC’s we report the ICC’s for each
item retained in the analysis but did not apply any further exclusion criteria. In
terms of interpretation ICC’s of 0.4 -0.59 were considered acceptable but improvable, 0.60- 0.79 satisfactory, ≥ 0.80 excellent [35].
Once reliable items had been identified Principal Component analysis with
Varimax rotation was then conducted separately for each of the three scales. The
resulting scree plots and eigen-values were inspected, interpretability considered,
and factors selected. Items that did not load on factors (at least 0.4), or loaded on
multiple factors were removed and the models re-run. Values for items included
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in rotated factors were summed and used in analyses. The internal consistency of
all of the items included in each resulting factor was then assessed using Cronbach’s Alpha. Alpha was then also calculated for all of the items that were retained
in each of the three overall scales.
Bivariate Pearson correlations were used to examine inter-relationships between each of the factor scores that were derived from the Principal Component
analysis. To provide an indication of the relevance of these measures in relation to
physical activity bivariate Pearson correlations were then conducted between the
factor scores and all four of the accelerometer derived physical activity variables.
However, since extensive research has shown that children’s physical activity [8]
differ by sex and that the associations between psychosocial variables and children’s physical activity differ by sex [37,38], correlations with physical activity
were calculated for all participants and then stratified by sex.

Results
Demographic characteristics for the 173 participants in the study are shown in
Table 1. The sample was 51% female with 47% living in households in which the
highest level of education was GCSE (national school examinations assessed at
age 16). Valid accelerometer data were obtained for 131 participants with the participants obtaining an average of 21.5 minutes of moderate to vigorous intensity
physical activity per day.
Table 1. Participant characteristics

The final Parental influence on physical activity scale is presented in Table 2.
No items were dropped from the scale which included 14 items and accounted for
67.5% of the overall variance and had a reasonable internal consistency (alpha =.75).
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Table 2. Parental influence on children’s physical activity scale and factor structure

The General parenting support scale provides an indication of the overall support that the child perceives their parent provides for physical activity (23.2% of
the variance, alpha =.83) while the Active parents sub-scale provides a measure of
the extent to which the child perceives his or her parent to be active (19.4% of
the variance, alpha =.84). Past parental activity provides an indication whether or
not the child perceives that the parental used to be active (12.5% of the variance,
alpha =.80) while the Guiding support (12.5% of the variance, alpha =.82) scale
captures the extent to which the child’s parents have supportive rules for physical
activity participation. Intra-class correlations for all items included in the Parental influence on physical activity were between 0.6 and 0.8 (7 > 0.7) suggesting
satisfactory reliability.
The final Motives for physical activity with friends scale is presented in
Table 3. Three items were not included in the factor analysis due to poor reliability,
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with an additional four items removed from the scale because they cross-loaded
onto multiple factors. The scale had 14 items that accounted for 66.1% of the
overall variance and had good internal consistency (alpha = 0.86). The Prevent
bullying sub-scale identifies the extent to which the child is motivated to engage
in activity to prevent peer victimization (18.6% of the overall variance, alpha
=.79). The Social sedentary sub-scale identifies the extent to which a child engages
in sedentary behaviours for social reasons (16.8% of the variance, alpha =.76)
while the Social affiliation sub-scale (15.6% of the variance alpha =.71) identifies
the extent to which group affiliation influences activity participation. Finally, the
Neighborhood friends sub-scale (15.2% of the variance, alpha =.79) identifies the
extent to which children are specifically motivated to engage in physical activity
to spend time with children who live in their neighborhood. The intra-class correlation for the first item on the Prevent Bullying sub-scale was excellent (.845),
10 further items had satisfactory ICC’s (7 > 0.7) while the remaining 3 items had
ICC’s that were considered acceptable but improvable [‘I take part in sitting down
activity to spend time with my friends’ (.522); ‘I take part in physical activity because my friends at school do’ (.504); and ‘I take part in physical activity because
my neighborhood friends do’ (.564)].
Table 3. Motives for activity with friends’ scale and factor structure
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One item was removed from the final Physical activity and sedentary norms
scale because the test retest ICC was low (.334) but all other original items were
retained in a scale that accounted for 67.9% of the overall variance and had an
alpha of.64 (Table 4). The Sedentary sub-scale identifies norms for screen-viewing
behaviors (28.9% of the variance) with an Activity sub-scale providing comparable information for physical activity norms (17.6% of the variance). The analysis
also yielded a Teasing sub-scale (20.8% of the variance) which provides information on the extent to which respondents feel that they would be teased for engaging in physical activity and screen-viewing. The ICC’s for the retained variables
indicated that 8 items had satisfactory reliability (>0.6) and 2 items [Kids my age
spend lots of time watching TV or DVD’s =.44, Kids my age think taking part
in physical activity is a good thing to do =.55] had acceptable but improvable
reliability.
Table 4. Physical activity norms scale and factor structure

The associations among the 11 sub-scales are presented in Table S1 (Additional File 1). There were a number of statistically significant associations among
the sub-scales with the strongest associations within the same scale being the
Avoid bullying and Social affiliation sub-scales of the motives for activity with
friends scale (r =.521, p <.001). There were also significant associations between
sub-scales derived from different main scales for example Teasing norms was significantly associated with the Avoid bullying sub-scale of the motives for activity
overall scale (r =.427, p <.001).
Correlation analyses indicated that when the sample included all participants,
the Active parent sub-scale of the parental influence scale was associated with light
intensity physical activity (r =.178, p =.042) while Active norms was associated
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with minutes of MVPA per day (r =.181, p =.039) (data not in tabular form).
Pearson correlations between each of the 11 sub-scales and the four physical activity variables are presented separately for boys and girls in Table S2 (Additional
File 2). Among girls, Social sedentary was associated with sedentary minutes per
day (r =.273, p =.024) and negatively associated with mean counts per minute (r
= -.249, p =.040). Parental past activity was negatively associated with minutes
of light activity per day (r = -.307, p =.011) and Avoid bullying was negatively
associated with minutes of MVPA per day (r = -.255, p =.037) and accelerometer
counts per minute (r = -.268, p =.028). For boys, Social affiliation was associated
with minutes of MVPA per day (r =.253, p =.050).

Discussion
In this paper we have presented information on the factor structure and reliability
of three new scales: the Parental influence on physical activity, Motives for activity
with friends and Physical activity and sedentary norms. Items were only included
in the scales if they had acceptable test - retest reliability and variance in responses
and thus all scales can be considered reliable. The alphas for the Parental influence on physical activity and Motives for activity with friends scales as well as the
alphas for all of the sub-scales of these measures were >0.7. Alpha values >0.7 are
considered satisfactory for non-clinical instruments [39] and therefore we can be
confident that the items included in these scales were measuring coherent concepts. The alpha for the overall Norms scale was.64 indicating that caution is
required when attempting to use all of the items on this overall scale to describe
friend related physical activity norms. Collectively, these analyses therefore highlight that we have developed new scales that have good test re-test reliability and
internal consistency.
The associations between the sub-scales and physical activity were different for
boys and girls, suggesting that the extent to which new sub-scales predicted physical activity differed by sex. For example, the correlation between Parental past
activity and light intensity physical activity was -.307 for girls but there was no
association for boys. This would suggest that parental physical activity influences
girl’s physical activity only. Similarly, the Social sedentary scale correlated.275
with minutes of sedentary time for girls but there was no association for boys.
These findings are consistent with previous research which has shown that the
association between correlates of children’s physical activity differs by gender. For
example, gender differences in the associations between self-efficacy, social norms,
beliefs, and outcomes of children and adolescents have been reported [37,40].
Findings suggest that the parental and friendship factors derived from our new
questionnaire could be important predictors of behavior, but associations may
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well be sex specific and thus further research that examines these differences is
required.
Although not statistically significant (p <.05), a number of the sex stratified
associations between the sub-scales and physical activity variables were in excess
of 0.15 and often above 0.20. Such associations are comparable to the associations between physical activity self-efficacy and physical activity [40-42]. A number of physical activity interventions have been designed in which self-efficacy is
hypothesized to be a key mediator of physical activity behavior change [43,44].
Although there is a shortage of studies that have employed mediating variable
analyses of self-efficacy based interventions [11,45] this is likely to be a function of the lack of success in changing youth physical activity which hampers the
detection of mediation effects [45]. The comparison is salient because it suggests
that these sub-scales could explain a considerable amount of the variance in children’s physical activity behaviors. Therefore an appropriately powered study is
needed to fully examine the associations between these constructs and children’s
physical activity.
The Prevent bullying sub-scale accounted for the highest amount of variance
(18.6%) of the four factors on Motives for activity with friends scale, suggesting
that this concept is particularly salient for some participants. Interestingly, Teasing was a specific sub-scale on the Norms scale suggesting that this factor was also
a salient normative value. Being physically active is associated with a reduction
in the likelihood that 13-15 year old adolescents are bullied [46]. Furthermore,
athletic identity is associated with increased physical activity among children [47]
and many children, particularly girls, are socialized out of physical activity by
teasing or peer victimization on the basis of poor sporting ability [48]. As such
these two sub-scales may identify children who are concerned about or perhaps
at risk of peer teasing. The scales could also be utilized as a means of identifying
particular groups of children who do not engage in key behaviors because of fears
of social isolation and teasing.
The General parenting support and Active parents sub-scales include similar
items to Davison’s logistic support factor [12] but utilize more specific examples
and have resulted in two factors rather than one. An interesting area of future
research would therefore be to consider how the new sub-scales and Davison’s
measure are related to each other and whether utilizing all scales increases our
understanding of how parents can help to support physical activity.
The Neighborhood friends sub-scale suggests that there is something specific
about how children identify with this group of friends. As the concept of neighborhood friends and their influence on physical activity behaviors is new [15],
exploring the role of this friendship group and how neighborhood friends can
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help promote activity in less active children is likely to be essential in fully understanding why different groups of children are active.
In the Motives for Activity with Friends scale there were two social sub-scales:
Social sedentary which captured preferences for engaging in sedentary behaviors
with friends; and Social affiliation which captured engaging in activity to spend
time with friends. A number of studies have reported that social factors are associated with participation in physical activity [15,49-51], and these scales extend
that work by indicating that the social aspects of screen-viewing and physical activity are likely to be different. The increased specificity of these sub-scales suggest
that they may be able to explain more of the variance in the behaviors to which
they relate than current measures and research that focuses on this possibility is
needed. Moreover, like the teasing and prevent bullying sub-scales, these two new
sub-scales may be useful in developing profiles of children, particularly children
who have preferences for either physical activity or screen-viewing behaviors.
The analysis presented in this paper has focused on the reliability of the new
scales and not the “validity” of the scales [52]. However, as the development of
the scales and items were informed by extensive qualitative work and the items
assess the issues raised in the qualitative work the items can be considered to have
“face and content validity” [52]. The items included in the scales address new
constructs that were identified in the qualitative work and which have not been
reported before and therefore there is no existing scale against which to compare
these items. As such we are unable to assess the “criterion validity” but in order
to provide an indication of the potential utility of these scales we have provided
information on the associations with physical activity the key behavior to which
they are hypothesized to relate.

Strengths/Limitations
This study has developed and provided reliability information on new scales that
provide information on how friends and peers influence children’s physical activity patterns. However, while we have been able to demonstrate the reliability
of these measures, the relatively small sample limits our ability to examine associations with physical activity and particularly limits our ability to examine
sex-specific associations. Moreover, as we did not collect family structure data
we are unable to examine if responses for the new Parental Influence scale which
assesses the influence of weekday and weekend parents differed by the time that
children spent with different parents. It is also important to recognize that the
development and piloting of this questionnaire has been conducted in one area
of the United Kingdom, and as such the concepts assessed could be influenced
by the location in which the children reside and may require refinement for use
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in other countries. Moreover, the development and factor analysis has only been
conducted in a single sample and, as such, confirmation of the factor structure in
another sample may be required before widespread adoption.

Conclusion
Three scales that assess how parents, friends and group normative values may be
associated with children’s physical activity have been shown to be reliable and internally consistent. Initial analyses suggests that these measures will provide new
information on the factors that influence children’s physical activity but more
research in a larger dataset is required to identify how associations may differ by
sex and participant characteristics. They also provide further indication of the
importance of conceptualizing physical activity as social-context specific with different parental and peer influences in action in different settings and time periods
in the week.
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Preliminary Spatiotemporal
Analysis of the Association
Between Socio-Environmental
Factors and Suicide
Xin Qi, Shilu Tong and Wenbiao Hu

Abstract
Background
The seasonality of suicide has long been recognised. However, little is known
about the relative importance of socio-environmental factors in the occurrence of suicide in different geographical areas. This study examined the association of climate, socioeconomic and demographic factors with suicide in
Queensland, Australia, using a spatiotemporal approach.
Methods
Seasonal data on suicide, demographic variables and socioeconomic indexes
for areas in each Local Government Area (LGA) between 1999 and 2003
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were acquired from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Climate data were
supplied by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. A multivariable generalized estimating equation model was used to examine the impact of socio-environmental factors on suicide.
Results
The preliminary data analyses show that far north Queensland had the highest suicide incidence (e.g., Cook and Mornington Shires), while the southwestern areas had the lowest incidence (e.g., Barcoo and Bauhinia Shires) in
all the seasons. Maximum temperature, unemployment rate, the proportion of
Indigenous population and the proportion of population with low individual
income were statistically significantly and positively associated with suicide.
There were weaker but not significant associations for other variables.
Conclusion
Maximum temperature, the proportion of Indigenous population and unemployment rate appeared to be major determinants of suicide at a LGA level
in Queensland.

Background
Suicide is one of the major causes of mortality around the world with about
877,000 suicide deaths each year globally [1]. Socio-environmental impacts on
mental health, including suicide, have drawn increasing research attention, especially in recent years as global socio-environmental conditions change rapidly
[2,3].
A number of studies have examined the impact of meteorological factors on
suicide and found that lower suicide rates were associated with increased rainfall
[4], decreased temperature [5], decreased humidity [6], and increased sunshine
[7]. Additionally, some studies indicated that suicide rates varied with season
[8,9]. Socioeconomic status [10,11], unemployment rate [12-14], country of
birth [15,16], governmental policy [17,18] and intervention [19,20] were also
associated with suicide in different countries and areas.
Most of the previous suicide studies have focused on either meteorological or
socioeconomic factors alone, and none has examined their combined effect. As all
these factors can influence suicide in different aspects, the impact of these factors
on suicide, thus, should be studied in a systematic way, to help formulating effective suicide prevention strategies. In addition, few of the previous studies have
applied geographical information system (GIS) and or spatial analysis approaches
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to assess the geographical difference of suicide, and the socio-environmental impact on suicide [21,22].
This study examined the association of socio-environmental determinants
with suicide in Queensland, Australia using a GIS-based ecological study design.
Queensland is the second largest states in Australia and it lies on the northeast of
the continent, covering an area about 1.73 million km2, with a total population
about 4.18 million in June 2007. Southeast Queensland (SEQ) accounts for less
than 1.3% of total area, but had 65.4% of total population [23]. Other places,
especially the inland areas, have much less population density than that of the
whole state. The whole state is divided into a few regions as Figure 1. The climate
conditions vary across the whole states. The far north and coastal areas are hot
and humid in summer, while the highlands near coast and south-eastern coasts
are warm and humid in summer. The inland areas in the southeast have temperate or warm summer, but cold winter. The western areas of Queensland have hot
and dry summers, and mild and cold winters [24]. Queensland had more rapid
increase in economy than the rest areas of Australia between 1992 until now, except for the financial year 1995-1996 [25]. The major industries in Queensland
are agriculture, mining, financial services and tourism.

Figure 1. The regions in Queensland
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Methods
Study Design
Spatiotemporal analysis of the impact of socio-environmental factors on suicide
is critical because the distribution of suicide deaths and its determinants may
vary with time and place, especially in Queensland, a large state with a wide
range of climatic conditions and socioeconomic positions. The study consisted of
four phases: data collection, data linkage and management, descriptive analyses,
bivariable and multivariable analyses.

Data Sources
The meteorological data, including monthly rainfall (RF), maximum temperature (MaxT) and minimum temperature (MinT) were supplied by the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology. Suicide, socioeconomic and demographic data were obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).
The suicide data, covering a five-year period (1999-2003), included information on age, sex, year and month of suicide and Statistical Local Area (SLA) code.
There are 125 Local Government Areas (LGAs) in Queensland in 2001 and each
LGA has one or more SLAs. Suicide data were transferred into the LGA-based
data, using the LGA codes from Australian Standard Geographical Classification
(ASGC) [26]. Average suicide counts in total and by gender were calculated for
each season at the LGA level (September, October and November for spring; December, January and February for summer; March, April and May for autumn;
and June, July and August for winter).
The meteorological database was composed of monthly grid (0.25°*0.25°,
longitude and latitude; equivalent to the area of about 25 km*25 km) data. We
used Vertical Mapper, a GIS tool, to transfer the meteorological data into the
LGA data. Vertical Mapper was incorporated into the MapInfo, which was then
used as a platform to perform the data link, data transfer and spatial display. After
primary data retrieving and transferring, the structure of monthly meteorological
data at the LGA level was established. The means of seasonal meteorological data
at LGA level were calculated from monthly data.
Socio-economic Indexes for Area (SEIFA) and demographic data at the LGA
level were based on CDATA 2001 of ABS, a database which provides information
of 2001 Australian Census of Population and Housing, digital statistical boundaries, base map data and socio-economic data. We directly applied SEIFA and
demographic data from the CDATA in the analysis.
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SEIFA included four indices: the Index of Relative Socio-economic Advantage
and Disadvantage (i.e., IRSAD, the higher IRSAD index, the higher socioeconomic position), the Index of Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage (i.e., IRSD,
reflecting disadvantage such as low income and education level, high unemployment and unskilled occupations), the Index of Economic Resources (i.e., IER,
reflecting the general level of availability to economic resources of residents and
households) and the Index of Education and Occupation (i.e., IEO, reflecting the
general educational level and occupational skills of people). All these indices were
obtained from CDATA 2001.
Demographic variables included population, Indigenous population, unemployed population, population with low individual income (below AU$ 200 per
week) and low education level (Year 9 and below). Using these numbers the following statistics were calculated: the proportion of Indigenous population (PIP),
unemployment rate (UER), proportion of population with low individual income
(PPLII) and proportion of population with low education level (PPLEL).

Data Analyses
A series of GIS and statistical methods were used to analyse these data. MapInfo
(including Vertical Mapper incorporated) was used to explore the spatial patterns
of socio-environmental variables and suicide.
Univariable analysis was applied to describe characteristics of each variable
(suicide and socio-environmental factors). This step is important because it can
show the pattern of distribution of each variable, and then select appropriate
approaches for bivariable and multivariable analysis. Pearson correlations were
applied for bivariable analysis after some non-normally-distributed data (suicide
mortality rate, rainfall, IRSD, PIP and UER) were transformed into approximately normally-distributed values by logarithm transformation. The multicollinearity
was tested for selecting variables for the multivariable modelling process. The
multivariable generalized estimating equation (GEE) regression models with a
Poisson link were developed to assess the possible impact of socio-environmental
factors on suicide, after adjustment for the effects of potential confounders. The
GEE model is well suited to analyse the repeated longitudinal data (e.g., climate
data) [27]. This approach has also been used in other studies [28,29]. Spatial
autocorrelation is defined as an auto-correlated association of a certain spatial
variable with its spatial location, which means observations have similar values
if they are close to each other in geographical aspect [30]. In this study, spatial
autocorrelation test was applied to examine the variation of suicide between small
areas. Semivariogram analysis was used to explore the spatial structure and spatial
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autocorrelation of suicide mortalities in Queensland, where semivariogram values were calculated on the basis of residuals. If there is spatial autocorrelation
in model residuals, values are typically low and the semivariance increases with
separation distance [30,31]. Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and
S+ SpatialStats software were used for data analysis.

Results
Univariable Analysis
Table 1 demonstrates the distribution of suicide in Queensland between 1999 and
2003 by gender, year and month. There were 2,445 suicide cases in Queensland,
with 1,957 males (80.0%) and 488 females (20.0%). There was no significant
difference in monthly variation of suicide by gender.
Table 1. Suicide counts by year and month for both male (upper value) and females (lower value, italics)*

In the population of the whole Queensland, 36.4% of males and 34.4% of
females were 24-year age and below. 29.5% of males and 30.1% of females aged
between 25 and 44. 23.5% of male population and 22.9% of female population
were between 45 and 64-year-age. Other people aged at 65-year and above. In
the age structure of suicides, 16.4% of males and 15.2% females were adolescents
and youth (aged at 24-year or below). 46.9% of males and 48.6% of females aged
between 25 and 44-year. 24.6% of male suicides and 25.8% of female suicides
were between 45 and 64-year age. 12.1% of males and 10.4% of females were
older-aged adults (65 and over).
Table 2 shows the characteristics of each variable (suicide mortality rate and
socio-environmental variables) at the LGA level over seasons. It shows a range of
variation for each variable. Some data are normally-distributed (MaxT, MinT,
IRSAD, IER, IEO, PPLII in total and by gender, PPLEL in total and by gender).
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Some other variables are non-normally-distributed (suicide mortality rate, suicide
ASM by gender, rainfall, IRSD, PIP in total and by gender and UER in total and
by gender).
Table 2. Characteristics of suicide mortality, socio-demographic and environmental factors*

Figures 2 to 5 demonstrated the spatial patterns of age-adjusted standard mortality (ASM) of male suicide in Queensland between different seasons. In spring,
some of far north, northwest, south, some of southeast and central coast areas had
higher suicide ASM, while the inland and south western areas had lower suicide
ASM or no suicide record (Figure 2). During the summer time, far north, some
of north west, southeast and coastal and some of the south areas had higher suicide ASM; southwest and some of the central south areas had lower suicide ASM
or no suicide record (Figure 3). Figure 4 indicates the suicide ASM distribution
in autumn. Far north, west, central, some of the coastal and southeast areas had
higher suicide ASM; south, southwest and some of the central areas had lower
suicide ASM or no suicide record. In winter, some of far north areas, northwest,
some of the southeast and east areas had higher suicide mortality rate, while central, southwest and other areas had lower suicide mortality rate or even no suicide
record (Figure 5).
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Figure 2. Average male ASM in spring (1999-2003)
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Figure 3. Average male ASM in summer (1999-2003)
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Figure 4. Average male ASM in autumn (1999-2003)
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Figure 5. Average male ASM in winter (1999-2003)

The spatial patterns of ASM of female suicide across seasons were indicated
in Figures 6 to 9. In spring, far north, north and central coast and some inland
areas in the east and south had higher suicide ASM (Figure 6). There was higher
suicide ASM in far north, some of north-western areas, some coastal and inland
areas in the north and southeast than other areas (Figure 7). In autumn, some
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areas of central inland and coast, and southeast had higher suicide ASM compared
with lower suicide ASM or no suicide record in other areas (Figure 8). There was
higher suicide ASM in some parts of far north, central inland and south-eastern
areas than other areas (Figure 9). 68.8% to 76.8% of LGAs had no female suicide
record within each seasons.

Figure 6. Average female ASM in spring (1999-2003)
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Figure 7. Average female ASM in summer (1999-2003)
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Figure 8. Average female ASM in autumn (1999-2003)
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Figure 9. Average female ASM in winter (1999-2003)

In general, male suicides were recorded in the most LGAs, except for the
southwest and some part of the central areas. Only 17 LGAs (13.6% of total) had
no suicide recorded in the whole study period. Most female suicides occurred in
the southeast, coastal and far north areas. There were very few female suicides in
the majority of inland areas Queensland. Almost half (61 of 125) of total LGAs
had no female suicide between 1999 and 2003.
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Bivariable Analysis
Table 3 demonstrates the correlations between socio-environmental variables and
suicide ASM by gender. In males, MinT, MaxT, PIP, PPLII and PPLEL were
significantly and positively associated with suicide ASM, while there were negative associations between SEIFA and suicide. However, UER and RF were not
significantly associated with male suicide. In females, RF was significantly and
positively associated with suicide. SEIFA variables had significant and negative
association with suicide except for IEO. PIP, PPLII and PPLEL were significantly
and positively associated with suicide. UER (p = 0.062), MinT (p = 0.088) and
IEO (p = 0.087) were marginally associated with suicide. However, MaxT (p =
0.502) was not significantly associated with suicide in females.
Table 3. Pearson correlations between socio-environmental factors and suicide for both male (upper value) and
females (lower value, italics)

In the assessment of multicollinearity between socio-environmental variables,
we found that some SEIFA indexes (e.g., IRSAD and IER) were highly correlated
(r = 0.90). Thus, IRSD index was used to represent SEIFA in this study because
of its strongest association with suicide across four SEIFA indexes. In addition,
MinT and MaxT were also highly correlated (r = 0.85), and therefore, we use
MaxT and MinT in separate models.
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Multivariable Analysis
Multivariable GEE models were undertaken to examine the possible impact
of climate variables, SEIFA and demographic factors on suicide mortality rate.
We used the semivariance to measure the degree of spatial autocorrelation of
model residuals. Figure 10 shows that there was no increased semivariance of
residuals when the distance of LGAs increased. Thus it suggests that the GEE
model fitted the data well as there was little spatial autocorrelation of residuals
in this study.

Figure 10. Semivariogram of model residuals

Table 4 shows the associations between socio-environmental variables and
suicide mortality by gender. In males, MaxT, PIP and PPLII were significantly
and positively associated with suicide in male population. RF, IRSD, UER and
PPLEL were not significantly associated with male suicide. In females, PIP and
UER were statistically significantly associated with suicide, but there was no significant association for other variables.
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Table 4. Regression of socio-environmental determinants of suicide for both male (upper value) and females
(lower value, italics)*

Discussion
This study examined the relationship between socio-environmental factors and
suicide using GIS and spatiotemporal analysis approaches. A range of climate,
socioeconomic and demographic determinants were included in this quantitative
analysis.
The results of this study indicate some key socio-environmental predictors
of suicide at the LGA level. The preliminary spatiotemporal analyses show that
far north Queensland had the highest suicide mortality, while the south-western
areas had the lowest mortality rate in all the seasons. MaxT, PPLII and PIP were
positively associated with total and male suicide. UER had a positive association
with total and female suicide. RF had a significant and positive association with
total suicide only. However, no significant association was found for SEIFA and
PPLEL.
Some of the previous studies found that rainfall was negatively associated with
suicide [4,32], while some other studies showed that this association was very
weak [33,34]. Persistent rainfall deficiency results in drought, which causes reduction of crops in rural areas and adds financial burden to local residents, especially
farmers [32,35]. In rural areas, farmers and other residents usually have less social
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support than urban residents, and this situation can get worse due to drought
[36]. All these add stress, anxiety and mental health problems among the rural
population which will eventually lead to suicidal behaviours and even suicide.
However, this study only covered 5-year rainfall and suicide data, so it is difficult
to determine the long term effect of rainfall on suicide. Another explanation for
this discrepancy is that Queensland is in tropical and subtropical areas with much
rainfall in general, especially in coastal areas. Even during drought periods, rainfall in Queensland is still much higher than other states in Australia.
In this study, higher MaxT was accompanied with increased suicide mortality
at a LGA level. This finding corroborates previous reports [6,37,38]. For instance,
some studies discovered that higher temperature can lead to decreased availability of tryptophan in human body, one of the 20 standard amino acids, then the
volume of 5-Hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) synthesized from tryptophan
greatly reduced [39]. As 5-HIAA can reduce depression among humans [40],
therefore, the reduced 5-HIAA indirectly caused by high temperature leads to
more depression and other mental health problems among population, even suicidal behaviours. We also examined the association between minimum temperature and suicide in the GEE model, but the association was very weak.
This study demonstrates a general trend that LGAs with higher PIP had higher
rates of suicide. As most of the Indigenous population are located in rural areas,
these communities often have lower SES and less opportunities of healthcare, including mental health services. The rapid social change in Australia may also affect
the Indigenous communities, with more unhealthy behaviours such as excessive
alcohol use and family violence [41]. The environmental injustice in this study
should not be ignored. Some activities (e.g., construction of water systems, land
use, and management of organizations) may cause cultural, environmental and
economic risks and hazards among the local communities, especially in the areas
with low SES and high proportion of Indigenous population [42,43]. The above
factors contribute to the higher suicide occurrence and deaths in communities
with a high proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders in Queensland
[44]. Other studies in the United States also indicate that suicide mortality rates
were higher in the areas with higher proportion of Indigenous population than
in the other areas [45-47]. These studies also discovered that suicide is associated
with harsh environmental and social conditions.
Increased unemployment rate directly reduces individual and family income,
and thus can cause the financial burden and result in anxiety and stress among
family members, especially for a less skilled population. These may increase the
risk of mental health problems and suicidal behaviours. This can explain why
unemployment had an adverse impact on suicide. Previous studies also discovered
that higher unemployment rate can enhance the risk of suicide behaviour and suicide
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[48-50]. In this study, unemployment had more significant impact on female
suicide than male suicide. In recent years, more females participated in labour
force than before, thus more females would experience unemployment as a consequence [51]. A study in Portugal also indicated that female suicide increased, as
women play more important roles in the socioeconomic status and the stress of
unemployment on them was more prominent than before [52].
Previous studies have indicated that higher socioeconomic status (SES) areas
usually have lower suicide mortality [10,11], as high SES areas usually have higher
employment rates, increased income and more accesses to training and education,
compared with low SES areas [53]. In this study, we did not find a significant
association between SEIFA and suicide, which may be due to a short time series
dataset (5 years) and the use of a snapshot measure of SEIFA (i.e., disadvantage
index in 2001).
Some studies indicate that the population with low income had higher suicide
rate [54,55]. Generally, rural areas have higher proportion of population with low
income, while healthcare (including mental health care) facilities are less developed and less accessible than urban areas. This can lead to increased mental health
problems, even suicidal behaviours, among the local population. The results of
this study are consistent with previous studies.
Some studies conducted in temperate areas like Brazil [56] and Italy [57] observed a peak of suicide in late spring and early summer. In this study, there were
suicide peaks in August and October between 1999 and 2003. More suicides occurred in summer than other seasons. The results in this study were not completely consistent with previous studies, partly because all the LGAs of Queensland are
in tropical and subtropical zones, and the four seasons are not evident in many
places, especially in the north Queensland.
This study has several strengths. Firstly, this is the first study to examine an
association between a wide range of socio-environmental factors and suicide at
a LGA level in Queensland. Secondly, this study used a comprehensive spatial
dataset, GIS and a range of quantitative analytical methods to compare the differences of socio-environmental impact on suicide over time and space. Thirdly, this
study examined how socio-environmental factors influence the likelihood of suicide after taking into account a range of confounding factors, including gender,
population size and SEIFA at the LGA level. Finally, the results of this study may
have implications in public health policy making and implementation of suicide
prevention intervention.
The limitations of this study should also be acknowledged. Firstly, the time
series data set for analysis is short, compared with other studies [32,37,57]. Secondly, climate condition varies in different zones within each LGA, especially
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those covering large areas. So it is difficult to actually determine the climate condition in the geographical spot of each suicide death. Thirdly, the SEIFA index
and demographic data at the LGA level were only based on 2001 Population Census, so it cannot reflect any changes in socioeconomic and demographic features
during the whole study period. Thus the results of this study should be interpreted
cautiously. Finally, this study only included several socio-environmental variables
(i.e., rainfall, temperature, SEIFA, demographic variables), while other factors like
personal and family history of mental health and psychiatric problems [58,59],
local health service facilities [60], nutrition [61,62], religion [63,64], alcohol and
drug use [65-67] may also influence mental health status and suicidal behaviours.
However, the information on these variables was unavailable in this study.
The impact of socio-environmental change on mental health has drawn much
attention. On the one hand, the current global financial crisis is likely to deepen,
and it will almost certainly have negative effects on the trend of suicide. On the
other hand, as climate change continues, the frequency, intensity and duration
of weather extremes (e.g., flood, drought and cyclone) are likely to increase in
the coming decade, it may also lead to the increase in suicide. Thus it is vital to
strengthen surveillance system on weather extremes (e.g., high temperature) and
social changes (e.g., unemployment) as well as the impacts of these changes on
mental health [68-70]. Governmental officials, epidemiologists, psychiatrists, environmental health workers, economists, meteorologists and community leaders
should work together to design, develop and implement effective suicide prevention and control strategies through an integrated and systematic approach.

Conclusion
In this study, we discovered that suicide ASM varied between LGAs by gender.
Maximum temperature, the proportion of Indigenous population and unemployment rate appeared to be major determinants of suicide at a LGA level in
Queensland. Other factors, such as rainfall, education and income level, had no
significant association with suicide at a LGA level, during the period 1999-2003.
These findings may have implications in planning and implementing populationbased suicide interventions.
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Cycling and Walking to Work
in New Zealand, 1991-2006:
Regional and Individual
Differences, and Pointers to
Effective Interventions
Sandar Tin Tin, Alistair Woodward, Simon Thornley
and Shanthi Ameratunga

Abstract
Background
Active commuting increases levels of physical activity and is more likely to
be adopted and sustained than exercise programmes. Despite the potential
health, environmental, social and economic benefits, cycling and walking
are increasingly marginal modes of transport in many countries. This paper
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investigated regional and individual differences in cycling and walking to
work in New Zealand over the 15-year period (1991-2006).
Methods
New Zealand Census data (collected every five years) were accessed to analyse
self-reported information on the “main means of travel to work” from individuals aged 15 years and over who are usually resident and employed in New
Zealand. This analysis investigated differences in patterns of active commuting to work stratified by region, age, gender and personal income.
Results
In 2006, over four-fifths of New Zealanders used a private vehicle, one in
fourteen walked and one in forty cycled to work. Increased car use from 1991
to 2006 occurred at the expense of active means of travel as trends in public transport use remained unchanged during that period. Of the 16 regions
defined at meshblock and area unit level, Auckland had the lowest prevalence of cycling and walking. In contrast to other regions, walking to work increased in Wellington and Nelson, two regions which have made substantial
investments in local infrastructure to promote active transport. Nationally,
cycling prevalence declined with age whereas a U-shaped trend was observed
for walking. The numbers of younger people cycling to work and older people
walking to work declined substantially from 1991 to 2006. Higher proportions of men compared with women cycled to work. The opposite was true for
walking with an increasing trend observed in women aged under 30 years.
Walking to work was less prevalent among people with higher income.
Conclusion
We observed a steady decline in cycling and walking to work from 1991 to
2006, with two regional exceptions. This together with the important differences in travel patterns by age, gender and personal income highlights opportunities to target and modify transport policies in order to promote active
commuting.

Background
Physical activity provides substantial health benefits such as avoiding premature
deaths [1], lowering the risk of a range of health conditions, notably cardiovascular diseases [2] and some forms of cancer [3], and enhancing emotional health [4].
While regular physical activity (i.e., undertaking at least 30 minutes of moderate
intensity physical activity on most, if not all, days of the week) is recommended
to promote and maintain health [5-7], maintenance of such activity has been
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identified as a major barrier for health behaviour interventions [8,9]. Previous
research suggests that active commuting (building cycling and walking into daily
life) may be more likely to be adopted and sustained compared with exercise programmes [10].
We have found published evidence of a variety of health benefits associated with active commuting. For example, obesity rates are lower in countries where active travel is more common [11]. A recent review reported that
active commuting was associated with an 11% reduction in cardiovascular
event rates [12]. A Copenhagen study found a 28% lower risk of mortality
among those who cycled to work, even after adjusting for leisure time physical activity [13]. Similar associations were observed among Chinese women
who cycled or walked for transportation [14]. In addition, active commuting
may enhance social cohesion, community livability and transport equity [1517], improve safety to all road users [18], save fuel and reduce motor vehicle
emissions. A previous study predicted that if recommended daily exercise was
swapped for transportation, this could reduce 38% of US oil consumption
(for walking and cycling) and 11.9% of US’s 1990 net emissions (for cycling),
and could burn 12.2 kg of fat per person annually (for walking) and 26.0 kg
of fat per person annually (for cycling) [19].
These effects are important not only in high-income countries in which the
private motor vehicle has long been the dominant mode of transport but also in
rapidly industrialising parts of the world, such as China, in which active commuting was until recently very common, but is now being replaced by motorised
transport [20].
New Zealand is among the countries with the highest rate of car ownership in
the world (607 cars per 1000 population) [21]. Driver or passenger trips account
for four-fifths of the overall travel modal share [22] although one third of vehicle
trips are less than two kilometres and two-thirds are less than six kilometres [23].
While the national Transport Strategy aims to “increase walking and cycling and
other active modes to 30% of total trips in urban areas by 2040” [24], this target
is unlikely to be met given current patterns of expenditure on the transport network [25].
Travel to work makes up about 15% of all travel in New Zealand [22]. Use of
private motor vehicles is the dominant mode of travel to work [26] and may be
sensitive to changing oil price [27]. The aim of this study was to investigate regional and individual differences in cycling and walking to work in the employed
Census population over the 15-year period between 1991 and 2006. Possible
intervention and policy options to promote active commuting will be discussed
from New Zealand and international perspectives.
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Methods
This paper presents an analysis of aggregate data obtained from the New Zealand
Census undertaken by Statistics New Zealand every five years. Each Census since
1976 has collected information about the “main means of travel to work.” However, the question was not date-specific prior to 1991.
The last four Censuses (1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006) asked usually resident
employed persons aged 15 years and over about their main mode of transport
to work on the date of Census (first Tuesday in March). For example, the 2006
Census asked the question “On Tuesday 7 March what was the one main way
you travelled to work—that is, the one you used for the greatest distance?” and
response options included: worked at home; did not go to work; public bus; train;
drove a private car, truck or van; drove a company car, truck or van; passenger in a
car, truck, van or company bus; motorbike; bicycle; walked or jogged; and other.
The non-response rates to this particular question were 1.6%, 3.3%, 3.5% and
3.7% for the 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006 Census respectively. The sample for this
study was restricted to those who travelled to work on the specified day (i.e., those
who reported “worked at home” or “did not go to work” were excluded, which
ranged from 18% in 1991 to 22% in 2001).
The ‘means of travel to work’ responses were categorised into four main
groups: “bicycle,” “walk,” “public transport” (including “public bus” and “train”
responses) and “vehicle driver/passenger” (including “drove a private car, truck
or van,” “drove a company car, truck or van” and “passenger in a car, truck, van
or company bus” responses). Trends in the main means of travel to work were
presented for the 30-year period (1976 to 2006). As the data collected prior to
1991 were not date specific, the 1991 and 2006 Census data were used to examine trends in cycling and walking to work by region, age and gender. There are a
total of 16 regions in New Zealand defined at meshblock and area unit levels: nine
in the North Island and seven in the South Island. A meshblock is the smallest
geographic area containing an average of 100 people and 40 dwellings [28]. Total
personal income before tax in the 12 months ending 31 March was collected as a
range and the data were analysed for the 2006 Census only due to limited comparability of data across Censuses. All data were self-reported and only aggregate
data were available for this analysis.
The Ministry of Transport’s Household Travel Survey data (2003-2008) [29]
were used to compute the average distance of home to work trips in each region.
It is a national survey collecting data on personal travel from about 3500 people
(from about 2000 households) throughout New Zealand each year. The data
were weighted to account for household and person non-responses. Information
on other regional characteristics was obtained from the Statistics New Zealand
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(population density) [30] and the National Institute of Water & Atmospheric
Research (climate status) [31]. The relationship between these characteristics and
participation levels of active transport were measured using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and linear and non-linear regression.

Results
The majority of people travelled to work by car, with an increasing trend over time
from 64.8% in 1976 to 83.0% in 2006 (Figure 1). In contrast, walking to work
declined over this 30 year period (12.8% in 1976 to 7.0% in 2006). The prevalence of cycling to work increased slightly from 1976 (3.4%) to 1986 (5.6%) and
then declined steadily. In 2006, only 2.5% of people who travelled to work used a
bicycle. The prevalence of public transport use decreased from 12.8% in 1976 to
5.1% in 1991 but remained stable at around 5.0% over the last 15 year period.

Figure 1. Mode of travel to work on the census day in the usually resident employed population aged 15 years
and over (1976 to 2006).

Regional Differences in Cycling and Walking to Work
Regional variation in active transport along with environmental and geographic
factors thought to influence this variation is presented in Table 1. Auckland is
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the most populated region and West Coast, the least. The average distance of the
trip to work varies from 6.7 km in West Coast to 14.8 km in Waikato. There is
a moderate variation in average temperatures and sunshine hours with highest
levels recorded in regions in the north of the South Island; and a three-fold variation in rainfall across the major urban areas of different regions around the time
of the census.
Table 1. Regional characteristics and correlations with the prevalence of cycling and walking to work

Active travel to work varied widely across regions. In 2006, Nelson had
the highest prevalence of cycling (7.2%) and Auckland, the lowest (1.0%)
(Figure 2). All regions experienced a sharp fall in cycling prevalence, most steeply
in Gisborne, over the 15 year period between 1991 and 2006. Walking prevalence
was highest in Otago (11.3%), Wellington (11.1%) and West Coast (10.9%) and
lowest in Auckland (4.9%). Contrary to other regional trends, the proportion of
people who walked to work in Wellington and Nelson increased from 1991 to
2006.
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Figure 2. Proportion of people who cycled and walked to work on the census day by area of usual residence
(1991 to 2006).

The prevalence of cycling to work was negatively correlated with the average
distance of home to work trips and positively correlated with average sunshine
hours whereas the prevalence of walking was negatively correlated with average air
temperature (p < 0.05) (Table 1). Further explorations revealed the relationship
between cycling prevalence and average distance to work to be log-linear and the
relationships between cycling prevalence and average sunshine hours as well as
walking prevalence and average temperature to be linear (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Relationship between the prevalence of cycling and walking to work and specific regional factors.
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Individual Differences in Cycling and Walking to Work
Higher proportions of men compared with women cycled, while higher proportions of women walked to work (Figure 4). In 1991, the prevalence of cycling to
work declined with age but this trend was less pronounced in 2006. The largest
decline in cycling over the 15 year period was among younger age groups, particularly 15-19 year olds. Walking to work was least prevalent among middle-aged
men and women. A significantly higher proportion of 15-29 year old women
walked to work in 2006, compared with 1991. The prevalence of cycling to work
did not vary significantly by personal income level whereas walking to work was
less prevalent among people with higher income in 2006 (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Proportion of people who cycled and walked to work on the census day by age and gender (1991 to
2006).
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Figure 5. Proportion of people who cycled and walked to work on the census day by personal income (2006).

Discussion
Our analysis showed that more than four-fifths of New Zealanders used a private
motor vehicle to travel to work on Census day in 2006. Only one in fourteen
people walked to work and one in forty cycled. Increased car use from 1991 to
2006 occurred at the expense of active means of travel as the prevalence of using
public transport remained unchanged during that period. We found important
differences in active travel patterns by region, age, gender and personal income.
This is one of very few papers reporting population-based active travel behaviour in New Zealand. One of the major benefits of using Census data is that
it is a near-complete survey of the general population (96.3% response rate in
2006) and the people’s transport activity nationally, regionally and across different population subgroups over time may be compared. When interpreting these
results, however, some limitations need to be considered. First, the Census question asked only for ‘main means of travel to work’ and did not take into account
multiple transport modes, for example, walking and taking a bus in one journey.
This means the contribution of walking to the journey to work may be underestimated. Second, the 1991-2006 Census questions were date-specific and the
data may be biased seasonally, although the timing of Census day has been similar
year to year. People’s active transport activity may be overestimated in this case
as the Census is usually in March when the weather is warm and relatively dry.
Third, we were not able to adjust for potential confounders as only aggregate data
were available for this analysis. For example, personal income may be related to an
individual’s age, gender and residential area, all of which independently, influence
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choice of travel to work. Finally, the findings may be affected by the “ecological
fallacy” as averaged aggregate data were used to infer relationships, for example,
between various regional characteristics (such as average distance to work) and the
proportion of cycling and walking to work. These questions may be addressed in
future studies which obtain individual level data.
Despite these limitations, our findings are consistent with and extend the evidence gained from previous research. Parallel to decreasing trends in active travel
to work behaviour, overall travel mode share for cycling and walking has been
declining steadily in New Zealand (from 4% and 21% respectively in 1989 to
1% and 16% respectively in 2006) [32]. During the same period, the annual distance driven in light 4-wheeled vehicles has been increasing—particularly among
the 45-64 age group [33]. From 1990 to 2006, total greenhouse gas emissions
increased by 25.7%, and emissions from road transport increased disproportionately (by 66.9%) [34]. In 2006, transport accounted for 42% of total emissions
from the energy sector [35]. A recent report indicates that the air quality in Auckland is worsening due to emissions from increasing use of motor vehicles [36].
A study from the US shows that CO2 emissions from the transport sector will
continue to rise unless vehicle kilometres travelled can be substantially reduced,
as present trends in car use will overwhelm the gains that may result from technological advances such as changes in fuel type (e.g., biodiesel fuel) and motor
vehicle efficiency (e.g., hybrid cars) [37]. The findings are unlikely to be different
in the New Zealand context given the country’s dispersed population (4.3 million people spread over 268,680 km2), low density cities and automobile centred
transportation system.
Other studies have found that New Zealanders rarely cycle or walk even when
travelling short distances. Walking represents only 39% of all trips under two
kilometres and cycling accounts for three percent of all trips under two kilometres
and two percent of all trips between two and five kilometres in the 2004-2007
household travel surveys [38]. Only one-fifth of New Zealanders surveyed in 2003
strongly endorsed plans to replace car trips with active modes such as cycling and
walking on at least two days per week and less than half of the latter considered
cycling for short distances [39,40]. Although a variety of factors can influence
public attitudes and behaviour [41], these findings are likely to reflect decades
of under-investment in public transport and cycling and walking infrastructure.
In Auckland, the construction of motorways has been favoured consistently over
alternative modes in transport planning over the past 50 years [42].
We observed regional differences in patterns of cycling and walking to work.
Such differences may be partly explained by aspects of the physical environment
such as weather, climate and topography (hilliness) [43-45] and distance to work
[46]. The influence of environmental factors such as average temperatures and
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rainfall, however, should not be over-emphasized. A number of cities in North
America and Europe have reported substantial increases in the prevalence of walking and cycling in the last decade, for example, daily ridership doubled in New
York between 2001 and 2006 [47], yet have climates much less favourable than
those of most parts of New Zealand.
We found low rates of cycling to work in regions with long average distances
to work (≥ 10 km). Statistics New Zealand reported that on the Census day in
2006, 83% of people who walked to work travelled less than 5 km and 89% of
those who cycled to work travelled less than 10 km [26]. Although distance to
work is not easily changed, increased housing density, availability of public transport and investment in active transport infrastructure such as bicycle lanes and
shared paths may improve engagement in active travel modes.
Two New Zealand regions that bucked the overall trends by revealing increasing levels of walking warrant further comment. Regional strategies in Wellington
and Nelson have made substantial investments in active transport. Wellington
has proposed an urban development strategy [48], based on the idea of a “growth
spine” (a strip of land along which more intensive urban development is encouraged), a bus lane programme [49] and school, workplace and community travel
plans [50]. In Nelson, pedestrian, cycling and urban growth strategies have been
implemented with integration between transport planning and urban development teams [51]. Future research will be required to investigate the effectiveness
of these and other active transport strategies being implemented.
Studies from other automobile dependent countries such as the US, UK and
Australia have also reported a comparatively low level of cycling and walking to
work [52-56], with important sociodemographic variations in the patterns of active travel. In general, men are more likely to cycle than women; and women are
more likely to walk than men. Younger people are more likely to walk and cycle
compared with older age groups. This is important because it will be necessary
to boost walking and cycling rates in the older age groups to realise the potential
health benefits of active transport. The cardio-protective effects of exercise relate
much more closely to current activity than to past exposures [57]. Our study
shows that walking is more common in lower income groups, whereas socioeconomic status does not appear to influence cycling. Similar patterns were observed
in previous research [53,58,59]; however, others reported associations between
cycling and income [44,60].
In contrast, in most European countries, walking and cycling make up at
least one-fourth of all urban trips (45% in the Netherlands) and active travel
patterns are universal across different segments of society; walking increases with
age, cycling declines only slightly, women cycle as much as men, and people from
all income classes cycle [11,58,61-64]. The success of European countries in
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promoting cycling and walking is attributed to the “coordinated implementation
of the multi-faceted, mutually reinforcing set of policies” in the past few decades
[58,61]. Components include: provision of better facilities for pedestrians and
cyclists, extensive traffic calming of residential neighbourhoods, increased traffic regulation and enforcement, people oriented urban design, integration with
public transport, comprehensive traffic education and training, restrictions on car
ownership, use and parking [58,61] and workplace travel plans [65].
In countries like New Zealand, significant barriers exist to implementing
such comprehensive measures to promote active commuting but much could be
achieved in the short term. For example, although Australia has sprawling cities
and a high rate of car ownership, the prevalence of cycling to work has increased
substantially in some states in the last decade together with growing investments
in bicycle infrastructure (for example, there was a 43% increase from 2001 to
2006 in cycle commuters in Melbourne) [66-68]. Likewise, we found an increasing trend of walking to work in the two New Zealand regions that have invested
in sustainable transport strategies.
As an important initial step at the national level, a project has begun to build
a cycleway network running the length of New Zealand [69]. While primarily
intended to enhance tourism, the initiative has the potential to promote active
commuting if a comprehensive cycle network plan is incorporated to strengthen
connections between residential areas and key activity centres in urban and rural
New Zealand. A potential way to move toward more attractive environments
for active commuting without major infrastructural change is reducing the speed
limit in residential streets, which currently is 50 km/hr in New Zealand compared
with 30 km/hr (or less) in European countries [70]. Given a favourable trend in
cycling and walking as a recreational activity in New Zealand [71], another useful step would be offering interventions promoting a modal shift, i.e., from using cars to walking and cycling, tailored to recreational cyclists and walkers. The
effectiveness of such targeted behaviour change programmes has been reported
in a previous review [72]. An Australian study showed that participants in mass
cycling events, particularly novice riders and first-time participants, cycled more
frequently in the month after the event [73].

Conclusion
Walking and cycling are increasingly marginal modes of travel to work in New
Zealand and socio-demographic differences exist in such behaviour patterns. Increased walking to work, recorded in some regions, indicates that potential gains
may be made with systematic promotion of active modes. Translating such successes to the national level requires political will and public support to redress
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decades of land use and transport policies that have prioritised car use. The rising
cost of fuel linked with a resurgence in recreational cycling and walking may provide the impetus to seriously promote cycling and walking as safe and attractive
choices for travel to work.
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Abstract
Background
Little is known about how adolescents and their parents interact and talk
about some of the key lifestyle behaviors that are associated with overweight
and obesity, such as screen time (ST) and sugary drink (SD) consumption.
This qualitative study aimed to explore adolescents’ and parents’ perceptions,
attitudes, and interactions in regards to these topics.
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Methods
Using an exploratory approach, semi-structured focus groups were conducted separately with adolescents and (unrelated) parents. Participants were recruited from low and middle socio-economic areas in the Sydney metropolitan area and a regional area of New South Wales, Australia. Transcripts were
analysed using thematic analysis for each of the four content areas (adolescent-ST, adolescent-SD consumption, parents’ views on adolescents’ ST and
parents’ views on adolescents’ SD consumption).
Results
Nine focus groups, with a total of 63 participants, were conducted. Broad
themes spanned all groups: patterns of behavior; attitudes and concerns; adolescent-parent interactions; strategies for behavior change; and awareness of
ST guidelines. While parents and adolescents described similar patterns of
behaviour in relation to adolescents’ SD consumption and ST, there were
marked differences in their attitudes to these two behaviours, which were also
evident in the adolescent-parent interactions in the home that they described.
Parents felt able to limit adolescents’ access to SDs, but felt unable to control
their adolescents’ screen time.
Conclusion
This study offers unique insights regarding topics rarely explored with parents or adolescents, yet which are part of everyday family life, are known to be
linked to risk of weight gain, and are potentially amenable to change.

Introduction
Overweight and weight-related behaviors developed during childhood and adolescence tend to track into adulthood, with significant long-term health implications [1-3]. Consumption of sugary drinks (SDs) and levels of sedentariness in
this age group are of particular concern, given that there is probable and convincing evidence, respectively, that these behaviors are associated with increased risk of
weight gain and the development of obesity [3-8]. In addition, there is evidence
of a clustering of obesity-promoting behaviors, through the positive association
between screen time (ST) and SD intake [9-12].
National and international guidelines consistently recommend that adolescents choose water as their main drink, keep their consumption of SDs to a minimum, and limit ST to less than 2 hours per day [13-15]. However, the evidence
indicates that many adolescents fail to meet healthy eating guidelines and consume excessive volumes of SDs [5,16-18]. In a 2004 estimate in Australia 60% of
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boys and 40% of girls aged 12-16 years reported drinking more than 250 ml per
day of soft drink [16]. Longitudinal research indicates that consumption of SDs
tracks from adolescence into adulthood. [19] The majority of Australian adolescents also spend over 35 hours per week in screen time, and exceed recommendations to limit small screen recreation [20] The home environment contributes to
SD and ST behavior patterns, through food availability, access to electronic media
and television screens, and parental modeling [17,21,22]. SD and ST were thus
selected as an appropriate focus of this study as they are specific behaviours related
to weight status, potentially amenable to intervention within the home environment and particularly prevalent amongst adolescents [5].
While adolescents often experience a higher level of autonomy and independence compared with younger children [22], their parents and caregivers continue to play a key role in setting boundaries and supporting healthy lifestyle
choices. However, little is known about how adolescents and their parents talk
about weight and associated lifestyle behaviors, even though adolescent-parent
relationships are a significant area of publication and research [23]. The nature of
the interaction between parents and their adolescent dependents with regards to
weight and associated behaviors is likely to impact on adolescents’ perceptions and
practices around these issues. Understanding adolescents’ and parents’ attitudes,
concerns, and interactions about specific weight-related behaviours is fundamental to designing communication messages and obesity prevention interventions.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore adolescents’ and parents’ (of
adolescents) perceptions, attitudes, and interactions in regards to adolescents’ SD
and ST within the home environment. The study had parallel research questions
related to adolescents’ and parents’ perceptions:
• Adolescents:
(i) Are adolescents concerned about their SD consumption and recreational
ST?
(ii) To what extent are these behaviors amenable to change? How could they
be reduced?
• Parents of adolescents:
(i) Are parents concerned about their adolescents’ SD consumption and ST?
(ii) To what extent do they see these behaviors as amenable to change? How
could they be reduced?
• Both:
(i) What types of interactions occur at home regarding SD and ST? Are these
topics discussed, and if so, how are they raised?
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(ii) Are the views of parents and adolescents on SD and ST consistent or divergent?

Methods
Procedure
A qualitative study design using semi-structured focus groups was selected as an
appropriate method of investigation for an initial exploration of perceptions and
to gauge the breadth and strength of publicly expressed attitudes [24]. A market
research company (MRC) was contracted to recruit participants and conduct the
focus groups, in accordance with the study team’s specifications. The study was
approved by the Ethics Committees of The Children’s Hospital at Westmead and
The University of Sydney.

Participants
Male and female adolescents in high school grades 8, 9 and 10 (i.e. 13-16 year
olds) and (unrelated) parents or primary caregivers with at least one child in this
age range were eligible to participate. The decision to recruit unrelated parents
and adolescents was made to avoid contamination, as practical considerations
meant that the researchers could not guarantee there could be simultaneous focus
groups with related parents and adolescents.
Participants were recruited from residences in areas classified as low to middle
socio-economic status (SES) in the Sydney metropolitan region and a regional
centre of New South Wales, Australia. This study focused on adolescents and
parents from low-middle socioeconomic groups because these groups tend to be
at higher risk of the development of overweight [25]. SES was based on The
Australian Bureau of Statistics Index of Relative Socio-economic Advantage/Disadvantage (IRSAD) [26] which is calculated for postal area codes. The IRSADs
for each postcode in the Sydney Metropolitan region was ranked and divided into
quintiles. People residing in postcodes in the bottom three quintiles (Q) were
considered to be low (Q1), low-middle (Q2), and middle (Q3) SES and eligible
for inclusion. The regional centre had an IRSAD that was equivalent to the metropolitan locations.
The MRC approached people listed in its database to participate in the study
if they: had given consent to future contact; met the target group specifications;
and had not participated in any form of market research in the past six months.
Using their standard recruitment methods, the MRC contacted 457 parents by
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and a further 33 by phone. In order to enhance recruitment in the regional centre, a subsequent was sent to the remaining 187 non-eligible residents listed in
the MRC’s database with information about referring family and friends to the
study. All participants received written information explaining the study. Informed consent by adolescents and by parents was a requirement for the study
and participants were reimbursed for their travel expenses and time. Participants
were required to speak fluent English in order to be able to participate fully in the
focus group discussions.

Data Collection
Focus group discussion questions and prompts were developed to address the
research questions, in a way that would promote interest and open discussion (see Table 1). Separate focus groups were conducted with parents and
adolescents. Separate male and female adolescent groups were held as it was
expected that adolescents would feel more comfortable discussing the study
topic with peers of the same sex. Parent groups were arranged to comprise two
combined mother-father groups and two separate mother and father groups.
This arrangement was designed to ensure representation and active participation by fathers as well as mothers, recognizing that few studies actually seek
out fathers.
Table 1. Discussion prompts

Each focus group session was conducted over 90-120 minutes and was held
in a community-based meeting room. All sessions were digitally audio-recorded
with participants’ consent. A researcher from the study team attended and observed each session.
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Data Analysis
De-identified transcripts of the audio-recordings, typed verbatim, were provided by the MRC and checked for quality by a member of the research team.
The transcripts were manually analyzed using thematic analysis. Three members of the research team independently read the transcripts and discussed
the key ideas and common themes arising across the groups, and spanning
the four content areas: adolescent-ST; adolescent-SD; parents’ views on adolescents’ ST; and parents’ views on adolescents’ SD. Following agreement on
a draft coding structure, two members of the research team independently
coded the data for each of the four content areas. The five broad themes
comprised:
• Patterns of behavior
• Attitudes, beliefs and concerns;
• Adolescent-parent interactions;
• Strategies for behavior change;
• Awareness and perception of ST guidelines (the study did not specifically inquire regarding SD guidelines as there are no clear, precise guidelines).

A third member of the research team checked the results within each content
area for consistency and minor revisions were made to the coding structure where
appropriate. Consensus on the final coded data was reached in a straightforward
manner and summaries of the findings were checked by members of the research
team for accuracy. The five themes remained intact and it was agreed that they
accurately captured the key information in the entire dataset, across all groups
and content areas of interest, and in a way that addressed the overall research
questions.

Results
Response Rate
A total of 402 people responded to the initial study invitation, of whom 103 met
the eligibility criteria. A final sample of 63 participated in a focus group (63%
participation rate; 31 adolescents and 32 parents). A total of nine focus groups
(five with adolescents; four with parents) were held in March 2008. Following
completion of the nine focus groups, the primary and co-facilitator agreed that
response saturation had been attained.
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Participant Characteristics
Groups were primarily organized according to geographic location, with six
in metropolitan Sydney and three in the regional centre (see Table 2). Adolescent participants in each group ranged in age between 13-16 years (Australian
school Grades 8-10); 42% were female. The mean age of parent participants
was 46 years for mothers and 43 years for fathers, and 63% were mothers.
Approximately 40% of parents had finished high school or less as their highest education level, half had attained a tertiary certificate or diploma and just
over 10% held a tertiary degree. Almost 20% of parent and 13% of adolescent
participants were born outside Australia; and about 40% of adolescents were
from families where at least one parent was born overseas. Almost one-third
of adolescents and parents of adolescents lived in areas classified as low or low
to middle SES, with the remainder of participants residing in areas ranked as
middle SES.
Table 2. Focus group configuration

Focus Group Discussion Themes
The key findings and supporting quotations in relation to the major themes for
each of the four content areas of interest were tabulated as a way of highlighting
commonalities and differences between parents and adolescents, and between the
behaviors of interest [see Additional file 1]. The range of comments in relation
to these themes, across adolescents and parents and ST and SDs, are summarized
below.
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Behavior Patterns
While carbonated soft drinks were largely discussed by both parents and adolescents as a ‘treat’ reserved for weekends, visitors or special occasions, other sugary
drinks such as fruit juice and milk-based drinks were discussed as a daily component of adolescents’ diets.
ST was overwhelmingly discussed as a part of daily life for adolescents. Parents
also saw it as part of adolescents’ daily life for communication and homework,
and provided vivid and detailed descriptions of the times, occasions, purposes and
preferences of their adolescents for using ST.
Attitudes, Beliefs and Concerns
For both ST and SD consumption, parents expressed noticeably more healthrelated concerns than adolescents.
Parents’ concerns relating to SDs centered on the sugar and caffeine content,
as well as acidity of various drinks, and resultant impacts on dental and general
health. Interestingly, however, these concerns were not intensely or personally
expressed, and not related to weight. Adolescents, on the other hand, expressed
some mild health concerns relating to sugary drinks, including their contribution
to weight.
Parents expressed a high degree of concern and frustration regarding their
adolescent’s ST. This was the foremost response to the topic in the parent groups.
Parents were particularly concerned with the impact of excessive ST on social
interaction and social skills, as well as competing with homework and learning. A
few parents also raised concerns relating to ST and radiation exposure, repetitive
strain injury and corruption of spelling. However, many of the parents accepted
their adolescents’ time spent in screen activities as inevitable and described themselves as ‘giving up’ and accepting ST as a feature of family life and society generally.
A common response from both parents and adolescents was that adolescents
cannot be relied on to self-moderate their intake of SDs or use of ST. Further,
parents frequently expressed a belief that they had little, or no, control over their
adolescents’ behaviors relating to ST. A common perception was that adolescents
would ignore them, or go ‘behind their back.’ This was supported by comments
from several adolescents who suggested that they would ignore or overcome any
rules which were set with relative ease.
Adolescent-Parent Interactions
The nature of interactions between adolescents and parents varied depending on
the behavior in question. Interactions regarding SDs were described as discussions
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where parents reminded the adolescent of what they should be drinking. In contrast, conversations focusing on ST were commonly described as being confrontational, with parents attempting to enforce rules. Both parents and adolescents
noted that these discussions around ST frequently escalated into arguments and
shouting.
Role modeling was identified as a relevant issue by some adolescents and parents in relation to SDs.
Strategies for Behavior Change
Common strategies identified by parents for promoting healthy behaviors in their
adolescent children, in terms of SDs and ST, included controlling availability or
access, and providing alternatives (particularly water). The adolescents perceived
that this could work for SDs, but restrictions and enforced rules would be the best
strategy for changing ST.
ST Guidelines
There was limited awareness among both parents and adolescents about the
guideline to limit small screen recreation time to less than 2 hours/day [13]. The
question on this topic generated lots of different ideas about the rationale for a
guideline. Mostly, parents thought that the 2 hour/day guideline wasn’t feasible,
was ‘out of touch’ and certainly would not be acceptable to adolescents. Some parents queried and derided the source or basis for the guideline and, in one group,
there was an explicit dismissal of health guidelines generally. Some parents were
concerned about how the guideline could be achieved in practice. Adolescents
responded as parents anticipated, by rejecting the idea of a 2 hour/day limit as
unrealistic and unacceptable.

Participants’ Discussion Style
While the major themes refer to discussion content, the analysis also identified
differences between parents and adolescents in their style of discussion. Overall, parent focus groups involved more lively discussion than did the adolescent
groups. Adolescents were slower to open up in discussion, and in some cases
tended to express what might be taken as a publicly expected view, such as bragging about their ability to circumvent parental rules. In many ways, the issue of
control was a present and overarching theme, with parents expressing the extent
to which they can and cannot control their adolescent’s behavior, and adolescents
commenting on the extent they do and do not go along with parental control.
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Discussion
While the discussions on ST and SD consumption addressed similar themes (i.e.
in terms of attitudes, interactions and behavior patterns), the nature of the attitudes and adolescent-parent interactions were quite different for each of these
behaviors. Overall, neither parents nor adolescents expressed strong personal concern about adolescents’ SD consumption, yet adolescents’ ST elicited considerable
concern amongst parents and was associated with family conflicts. Thus, these different behaviors had quite different emotional salience to parents and adolescents.
Research with parents and adolescents has described a complex mix of factors,
such as social expectations and marketing, parenting style and ability to say ‘no,’
and communication taboos, that mediate perceptions and communications about
weight [27]; some of which may be at play in this study.
Findings from this study that parents feel able to limit their children’s access to SDs appear encouraging, given that previous research indicates that the
home environment is critical in shaping children’s dietary and activity behaviors [17,28,29], and that adolescents themselves recognize the importance of the
home environment in influencing their behaviors [30]. However, there may be
some discrepancy between parents’ low level of personal concern and adolescents’
actual consumption [16]. This mismatch, where ‘treats’ may in fact be consumed
frequently, poses a barrier for change and needs to be anticipated in any communications or family interventions [27].
On the other hand, the extent to which parents felt unable to control their
children’s ST was concerning. For example, parents described how they had given
up trying to limit ST, as a result of failed or negative interactions. Nevertheless,
adolescents indicated that enforced rules were an appropriate control strategy.
Comparing the adolescent and parent responses suggests that parental rules about
ST are likely to lead to conflict, unless perhaps if rules are established when children are younger. No-one mentioned the use of TV time monitors or similar
devices as a method for monitoring or enforcing rules.
While role modeling was mentioned in relation to SDs in both parent and
adolescent groups, the limited emotional engagement with the topic suggests that
its influence on adolescents continues to be under-estimated, especially by parents
[27]. Research has highlighted that parents can be positive role models with their
adolescent children in regard to weight-related behaviors [17,29,31]. There appears to be scope to promote the significance of role modeling and its applicability
to influencing both SD consumption and ST to parents, through parent-targeted
health communications and skill-based parenting interventions.
The low level of awareness of health recommendations and guidelines on recreational ST, and the dismissive response to the idea of guidelines, suggests that
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this guideline challenges public views and actual practices, which is consistent
with findings from US qualitative research [32] and the context where Australian
and North American family households have high access to electronic media.
Recent data shows that 99% of Australian households with young people (8-17
years) have at least one television set, 98% have at least one computer or laptop,
97% a DVD player and 91% have an internet connection [21]. Clearly the health
reasons for ST recreation guidelines, such as the association between recreational
ST and fitness, is an important underpinning that should be featured in public
health interventions and communications [33].
The typical roles that adolescents and parents play in relation to each other,
with disagreements over everyday issues and struggles around control [23], were
apparent in this study, even though the parents and adolescents were not related
to each other and the group discussions were held separately. In this study parents frequently expressed issues in relation to their ability to control adolescents’
behavior, and adolescents frequently asserted their independence from parental
controls. While both positions correspond to an accepted public image, they also
provide a reminder that any health communications and skill-based parenting
interventions related to adolescents must always recognize and respond to this
fundamental dynamic.
Overall, the study shows that there is scope to influence adolescents through
their home environment and parental use of positive strategies, such as setting
and applying defensible rules, limiting access and availability and role modeling.
While an exploratory study, the findings suggest directions for health communication messages to parents and the value of structured parenting interventions,
which typically focus on parents’ understanding and acceptance of adolescent
development as well as communication and listening skills [34].
While the study was generally successful in recruiting people from lower
socioeconomic areas, there was difficulty in recruiting and retaining some participants from the most disadvantaged areas. The use of market research company recruitment methods may have limited contacts with people from low
socio-economic backgrounds, although most eligible households are known to
have internet access [21] and the purposive targeting of low SES areas meant
that any potential bias was redressed. The study participants came from backgrounds that were fairly representative of the Australian population; although
like many research studies, the views of the most disadvantaged, Aboriginal
people or a wide range of people from culturally and linguistically diverse
cultures are not comprehensively represented. Further research targeting these
groups is required to investigate their particular environmental, cultural and
material circumstances. While there is some possibility that participants were
more health conscious than their peers, the recruitment information referred
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to ‘lifestyle’ rather than ‘health’ and health did not appear as a dominating
theme. Overall, this study was successful in recruiting adolescents and parents
from low and middle SES areas, with a particular strength in the participation
of fathers, given that they are often under-represented.
The focus group design itself may have incurred some limitations, especially in relation to adolescents, who displayed a limited degree of ‘conversational competency’ in some cases [35] and tended to produce socially expected responses. However, it is important to understand and respond to these
public views in designing communication and other interventions. Deeper
understanding on specific issues, such as discrepancies between parents’ level
of concern and adolescents’ actual behaviors, in relation to both SD and ST,
would require additional research using a mix of methods, with related parent
and adolescent participants.
Nevertheless, the study provides an initial exploration and offers insights regarding topics rarely explored in relation to adolescents, yet which frequently
occur within the family and home environment, are known to be linked to risk of
weight gain, and are discrete behaviors that are potentially amenable to change.
The findings complement previous qualitative research with parents of younger
children [27] and adolescents [30], as well as quantitative studies on these topics
(for example [10,12,17,20]), thus providing guidance on angles and perspectives
that can be used by policy makers, health practitioners and researchers to guide
interventions and other health communications.
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Women with Postpartum
Depression: “My Husband”
Stories
Phyllis Montgomery, Pat Bailey, Sheri Johnson Purdon,
Susan J. Snelling and Carol Kauppi

Abstract
Background
The research on Postpartum Depression (PPD) to date suggests that there is
a knowledge gap regarding women’s perception of their partners’ role as carer and care activities they perform. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
describe women’s understanding of their partners’ or husbands’ involvement
in the midst of PPD.
Methods
This study used interview data from a larger study of northern and rural Ontario women’s stories of help-seeking for PPD. The interpretive description approach was used to illustrate the complexity of women’s spousal connections
in PPD. Data from a purposive community sample of 27 women who selfidentified as having been diagnosed with PPD was used. From the verbatim
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transcribed interviews a number of data excerpts were identified and labeled as
“my husband” stories. Narrative analysis was employed to examine these stories.
Results
During this time of vulnerability, the husbands’ physical, emotional and cognitive
availability positively contributed to the women’s functioning and self-appraisals
as wife and mother. Their representations of their husbands’ ‘doing for’ and/or ‘being with’ promoted their well-being and ultimately protected the family.
Conclusion
Given that husbands are perceived to be central in mitigating women’s suffering
with PPD, the consistent implementation of a triad orientation, that includes
woman, child and partner rather than a more traditional and convenient dyadic
orientation, is warranted in comprehensive postpartum care. Finally, this study
contributes a theoretical understanding of responsive as well as reactive connections between women and family members during the postpartum period.

Background
The complex relationship between Postpartum Depression (PPD) and the marital
relationship is well-documented in the nursing literature. Numerous studies have
consistently associated marital factors such as conflict, dissatisfaction and support
with the risk for PPD [1]. Beck [2] in a meta-analysis of 84 studies published
during the 1990s, found that marital satisfaction had a moderate predictive relationship with PPD; this finding is supported by O’Hara and Swain’s earlier metaanalysis [3]. Such findings emphasize that, for couples with strained relationships,
the transition process associated with childbirth is that much more challenging.
During this transition, family integrity may be compromised by the presence of
PPD. Maternal depression has been commonly associated with negative relational
distress such as fear of being rejected by the partner, misdirected anger, withdrawal,
martial dissatisfaction as well as poorer communication of needs and expectations
[4,5]. Paley et al. [6] contend that during this period of adjustment it is typical for
the developing partners and parent-infant relationships to become stressed. For
successful relational adjustments the presence and involvement of both partners
was found to be essential. Dressel and Clark [7] reported that PPD also threatens
interdependence within couples by challenging their notions of family care dynamics. Further, according to Beck [8] the traditional family care role expectations
required readjustments related to men’s role as ‘carer’ for their partner.
Some authors have suggested, however, that this carer role has been overlooked by health professions; an omission partly attributed to postpartum nursing’s
traditional focus on the mother and infant dyad rather than on a family perspective
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[9-11]. Others have found that care giving is also seldom associated with the
traditional ideals of masculinity [12,13]. These authors determined that women
with PPD nevertheless sought partners’ or relatives’ assistance to lessen their suffering and to assist them with functioning. Page and Wilhelm [14] found that
a woman’s perception of spousal support in depression was positively related to
a decrease in reported symptomatology. Their conceptualization of relationship
quality, however, was imprecise.
In summary, the research to date suggests that there is a knowledge gap regarding women’s perception of their partners’ role as carer and their involvement in
care activities [1,5,11,15]. Although there are several quantitative studies examining relationships among maternal depression, marital conflict, support and/or
satisfaction [1,16], less is known about how women perceive their spousal interactions in the context of a mental disorder such as PPD [5,13,15,17]. Bost et al. [16]
have reported that women’s perceptions of relational experiences with husbands
tend to be among the most salient predictors of their adjustment and well-being.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to describe women’s understanding of
their partners’ or husbands’ involvement in the midst of PPD. This study used
interview data from a larger study of northern and rural Ontario women’s stories
of help-seeking for PPD.

Literature Review
PPD is a serious, non-psychotic condition affecting approximately 13% of new
mothers globally [18]. Oats et al. [19], in a descriptive qualitative study, explored
PPD attitudes and beliefs of new mothers, their husbands, relatives and health
care providers in 15 health centers located in 11 countries. Across all centers,
participants described ‘morbid unhappiness,’ a condition comparable to Western’s
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition, Text Revision
(DSM-IV-TR) diagnosis of PPD [20]. In eight of the 11 countries, participants
viewed a combination of stressed marital and family relationships, women’s fatigue, and perceived lack of spousal support as being associated with the experience of maternal depression. These researchers recommended the importance
of interventions aimed at strengthening the immediate family’s acceptance and
understanding of this universal condition. Consistent with this view, Rodrigues,
Patel, Jaswal and deSouza [21] found that non-Western and Western women describe their PPD experiences through a social rather than a biomedical lens. That
is, women, regardless of culture, usually interpret their postpartum emotional distress in the context of the perceived quality of their social connections. Scrandis
[15] found that women with PPD described these positive connections in terms
of mutual empathy and empowerment; these were dynamics that allowed them to
interpret their symptoms and to cope.
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There is a preponderance of evidence suggesting that positive marital relationships protect women’s health in the postpartum period [14,22,23]. For example,
Dennis and Ross [1] examined the relationship between 396 women’s perceptions
of husband support and the development of depressive symptoms. The measure to
assess the dimensions of support, inclusive of appraisal/emotional, informational
and instrumental, was based on literature and expert review exclusive of women
with PPD. These authors suggested that women were more likely to develop depressive symptoms if they perceived that their husbands socially excluded them,
discouraged them from seeking help, or did not recognize their efforts to nurture
the infant at two months postpartum [1].
Further, in their examination of paternal support and maternal depression,
Smith and Howard [24] claimed that the types and amount of paternal support
change during a couple’s first two years as new parents. They found that, at four
months, nearly 57% of over 582 women reported that their husbands provided at
least five types of support as compared to 45% at 24 months. Change in support
was related to maternal depressive symptomatology. At 24 months, decreases in
support were related to increases in depression. Decreases in support were unexpectedly associated with decreases in depression at four months. These researchers suggested that the lessening of protective processes provided by men during
this early transition do not function as anticipated. This confounding result may
partly be explained by Bell et al.’s [25] work with 18 new parents. They suggested
that couples were often involved in particularly complex, “messy,” nonlinear relational processes in the early postpartum period, a required phase of developing
new ways of being together as partners and parents.
A number of researchers have attempted to understand mothers’ complex subjective experiences in PPD [5,26,27]. Beck [8] conducted a meta-synthesis of 18
qualitative studies based on 309 women’s experiences of PPD. She suggested that
across this work the experience described by the women followed an individual
trajectory influenced by biopsychological as well as social processes. Many of the
included studies (61%) appeared in the nursing literature. Across the studies four
themes identified by 309 women were incongruity between expectations and realities of motherhood, spiraling downward, pervasive loss and making gains. With
respect to their role as wife, women were ashamed to approach their partners for
help. If they disclosed their symptoms to their partners, women often characterized their partners’ response as non-comforting. This, in turn, contributed to their
sense of isolation and strained marital relations.
In subsequent work, Everingham, Heading and Connor [28] explored six
couples’ understanding of their experience of PPD. They found that all women
identified a priority need to have a partner’s understanding of their emotional
distress. In turn, they contended that understanding lessened relational conflict
as well as protected women against being labeled as ‘incompetent’ mothers. Although
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husbands recognized their spouses’ need for understanding, they found that husbands often misunderstood their partners’ intended messages. Expressions of distress were interpreted through a physical, personality, or psychological lens rather
than through the wives’ frame of being the ‘good’ mother. Couples’ understanding
of PPD from divergent frames of reference appeared to impede their adjustment
during this inherently stressful transition period. Tammentie et al. [5] studied the
association between women’s depressed mood and family dynamics in 389 twoparent families. They found that mothers with depressive symptoms generally
reported less positive family dynamics compared to their partners. Both women
and their partners reported less mutuality compared to non-depressed couples.
These research studies build on the work of Bost, Cox, Burchinal and Payne [16]
who asserted that in the presence of PPD, husbands’ and wives’ perceptions of
relational “give-and-take” are incongruent.
A number of researchers suggest that the emotive and social implications for
husbands whose spouses are diagnosed with PPD include depression, helplessness, isolation, loss of intimacy, increased marital strain and worry [5,29-31].
In another study of men whose partners have been diagnosed with PPD, men
described loss of both their spouse and their once known intimate reciprocal relationship [32]. Familiar patterns of spousal interacting and addressing problems
became problematic and despairing in the context of PPD. Men’s efforts ‘to fix’
their family situation were either not acknowledged or negatively appraised by
their partner [10,33]

Methods
Design
The design of this study is a qualitative secondary analysis of data collected in a
larger study focusing on women’s help-seeking experiences. The original narrative study was a collaborative project involving women from a PPD peer support group, a public health agency and a school of nursing. The purpose was to
describe help-seeking for PPD from the standpoint of the women themselves. This
study’s secondary analysis was a retrospective interpretation [34]; an approach
involving engagement with the data beyond the self-evident—including both
the assumed knowledge and what has already been established—to see what else
might be there [35]. This was particularly relevant since data about “my husband”
had captured the research team’s attention in the primary study, but had not been
fully examined. The what else in the “my husband” data set were women’s perceptions
of their connections with their partners relative to help-seeking. To interpret this
inter-relational dynamic in women’s efforts to seek help for PPD, questions such
as: “What is happening here?” and “What might this mean?” [35,36] guided the
researchers through this secondary.
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Setting
The study was conducted in a northeastern Ontario region with approximately
158,000 residents, 10% which are women between the ages of 20 - 34 years of
age ([37]http://www.statcan.gc.ca/ ). This mid-sized urban community includes
the total population of smaller rural regions that range from 1,000 - 9,000 residents. A priority regional health care need is the development of a comprehensive
women’s wellness program ensuring a variety of services including access to appropriate mental health support and counseling [38].

Sample
In the primary study, purposive and snowball sampling techniques were used to
recruit a community-based group of women. Verbal and written announcements
about the study were distributed to a postpartum peer support group, a community mental health agency, a public health agency and family play centers. The
inclusion criteria for the women were: 18 years of age or older, French or English
speaking, self-identified as having received a diagnosis of PPD and had sought
services for this condition. The sample for this analysis included 27 women in
their early 20’s to mid 30’s, all of whom had sought medical services for their PPD
symptoms within 12 months of their children’s birth. As a result, all of the women
were prescribed medication. As a family, all of the women were living with a partner and parented one to four children. The length of their spousal relationships
varied from one to ten years. Sixteen (59%) of the participants identified themselves as living in communities with a population of less than 9,000 residents. All
of the women spoke of being unprepared for the pervasiveness of PPD in relation
to the physiological, psychological, emotional, social and existential aspects of
their lives. Women described the onset of their symptoms in relation to a specific
time period and their perception of their husbands’ response (see Table 1, 2 and
3). Three women indicated that they had symptoms of depression prior to becoming pregnant, seven women reported the onset of symptoms during pregnancy
and 17 (63%) described the appearance of symptoms following the baby’s birth.
Table 1. Mothers reporting pre-pregnancy onset of depressive symptomatology and initial reference to husband
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Table 2. Mothers reporting prenatal onset of depressive symptomatology and initial reference to husband

Table 3. Mothers reporting postpartum onset of depressive symptomatology and initial reference to husband
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Data Collection
Following ethical approval from two respective boards, Laurentian University
as well as Sudbury & District Health Unit, and under conditions of informed
consent, audio taped interviews were conducted by a mental health nurse (PM) and
a PPD peer support worker (SJP). In the primary study, an unstructured interview
characterized as a guided conversation was followed. This type of non-threatening,
supportive exchange allowed women to share help-seeking information grounded
by contextual details that made sense to them [39-41]. The topic of questions
used to begin or guide the conversation were about their help-seeking decisions,
their understanding of their support needs and their appraisal of available support
resources. Each woman completed at least one audio taped interview, ranging in
length from 30 to 90 minutes. The interviews were conducted in homes, community clinics or coffee shops. Four women requested a second interview to permit
them more time to tell their stories. Since one of the interviewers may not have
been a stranger to prospective participants, specific demographic data was not collected respecting participants’ right to confidentiality. Women, however, shared
information such as age, mental health histories, onset of PPD, and/or their and
their partners’ employment in formulating their help-seeking stories.

Narrative Analysis
From the verbatim transcribed interviews a number of data excerpts were identified and labeled as “my husband” stories. The label of “my husband” was the most
common term of reference used by women when they spoke about their partner.
The broad underlying premise of narrative inquiry within social science research
is the belief that individuals most effectively make sense of their world and communicate these meanings by (re)constructing stories or narrating them [40,4248]. Therefore, it is important to examine these structures within interview data.
An eclectic narrative analysis strategy incorporating Labov and Waletzky’s [49]
functional analysis model of individual stories and Agar and Hobbs’ [50] strategy
of identifying story coherence across interviews developed by the second author
(PB) was used to interpret the identified stories [51-54]. This analytical approach
was used because it provides an explicit analysis process and facilitates the interpretation of meaning in complex stories [55].
In the primary study, “husband” stories were identified as first-person eventspecific and generic stories but not systematically explored by the research team.
For this study, using unmarked transcripts, the first two authors individually
deconstructed each “husband” story into the following story elements: abstract,
orientation, complicating action, resolution, evaluation and coda, as defined by
Labov and Waletzky [49]. These authors then jointly reviewed and compared
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these elements within and across the stories to assess shared content and structure.
In addition, they examined the stories for the inclusion of discursive and rhetorical
devices [56]. For example, participants frequently repeated words or phrases and
used direct quotations to enhance the credibility of their accounts. Finally, these
authors explicated an interpretation of the story meanings (content themes) and
function (utility) of these meanings to develop an understanding of husband behavior in the midst of PPD for the participants.
To demonstrate meaning and function of the husbands within the context of
PPD, as described by these participants, the results are presented in two sections:
the stories and a case example. Within the stories section, story structure and content as well as story meanings and function are described. Next, a case example is
presented to illustrate one participant’s understanding of her husband’s involvement in the midst of overwhelming symptoms. The case example, presented using Labov and Waletzky’s [49,57] structural elements, is intended to make the
analysis process transparent [48,58]. These presentation strategies facilitate the
reader’s ability to examine the analytic logic and researchers’ interpretation process [35,59].

Results
Each of the 27 participants shared information about their “husbands,” his role as
an adult partner rather than that of father during PPD. In total, the women contributed 153 stories about their partners’ availability. Using explanatory narratives
[55] to communicate complex points of view that might be otherwise hidden to
the outsider, the women characterized two types of husband availability: ‘doing
for’ and ‘being with.’ These accounts illustrate their insider perceptions about
their husbands’ presence, both tangible and intangible. The data in each section is
presented in an un-tidied format to preserve the integrity of the women’s account.

Structure and Content
Across the interviews the women talked about their perceptions of their husbands’
availability. Although their descriptions of husbands’ availability differed, all stories were bound by the common theme of PPD symptoms. Their stories portrayed
two kinds of husband availability: ‘doing for’ and/or ‘being with.’

Their PPD Reality
The women’s symptomatology experiences framed their stories about their husbands. As shown in Table 1, 2 and 3, the onset of their symptoms was associated
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with a specific timeframe. A number of women explicitly described their symptoms as “overwhelming,” “unpredictable” and/or “incapacitating” in terms of the
impact they had on their ability to meet their expectations of mothering:
M14: That night, it [the panic attack] happened again, but much worse.../I
couldn’t even talk on the phone.../cuz I didn’t have the energy.../and all of a sudden I just couldn’t calm down/and I was having a hard time breathing/um/my
heart was racing/I got my husband/I told him “I think I’m dying”
M15: ... I didn’t recognize depression. I grew up in a family that believed/pull
up your socks and um/...I felt very isolated and really unhappy and then guilty
about it. I remember that I was really worried, very worried/I had what turned
out to be anxiety obsessional images of [child] that weren’t so but I was so unstable and that happened so quickly
M19: And it just worsened and 3 days after I was home... I didn’t want anything to do with him [the baby]/and he cried and cried, he had colic... I was on
medication 3 days after the baby was born
M27: For that year [first year of her child’s life] it was like I just wanted to be
away from everybody and that’s not like me... I just wanted to sleep and sleep
and sleep/I was not the same person... I noticed the change in myself, my personality and my character/I just I didn’t feel like I was/it felt like somebody took
my body
M2: Like I can’t feed [the child] properly, I can’t change her properly/like I touch
her she cries/I put her down she cries/like just somebody has to take care of [the
child] because I can’t... I was getting pretty frustrated with everything
M20: ...no matter how prepared you try to be you are never prepared enough/it
is something that just happens and people get through it and that’s it taken for
granted... your world is just so distorted and I think that people around you are
kinda going/”Oh my God” and they really don’t know what to do either
M21: I wasn’t myself/I wasn’t acting like myself/I wasn’t doing things I usually
did/like it was all of a sudden/I didn’t care anymore
Women often spoke about their difficulties in verbally articulating their suffering so that their husbands understood their needs. As M3 explained, “I don’t
even know how to explain it/it is hard to bring up the words.” They acknowledged
that difficulties in expressing themselves clearly contributed to family chaos and
strained marital relations.
M9: ... and he wasn’t hearing me/wouldn’t listen to what I was saying/and he
was walking away from me/and I grabbed it [a toy] and whack/so hard on my
head that it split my head open/and blood starts coming down
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M1: ... my husband was like “what the hell is wrong with you?” I said “you [my
husband] have to call [someone for help].”.. my husband was blind he really
was/he was really blind to everything that was going on/and he was not a really
big help in the beginning/I sort of felt like I was doing everything on my own
you know
M14: ...I was thinking why is my husband planning for [the child’s] future as
an adult/and I was just constantly thinking that she was going to die because
I was neglectful/or because I was doing something/that I ah/I in some ways/I
thought/because I couldn’t breastfeed I wasn’t a good mother
M27: ... even my husband found it very hard to cause he’s always tries to keep
the peace like so it was very difficult for him to not upset me. It’s just/I wasn’t
the same person
M1: So my husband... came out and said “well you know you’re kind of not
yourself ”/and I was like “get lost”/... this was mid August/by September he was
like/”no you need to go and see someone”
M3: ... it’s always that my husband/it’s always/he said the same thing all the
time/”I can’t read your mind”
In addition, some women did not initially interpret their experiences of fatigue, irritability, discomfort and/or tearfulness as PPD. Through their husbands’
direct sharing of their observations, these women began to question if their inner
psychological experiences were becoming apparent despite their efforts “to hide”
symptoms or “not to tell” their husbands. Later, husbands confided that they
sought validation of their genuine concern that “something was not quite right.”
Often they initiated consultations with immediate female family members. The
husbands’ worries were rooted in their knowledge of wife as a person.
M7: ... I told my husband about it [PPD] because he said/”you know/you’re not/
you know you’re changing/you’ve changed [a lot]”
M13: ... My husband involved my mother.../and actually he/he talked to my
mother and said/”there’s something wrong with her/this is not normal”/and my
mother took him seriously and I really appreciated that cause ap-apparently he
said I was at like three in the morning
M20: It is almost/are/there is a time when a mother is ready to hear/we need
help... my husband telling me “there’s something wrong/there is something wrong”
but I’m like “no its your family, it’s you”... there seems to be a certain time when
the partner can say to you there’s something wrong and you listen
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M3: He [my husband] did notice that I was/there was something wrong with
me but he couldn’t see what it was/he didn’t know about depression that much
either/like he didn’t have anything like that in his family so...
M4: My husband/he said there’s something wrong/you need help.... so he did
question but he himself didn’t know where to go or what to do either

Husbands’ Availability
The husbands’ availability was of two types: ‘doing for’ and ‘being with,’ with the
latter being the more typical mode. His physical presence, regardless, lessened
their fear of “going crazy.” Being “alone” in the home was perceived as begrudgingly tolerable, especially when husbands were contract or shift workers, requiring
them to be out of the home for extended or unpredictable periods of time.
M8: I remember really well/I was picking [the baby] up from daycare at the end
of the day and my husband I think was out of town overnight/so I mean I knew
he wasn’t going to be at the house that night/and I was just going to be on my
own/and I was just...very overwhelmed
M14: The first few weeks when my husband went back to work I was afraid to
be alone at night because that’s when it [symptoms] got the worst
M18: ... there was something wrong/[my husband] went back to work and I
couldn’t be alone because I feared everything/so either I spent my days at my
parents or my mom came for the day until [my husband] came back
M1: My husband worked the graveyard so I was alone all night with [the baby]
and/and then he was sleeping during the day so I was alone with [the baby] all day
M22: My husband returned to working long hours/I was all alone/I never felt
so helpless
M3: My husband did/he’s the one that called the health unit/he’s the one that
found about the group/...before I used to be the one to call if there’s anything
M24: It was just don’t leave me alone because I was afraid... like I got overwhelming fear that I had [husband’s name] go to the emergency with me and
we talked to the doctor...
Additionally, their husband’s physical presence was represented as an opportunity for women to verbally express their worries and uncertainties. Overall, the
women were strategic about what, how and when they talked to their husbands.
A criterion they used to judge the nature of their disclosure was their assessment
of the potential risk or benefit. Women did not want to risk “further isolation,”
“frightening” their husbands or having their partners distance themselves by “never talking about what happened” in illness.
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M6: I like/I was really pretty down at that time... I was really down and I
wanted to talk to a friend who used to work in [social services]/I wanted to see
her/the next day I get a call/he [caller from social service] said that the staff mentioned that I was pretty down and I wanted to go see Children’s Aid/and that I
should go/and then I told this to my husband/he’s all worried about Children’s
Aid coming over/I said “no no”/I said I said/”I was having a bad day”/I guess
that’s why [my husband] freaked
M14: It’s horrible/and so like I I had dreams that I was trying to do stuff to
myself and my children/but I knew/and I brought it up to the doctor/he [the
doctor] said/”if you have bad dreams/you need to get them out/whether it’s to
your husband”/or I didn’t want to scare my husband more than I already had
[laughter]
M3: I told my husband/I told him like I would dream of falling down the stairs/
so I break my leg or so I break my neck or something/it wouldn’t be me doing it
on purpose...why can’t I just fall and die or something like/but/how can I even
think that way? I couldn’t/I know its illness
The above three examples about “telling my husband,” however, did not include a description of husbands’ apparent responses. Rather, within the context of
their spousal relationship, the women implied that their verbal utterance of events
or thoughts were “heard,” thereby, reaffirming their interpretation. This partly
may be associated with women’s perceptions that their husbands “didn’t know
what to say/think or do.” The following excerpts illustrate how these women connected with their husbands particularly when their mothering competency was
questioned by others.
M6: I would go to the mall often/I just needed to be out and... [my friend] said
to me “well your baby [at 3 months old] is lonely too/she needs more than to be a
mall baby”/and that really bothered me/because I said to my husband “how did/
can [my friend] judge me like that?” “How did [my friend] know my baby was
lonely?”.../he [my husband] just/he just...
M17: /um/and at that point I realized okay you know/it’s not something physical/it has to be emotional/so the realization came just mainly by myself and just
telling my husband

‘Doing For’
‘Doing for’ stories involved the husbands’ response to the immediate needs of the
family, both spouse and child. Circumstances compounded by PPD placed husbands in the challenging position of simultaneously being both family provider
and carer.
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M13: ... my husband couldn’t get the/more time/well he was offered more time
off work but there was no money there and we need to bring a pay check in pay
for the house/pay for the house/all these other things
M17: ... bringing in take-out once in a while or/you know/just taking the baby
out so I can have some alone time/um/picking her up from the babysitters so that
helps to/so a lot of just little things that amount to a lot
M5: ... my husband with the baby at home and he’s saying this isn’t going away/
you need help you know/so he when in to talk to [his physician]/[the physician]
told him that I have to come in/he took me in the next day and that’s when the
referral started happening/... it really helped with [partner’s name] being able to
change the diaper/make bottles
M20: lots of time I would tell him to do certain things and he’d do it
M26: he was supportive by taking any kind of job because of our financial stress
Frequently, in relation to their perceptions of “losing control,” women explained how their husbands undertook care tasks to mediate symptoms. For example, they called substitute care providers, arranged child care, administered
medications, or made themselves available to transport the women to healthcare
providers.
M3: ... I couldn’t ask for help for babysitting/for anything/he [my husband]
had to/be- because to me if somebody says “no I can’t tonight”/then it was like/
it’s rejection
M13: ... my husband pretty much had to force the pills down my mouth/cause I
was just like/”I’m not taking this I’m not that that I don’t need this” and he’d like
say “take your pill” and I would hate him for it
M14: um/I had to call a friend/my husband had to call a friend over/a friend
I know that works for the [a health care agency]/and she came over while my
husband could attend to the baby/and my other daughter/um/my husband or her
had to help me nurse the baby
M16: ... husband encouraged me actually to call [a community support service]
when I told him about it/he said/”well why don’t you get out/get out of the house
and call”/and yeah well I’m dealing with it and he’s like/”no go and do this”/so
he encouraged me

‘Being With’
‘Being with,’ stories involved the husbands’ affective presence that also promoted
the women’s sense of security. ‘Being with’ their husbands afforded women the
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opportunity to discuss their worries without fear of alienation. They perceived
their husbands as respectfully close. Some women described their husbands’ repeated offers to mutually share the day-to-day responsibilities as husband and
wife.
M17: [my husband’s] been wanting to talk about it like asking me how I’m doing/and you know/”what are you thinking about”/and he’s very tuned into my
feelings so sometimes he’ll know “okay what’s going on?” “what are you thinking
about?”
M18: I finally broke down and told my husband there was something wrong/
so I kinda let him help/we did almost everything because I feared everything/my
husband/um a lot of his care/I was able to talk with my husband mostly
M25: I don’t get along with my family/my husband would run interference by
telling my mother it wasn’t a good time to come over/making sure people who
upset me stayed away
M20: ... there seems to be a certain time when the husband can say to you/I’m
frustrated and I don’t know what to do
M4: ...like [name of partner] being there and him learning a lot about the stuff
that was happening
Aware of the impact of their symptoms, women gave their husbands permission to be their co-voice with trusted others such as familiar healthcare providers.
In these cases, ‘being with’ involved his responsibility of interpreting or decoding
the situation for their wives or families following a joint discussion.
M8: I made my husband read one of those checklists about your feelings/and I
said “I’m not gonna know if this happens to me/so you’ve got to look for these
things”
M14: And um, the next day my son had an appointment with the doctor/my
family doctor/so when I went/um my husband and I explained what happened...
one of my relatives said um to my husband/”oh/I seen a commercial about this
postpartum depression” and “oh/[my husband] you know what/she doesn’t catch
that” and he is like “she does have it/you don’t catch it”/you know/”it’s um/it’s
hormonal/it’s not about not managing having two kids”
M1: ... [my husband] would let me know that I was getting better and he just
tell me/”it’s ok”
M2...like my husband and my relationship is way better although I feel guilt on
a lot of fronts/I mean we’ve we’ve come from so far
M3: We’d had to figure out a plan of attack we are going to take
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M10: We were in such a strange place/we wanted our privacy... we called [a
community service] because we didn’t know where to start
Husbands were presented as responsible for preserving their wives’ as mothers
with external family members and, in limited cases, with a close family friend.
Again, the public image ‘as mother’ was often a product of joint discussions bound
by the family’s privacy and cultural traditions.
M13: I had my husband and my mother.../he’d say [to my mother]/”she’s pacing”/and she’s like/my husband brought my mother just so that he would have the
nerves to tell the doctor what he was seeing with me
M1: I told my husband to call my good friend...my husband called her in the
middle of the night and told her what was going on/and she said “you gotta take
her to the hospital”
M19: ... my husband and I explained to her [health care provider] what was
going on and she’s the one that said/”yeah/probably postpartum depression”...um
restarting my relationship again with my husband

Meaning and Function
The meaning statements within stories address the question, “Why are the stories
told?” The meaning of the availability stories was that partner as husband (and to
a lesser extent father) was needed by the women who were struggling with motherhood in the context of PPD. The inclusion of messages such as “what can I [as
husband] do to help?” “I told him,” “I was heard,” reflected women’s perceptions
of their husbands’ tangible and intangible central involvement. During the period
of adjustment following childbirth, ‘doing for’ and ‘being with’ stories revealed
types of husbands’ availability—physically, to do; affectively, to comfort, and cognitively, to interpret—each of these modes presented as integral to their integrity
as women and shaped by the context of mothering.
Familiar patterns of availability seemed compromised during this stressful
transition and compounded by the presence of PPD. The women’s stories illustrate perceptions of the intrinsic care provided by husbands. Husbands’ engagement in different modes of availability and their connectedness with their wives
as trusted other seemed particularly adaptive. Variability in availability seemed to
be valued given the mothers’ description of the ambiguity, unpredictability and
unexpectedness of PPD. In retrospect, husbands communicated their availability
through expressions such as “its okay,” or through actions such as taking the day
off work, or even when he was directive in stating, “take your pill.” Participants
evaluated the husbands’ availability as purposefully caring for them as women.
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Case Example
Nancy (M11) was a young first-time mother, on maternity leave from her professional occupation. She lived with her husband and infant in a residential neighborhood. Her husband’s employment situation was tenuous given that was a contract position in the service industry. Her own mother did not live in the region
and was not accessible for support after the birth of Nancy’s child due to commitments within the extended family. Her mother-in-law resided in the area and was
able to help if asked. She described the postpartum period as a time when “my
life was extremely scary.” Her story included the emotional, physical, social and
functioning implications typically associated with PPD. Nancy’s desire was “to be
the best mom that was possible.” Thereby, she recounts her preference to be independently responsible for all the child’s nurturing, so that he “could sleep” and
continue to fulfill his obligations as provider for the family. Within two months,
however, Nancy realized that she was “completely lost” and knew, “in [her] heart”
that she “needed” her husband to become more involved so that she could attend
to her increasing mental health needs. The following story illustrates an aspect of
Nancy’s husband’s availability. It is presented using Labov and Waletzky’s [49,57]
structural elements to make the analysis process transparent. Each line of the
dialogue is numbered and represents her interaction with the researcher including speech interruptions, false starts, and overlaps in speaking turns. This story
was prompted by the researcher’s inquiry and in turn, Nancy’s response without
further dialogue from the researcher.
Story Stimulus:
533 Researcher: To clarify, a community nurse came to visit?
Orientation:
534 M11: I had a visit from a nurse/and that was it/I had a visit
535 /someone came in and weighed the baby/they weighed the baby/she
536 did this to see if the baby was drinking?
Complicating Action:
537 She [nurse] asked me “are you breastfeeding?”
Evaluation/Complicating Action
538 “Is any milk coming in?”/she kept focusing on the breastfeeding part
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539 you know/at this time like/put on your smiley face
Complicating Action:
540 umm I wanted to tell her “listen/it so hard...”
Resolution:
541 I told my husband after that
Evaluation:
542 /I can remember how this visit made me feel bad/it made me guilty
Nancy’s reference to her husband after experiencing an unsettling mothering
event seems tangential because she does not verbalize his immediate response.
Her chosen disclosure of this personal experience to him as husband infers her
perception of his availability as a safe and protective other when she herself has
doubts about her adequacy of mother. Nancy’s transcript continues uninterrupted
with the immediate introduction of another story that emphasizes her husband’s
availability.
Orientation
543 cause when my mom was here I was upstairs pumping for two
544 hours to get two ounces
Complicating Action:
545/the nurse reminded me, “it’s not that hard/come on I’ll help”/the
546 baby is screaming like blue murder
Evaluation:
547/and the nurse goes, “it is not working”/I wanted to scream
Orientation/Complicating Action:
548 I’d remember when my mother-in-law come to visit/running up stairs 549
and pump pump pump pump pump cause [child’s name] needs a
550 feeding/this is what is best for the baby
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Abstract:
551 I’m a poor mother because I can’t do this/I wasn’t able to breastfeed
Evaluation/Complicating Action/Evaluation:
552/I bought formula but/
553 whenever you’re in that state of mind/I couldn’t/it was so painful
554 /cry, cry cry because not even a drop was coming out
555 and my mom said/”listen your kid is not gonna die”
556/my husband said he was raised on carnation milk/honey and water 557/and
he’s like normal functioning
Nancy expended much time, energy, and pain to fulfill her expected role as the
“best” mother including breastfeeding. Despite all her intended efforts to breastfeed, and solicited consultations with others (nurse, mother, and mother-in-law),
it was her husband’s verbal response and affective presence that reassured her and
lessened her guilt as a mother. In this case study, Nancy’s husband was needed as
she struggled to meet her ideals as a mother that were reinforced and advocated by
others. Nancy’s matter-of-fact recounting of her husband’s seemingly purposeful
and timely availability was interpreted as caring for her.

Discussion
The initial focus on maternal help-seeking practices in PPD in the larger study
generated this study’s data subset suggesting the essential availability of husbands
for women experiencing PPD. As evidenced in their stories, for this group of
women, the availability or presence of “husband” was largely perceived as providing affirmation and security. Consistent with other research [8], these women’s
experience in PPD was destabilizing, and negatively interfered with their ability
and desire to attend to their roles as wife and mother. To establish balance, the
women required their husbands’ physical, affective and cognitive involvement as
they struggled with PPD. The interpretation of the husband’s availability ranged
from conflicting, reassuring and/or nurturing in relation to the woman’s perceived
health status and efforts to mother.
Although men generally desire to be supportive to their partners, the demands
of infant care, even in the absence of PPD, have been found to contribute to relational adjustments and strain [60]. In the postpartum period, Blum [61] proposed
that the availability of a sympathetic other counterbalances another’s inherent
dependency needs, whether verbalized or not. Women’s risk for maternal distress
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increased when they find no one available to assist them in meeting such rudimentary psychodynamic needs. Basic attentive listening to a mother’s concerns
may address her needs without requiring her “to acknowledge them any more
than [she] can.” [61] The current study’s findings suggest that over the course of
PPD a husband’s availability may need to modulate from a physical presence to a
reciprocal exchange. Such unpredictable and fragile transitions appeared to communicate commitment to, responsibility for and preservation of the woman and
the family. Although not explored in this study, previous research suggests that
men experience their own struggles with maternal PPD while intending to lessen
the suffering of their partners through attempts at involvement [4,5,32,33].
For these women, understandings of their husbands’ physical availability may
have been as subtle as their “sitting in the chair” or “just being in the house.” Potentially, husband’s physical proximity permitted a connection, even an opportunity for him to observe and protect his wife. Consistent with the findings of other
studies [62], several of this study’s participants did not initially view themselves
as ill. Some women in this study engaged in self-silencing, an interpersonal style
intended to minimize their partners’ tension, worry or rejection. As a result, his
availability and intentionally cautious watching because of unfamiliar circumstances may be considered a positive source of support and validation [63,64]. In
addition, husbands’ verbalization of their perceptions about their wives’ behaviors
and challenges in attending to the needs of their infants was critical in legitimizing the women’s distress and assisting in seeking help.
This study’s group of women reflected on the importance of ‘doing for,’ or instrumental support as identified in other studies [1,24,62]. Because of the women’s vulnerability, ‘doing for’ appeared to be a one-way transaction aimed at performing a task such as driving, cleaning or administering medication. Consistent
with other studies [4], emphasis was on what the husband did to “fix” emergent
problems; helping to mobilize resources to meet his partner’s or family’s needs.
For the dependence/interdependence health of the couple, our findings reinforce
the importance of a network of resources to moderate the health risks for each
partner. This dynamic is reinforced in Goodman’s [11] integrative review of PPD
in fathers; depression in one partner influences the health of the other.
Barclay and Lupton [33] found that, for men, “being there” refers to a physical and emotional sensitivity for the sake of family stability and mutual support.
Although many of the men in their study remained on the “fringes of parenthood,” for the first sixth months if their child’s life, they were committed to providing responsive care for their partners’ and infants’ needs. As Goodman suggests
[60], despite fathers’ intentions to “be there,” the partners’ redefinition of roles
is characterized as a process of “trial and error.” From the perspectives of women
in the present study, husbands’ availability, as part of the transition, afforded the
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mothers the opportunity to verbalize select feelings and thoughts, thereby possibly lessening inner emotional chaos.
For this group of women, ‘being with’ their husbands was expressed in less
tangible terms than their husbands’ ‘doing for’ pattern of availability. These narratives do suggest that their spousal relationship provided the context for reciprocity as the husband listened to, advocated for, and negotiated with his partner. As
Doucet [12] proposed, “being with” is an inter-subjective connection: partners
interacting, learning to move through spaces such as parenthood congruent with
public expectations concurrently making judgments about maintaining or avoiding social encounters. In terms of the buffering effects of spousal support in PPD,
women who perceive their partners as emotionally supportive reported less avoidance behavior, greater martial satisfaction and less depressive symptomatology
[1,16,65]. The combination of these ‘doing for’ and ‘being with’ results support
Ontario, Canada’s recent family development services directed at both adults sharing responsibility for nurturing intra-familial environment during transitions.
With regard to secondary prevention, research has demonstrated that postpartum programs emphasizing relational interventions were associated with positive
maternal and family outcomes [18]. Paris and Dubus [17] explored volunteer,
paraprofessional and home visitors’ relational interventions with postpartum
families. Home visitors perceived that their provision of instructional and emotional support, validation and affirmation positively influenced the development
of partner and parent-child relationships. Although the current study findings do
not advocate for care within the marital relationship to become professionalized,
women recommended the need for information and skills that focus on cultivating mutually empathic relationships. Future longitudinal research should explore
men’s perceptions of their informal care giving processes in PPD.
The researchers of this study have not attempted to make claims of causation
or truth [58,66]. Instead, through repeated engagement with the data an understanding from women’s representations of their husbands’ central involvement
in PPD has been constructed. Several of the women who self-identified for this
study had previously shared their PPD experiences through informal peer support
groups, potentially influencing the results. These women may have processed a
more thoughtful view of their husbands as a result of the positive effect of their
support-seeking behaviors. As previously indicated, to enhance the study’s trustworthiness a research team member who was a PPD peer support worker and,
therefore, contextually aware, assisted the academic researchers to “see what [they
could] not yet see” [35]. Further, to address representative credibility [33] in relation to women’s help seeking in PPD while ensuring their confidentiality, the lack
of a standardized collection of particular identifying socio-demographic information from women living in smaller communities may limit the transferability of
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the findings. As Thorne [33] suggests, however, we were aware that our chosen
methods had to reflect rather than define our research purpose.

Conclusion
This study described a sample of 27 women who self-identified as having PPD
and their understanding of their husbands’ availability. During this time of vulnerability, their husbands’ physical, emotional and cognitive availability positively
contributed to their functioning and self-appraisals as wife and mother. Their
representations of their husbands’ ‘doing for’ and/or ‘being with’ promoted their
well-being and ultimately protected the family. Given that husband is perceived
as central in mitigating women’s suffering with PPD, the consistent implementation of a triad orientation that includes wife, partner and child as opposed to a
more traditional and convenient dyadic orientation is warranted in comprehensive postpartum care. Finally, this study contributes a theoretical understanding
of responsive as well as reactive connections between a couple during the postpartum period.
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Challenges at Work and
Financial Rewards to
Stimulate Longer Workforce
Participation
Karin I. Proper, Dorly J. H. Deeg and Allard J. van der Beek

Abstract
Background
Because of the demographic changes, appropriate measures are needed to prevent early exit from work and to encourage workers to prolong their working
life. To date, few studies have been performed on the factors motivating continuing to work after the official age of retirement. In addition, most of those
studies were based on quantitative data. The aims of this study were to examine, using both quantitative and qualitative data: (1) the reasons for voluntary early retirement; (2) the reasons for continuing working life after the official retirement age; and (3) the predictive value of the reasons mentioned.
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Methods
Quantitative data analyses were performed with a prospective cohort among
persons aged 55 years and older. Moreover, qualitative data were derived from
interviews with workers together with discussions from a workshop among occupational physicians and employers.
Results
Results showed that the presence of challenging work was among the most important reasons for not taking early retirement. In addition, this motive appeared to positively predict working status after three years. The financial advantages of working and the maintenance of social contacts were the reasons
reported most frequently for not taking full retirement, with the financial aspect being a reasonably good predictor for working status after three years.
From the interviews and the workshop, five themes were identified as important motives to prolong working life: challenges at work, social contacts,
reward and appreciation, health, and competencies and skills. Further, it
was brought forward that each stakeholder can and should contribute to the
maintenance of a healthy and motivated ageing workforce.
Conclusion
Based on the findings, it was concluded that measures that promote challenges at work, together with financial stimuli, seem to be promising in order to
prolong workforce participation.

Background
One of the most notable changes in the working population is its ageing. The
baby boom cohorts born after the Second World War (born between 1945 and
1965) are now middle-aged; the oldest of them have already started retiring. At
the same time, lower birth rates in the past few decades imply that fewer young
people will be entering the labour market [1]. These demographic changes are
bringing about a shift in the ratio of workers to retirees that will lead to a relative
shortage of active workers.
Of the major regions of the world, the process of population ageing is most
advanced in Europe [2]. The median age of European Union (EU) citizens will
increase between 2004 and 2050 from 39 to 49 years [3]. After 2010, the year
that will mark the greatest number of members of the potential working population (i.e. those between 15 and 64 years), the population of working age will
decline from 331 million to 268 million in 2050 [3]. In contrast, the proportion
of people 65 years and older will increase.
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These two demographic changes will result in an increase in the old-age dependency ratio (i.e. the number of people over 65 divided by the number of
working-age people) from 25% today to about 53% in 2050 for the 25 EU countries [3]. At the same time, the share of older workers (i.e. those between 55 and
64 years) in the total potential workforce will logically increase. It is estimated
that by the year 2025, between one in five and one in three workers will be an
older worker [2].
It is clear that the demographic shift has serious economic and social implications, among others the financing of the social security systems, in that a shrinking number of economically active people (i.e. workers) will have to pay for the
national pensions of an increasing number of retired persons. The ageing of the
workforce also implies a change in the human resources (HR) strategies to manage age in the workplace. Thus, both government and private companies face the
challenge of finding means to prolong the labour participation of (older) workers.
This is especially true since, to date, many older people have left their jobs either
voluntarily (i.e. because of early retirement) or involuntarily (i.e. because of work
disability or unemployment) much earlier than the official age of retirement [4].
As in many countries, the social security system in The Netherlands used to
offer the opportunity of retiring with a pension before the official retirement age
of 65. This so-called early retirement pension (ERP) was implemented during
a period of widespread unemployment, with the intention of providing better
opportunities for the younger generation to find jobs. However, due to the population’s ageing and its consequences, these early exits from work are no longer
affordable from an economic point of view. Instead, appropriate measures are
needed to prevent early exit from work and to encourage workers to prolong their
working life.
During the last few years, measures discouraging early retirement have been
implemented in many countries worldwide. For example, since 2006, ERP is no
longer supported fiscally in the Netherlands, so that voluntary early exit from
work has become more expensive. In other countries, raising the mandatory retirement age is one of the measures implemented. It may, however, be questioned
whether such measures imposed by the government or the employer are effective.
Commitment from the target group, i.e. the (ageing) workforce, is an important
aspect for successful implementation.
To date, most of the research has focused on the determinants of early exit
from work [5,6]. As far as the authors are aware, there are only limited data as
to the motives of employees for prolonging working life. For example, a study of
Lund and Borg [7] showed that very good self-rated health and high development
possibilities were independent predictors for remaining at work among males.
Among females, the same two predictors were found in addition to high decision
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authority, medium-level social support and absence of musculoskeletal problems
in the knees [7].
In addition, some other recent studies showed that retirement decisions are
influenced not only by the worker’s health status, but also by income levels and
pension rights [8,9]. Those aged 50 and over with poor health, high income or
accumulated wealth and access to occupational pensions are more likely to retire
at the normal retirement age or retire early [8,9]. Another study showed domestic and family considerations to be important influences of retirement behaviour
[10]. In contrast, the evidence about the determinants of involuntary exit from
work due to work disability shows occupational factors to be among the most
important determinants [11,12].
However, the evidence as to the reasons for voluntary early exit from work is
more scarce. From the few previous studies, it can be concluded that retirement
decisions on a voluntary basis are multidimensional and not driven by any one
single factor. In addition, the little available evidence as to the reasons for voluntary early retirement as well as for continuing working life is based mostly on
quantitative data. There have been only a few attempts that involved qualitative
data incorporating the worker’s opinions about the factors that motivate them to
prolong their work career after the official age of retirement.
For example, a semistructured interview study among persons who chose early
retirement and those who did not, supported the quantitative finding that decisions about retirement are not made in a vacuum, but have to do with diverse
types of possible routes into retirement [13]. These dealt with organisational restructuring, financial offers and opportunities for leisure and self-fulfilment that
early retirement offers [13].
From a second qualitative study, it appeared that the way of conceiving work
and retirement varied among persons from different socioeconomic backgrounds
[14]. The conclusion was that various factors, including financial imperatives and
HR practices, intersect at state pension age to shape people’s routes into retirement and their options for continuing in work [14].
Finally, most of the previous studies have used cross-sectional data. Hence,
the predictive value of the motives to retire early mentioned by those still working
remains unclear.
Based on the limited literature on the determinants for prolonging working
life, and the scarcity of qualitative data, the aims of the present study were: (1)
to examine the reasons for voluntary early retirement; (2) to examine the motives
for continuing working life after the official retirement age; and (3) to examine
the predictive value of the reasons mentioned. A mixed-methods approach was
applied, with quantitative and qualitative data.
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Methods
This article describes the results of three studies. The first study includes data analyses of a prospective study among persons aged 55 years and older. The second
study is based on qualitative data from interviews with workers, while the third
study includes a workshop among occupational physicians (OPs) and employers.

Study 1. Quantitative Study (LASA)
The aim of this quantitative study was to examine the reasons for voluntary early
retirement (first study aim) as well as the reasons not to voluntarily retire early.
Moreover, with the data of both baseline and follow-up (i.e. three years later), the
predictive value of the motives stated at baseline was determined (third aim).
Study Sample
The first study sample consisted of participants of the Longitudinal Aging Study
Amsterdam (LASA). LASA is an ongoing, multidisciplinary, cohort study among
persons aged 55 and over. It focuses primarily on the predictors and consequences of changes in older persons’ physical, cognitive, emotional and social
functioning.
The sampling and data collection procedures and the response rates were described in detail elsewhere [15,16]. In summary, LASA started with data collection
in 1992–1993. A random sample of persons aged 55 years and over (birth years
between 1908 and 1937), stratified by age, sex, urbanisation grade and expected
five-year mortality was drawn from the population registers of 11 municipalities
in three regions in The Netherlands. This procedure led to a representative sample
of the Dutch older population, reflecting the national distribution of urbanisation
and population density.
In 2002–2003, a second sample of men and women aged 55 to 64 years was
drawn with the same sampling frame as the original cohort. The 2002–2003 sample is the sample for the current study, comprising 1002 participants aged 55–64
years (response rate 57%). In 2005–2006, a follow-up measurement of the second
cohort took place (n = 908).
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study was
approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the VU University Medical Centre.
Interviews
The interviews were held at the respondents’ residences and were conducted by
trained interviewers, who used laptop computers for data entry. The structured
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interview covered a wide range of topics related to physical and cognitive health
and social and psychological functioning. For the purpose of the present study, the
interview also included questions on reasons for considering early retirement.
The respondents were asked several questions as to their working status. Questions relevant to this study were: (1) Are you currently working in a paid job?
(yes; no); (2) Are you currently (partially) work-disabled? (yes; no); (3) Have
you already taken (partial) early retirement? (yes, completely; yes, in part; no);
and (4) Would you consider taking (partial) early retirement if financially possible? (yes; no). Partial early retirement refers to working fewer hours in the main
occupation.
To get insight into the reasons for voluntary early retirement as well as the reasons not to voluntarily retire early, respondents were asked their most important
reason: (1) to take (partial) early retirement; (2) not to take full early retirement;
(3) not to take early retirement at all; and (4) (among those who had already taken
(partial) early retirement) to have taken (partial) early retirement. All four questions included branching questions that were asked to subgroups according to the
working status and the consideration to take (partial) early retirement (Figure 1).
The first two questions were asked of those with a paid job, who had not already
taken early retirement, but who were considering taking early retirement, whereas
the third question was asked of those with a paid job, who had not already taken
full retirement and who were not considering taking early retirement. For each of
these questions, the last of the five or seven answer categories included “another
reason” than mentioned, leaving respondents space to fill in their own reason.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the LASA respondents regarding working and retirement status.
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Analysis
For the purposes of this study, descriptive analyses were conducted. A frequency
table was produced for each of the four questions (see above) indicating the percentage of each reason specified. The “other reason” category was analysed in more
detail; answers that could be clustered were grouped. The predictive value of the
reasons reported was determined by a frequency table of the working status (i.e.
working or having retired) at follow-up per reason mentioned at baseline. Analyses were performed using SPSS software, version 14.0 for Windows.
Both Study 2 and Study 3 were performed to get insight into the motivating
factors for continuing to work and the measures that can be taken to stimulate
prolonging working life.

Study 2. Interviews with Workers
Study Sample
Workers were recruited by the occupational health service (OHS) that participated in this study. By means of its customer database, the OHS approached 12
companies that differed in sector and size. Four companies agreed to participate.
These four companies were from different sectors and included: (1) local government, (2) youth- and health care, (3) outdoor advertising and (4) an OHS,
located in another city than the one involved in the recruitment in this study.
The companies also varied in size (from approximately 60 to 700 workers), job
characteristics and workers’ educational level.
Within each company, the aim was to interview two workers individually and
to hold one focus group interview with approximately five to 10 workers. Selection of the workers was done by a member of the HR staff or the head of the
department, and was based on socioeconomic factors (e.g. sex, age, job position),
availability and willingness to volunteer, to capture a broad range of characteristics. The workers were approached primarily face-to-face by their HR staff or supervisor to participate in the interviews. After agreement, the researcher arranged
a specific date and time for the interviews.
Interviews
For the purposes of this study, semistructured interviews were held. Semistructured interviews define the area to be explored, at least initially, and allow the
interviewer or the interviewee to diverge in order to pursue an idea in more detail [17]. This strategy encourages open answers, thereby eliciting new, additional
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information. During the interview, the interviewer tried to be interactive and to
uncover factors that were not anticipated at the outset of the interview.
After briefly introducing the study and asking a few general questions, the
interview guide posed the following questions: (1) “Are you willing to continue
working until or after the age of 65?” (2) “What are factors that motivate you to
continue working?” (3) “What measures can or should be taken to prolong your
work career?”
All interviews took place face-to-face and were recorded on a digital voice recorder. The focus group interviews lasted approximately 50 minutes; the duration
of the individual interviews varied from 24 to 42 minutes. During the interviews,
the interviewer took field notes. The interviews were held in a meeting room at
the company and were conducted by the principal researcher (KP).
Analysis
The interviews were fully transcribed by an assistant. Subsequently, content analysis was conducted by the principal researcher to analyse the transcripts. First, the
transcripts were read and reread to become familiar with the text. Next, the text
was marked with codes indicating the content of the response. The codes were
then grouped together into key themes. In the Results section, interviewees’ quotations that were considered representative for the theme are reported in order to
illustrate the meaning of the themes.

Study 3. Workshop with Occupational Physicians (OP) and
Employers
OPs and Employers
To compare the views of the workers with the opinions of important stakeholders,
a two-hour workshop among OPs and employers was held. The workshop was
organised within a general course for OPs by their occupational health service
(OHS). As the workshop fit well in the programme, it was decided to incorporate the workshop in the OHS’s OP course. In total, 20 OPs participated in the
course, including the workshop. In addition, five representatives (human resource
management (HRM) staff) of the four participating companies joined during the
workshop.
Workshop
The workshop started with a 30-minute presentation by the principal researcher
about the study and the results of the interviews among the workers. Subsequently,
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four working groups were formed, each consisting of one or two representatives
of each company and five OPs.
For one hour, each working group discussed two issues. First, they discussed
the motivating factors mentioned by the workers. In their discussion, the OPs
and employers were encouraged to add motivating factors. The second issue discussed in the working group concerned the measures to be taken by the employer
or the OHS that might stimulate workers to prolong their participation in the
workforce. Each working group was asked to write down its views, and one person within each group was asked to report on these in the plenary session. In
the plenary session, per working group, the workshop leader (KP) wrote down
all views of each working group on a flip chart and gathered the papers of each
working group.
Analysis
After the workshop, the views reported on the flip chart and the working groups’
papers were copied by the researcher in an electronic form on a computer. The
workshop notes were coded according to the themes identified by the interviews
with workers. Similar to the analysis of the interviews (Study 2), the text was
marked with codes and then grouped together into themes.

Results
Study 1
Table 1 shows the working status of the study population at baseline. A small
majority (57.9%) did not have a paid job (any longer) at the moment of baseline
measurement, and about a quarter of the respondents (23%) were work-disabled.
The large majority (78.2%) had not taken early retirement. Of those currently
working (n = 421), almost two thirds (63.2%) reported they were considering
taking (partial) early retirement (Table 1). Further, among those with a paid job,
n = 377 were not yet partially retired early (Figure 1).
Table 2 presents the frequencies of the workers’ most important reasons not
to take (full) early retirement. From this table, it can be concluded that the reasons for not taking early retirement at all are different from the reasons for not
taking full early retirement. Having sufficient challenges at work appeared to be
by far (59.6%) the most important reason for workers not to take early retirement, whereas the financial aspect (32.6%) and the social contacts (25.3%) were
reported most frequently as the most important reasons not to take full early
retirement (Table 2).
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Table 1. Working status of the study sample (LASA cohort 2002–2003) at baseline

Table 2. Frequency of most important reason not to take (full) early retirement
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Table 3 presents the predictive value of the reasons mentioned for work status
at three-year follow-up. It appeared that the majority of those who reported challenges at work as the most important reason not to take (full) early retirement,
were indeed still working three years later (84.4% and 66.7%) (Table 3). With
respect to the financial advantages as the most important reason not to take full
early retirement, it appeared that three years later, 68.3% were indeed still working or partly retired, but a quarter (24.2%) had taken full retirement. The maintenance of social contacts had less predictive value, since one third (35.4%) of
those who reported social contacts as the most important reason not to take full
retirement, had taken full retirement in the meantime.
Table 3. Working status at follow-up per reason not to take (full) early retirement as reported at baseline

Table 4 describes the most important reasons for taking early retirement
among workers as well as among those who had retired early. Among the workers, the pleasure of spending more time on private concerns was by far the most
important reason to take early retirement (59.4%). This reason was also reported
most frequently by those who had already taken (partial) early retirement (27.3%)
(Table 4). Further, among those who had taken early retirement, external factors,
such as arrangements that made early retirement attractive and organisational
changes, were also reported frequently as the most important reason to have taken
early retirement. Health complaints as well as (physical or mental) workload were
reported by a only small minority of the workers and retirees (<10%) (Table 4).
Although the pleasure of spending more time on private pursuits was reported
frequently as the most important reason to take early retirement, the majority
(65.7%) were still working at follow-up (data not shown).
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Table 4. Frequency table of most important reason to take (full or partial) early retirement

Study 2
Interviews with Workers
Thirty workers were interviewed, either individually or in focus groups. With
the exception of the local authority, within each company two interviews were
held, each with one worker, as well as one focus group interview with five to eight
workers. At the local authority, it was not possible to hold a focus group interview;
instead, five workers were interviewed individually. Thus, a total of 11 individual
interviews (six men, five women) and three focus group interviews were held
among 19 workers (nine men, 10 women) aged 30 to 59 years.
Although the questions in Study 1 differ from those in the qualitative
study (i.e. questions related to the reasons either to take or not to take early
retirement versus the motivating factors to continue working), the results
were rather similar. In line with the LASA results, where only about one third
of those currently working were not considering taking early retirement, it
appeared from the interviews that most workers were not willing to continue
working after the age of 65 years. Although the majority of the interviewees
indicated that they were still motivated to work, that they liked their job and
that they (still) were healthy enough to perform their job, they did not intend
to prolong their working life.
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Furthermore, the major reasons (i.e. sufficient challenges at work, maintenance of social contacts and the financial aspect) reported by the LASA respondents for not taking (full) early retirement were also expressed by the interviewees
as motivating factors to continue working. From the responses of the interviews,
five key themes were identified: (1) challenges at work, (2) social contacts, (3) reward and appreciation, (4) health and (5) competencies and skills (Table 5). The
themes include predominantly motivating factors, but also point to measures that
can be taken to stimulate a sustained employability.
Table 5. Working status at follow-up per reason not to take (full) early retirement as reported at baseline

Challenges at Work
Most of the interviewees considered the content of their job of importance to
continuing to work. They indicated that they liked their job, were motivated by
their work and that they needed their work. With the exception of the workers
who performed a physically heavy job, which included routine, it was frequently
indicated that they perceived a feeling of satisfaction and motivation when they
were being challenged.
By nature, I am rather lazy, but I am challenged by my work. Being at work,
I become challenged intellectually; without work, there is no interesting life for
me.”
“So far, I am not ready to stop. I am motivated to work, to continue work, because the job is challenging enough.”
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Social Contacts
Without exception, all workers interviewed appeared to set great store on the contact with colleagues and the associated work climate. One worker, for example,
expressed this motive as: “Work is both intellectual and social food.” Another
worker reported: “It can be that your ‘world will become so narrow.’.. yes, the
contact with colleagues and clients is very important.”
Reward and appreciationMost of the interviewees highly valued appreciation
from others for the work they did, and considered it as an important factor in
continuing. This motive referred to both the financial aspect and reward expressed
in words by the supervisor or colleagues. Although none of the interviewees indicated the financial reward as the most important reason to continue working, they
agreed that “it definitely plays a role.” One worker said: “Respect and appreciation, that’s what I think is important.”
As to the pat on the back (by the boss) as a motivating factor, they valued receiving a compliment from either the supervisor or colleagues. For example, one
worker said:
“I absolutely think reward is essential in remaining motivated to perform the
job. This can be through a bonus, but also by your colleagues who say to you how
well you performed the task, or by having a dinner together, or something like
that.”
Health
In the company providing outdoor advertising, the interviewees performed heavy,
physical jobs. These workers generally had a negative attitude about prolonged
participation in the workforce. One reason for this negative attitude was associated with the total years of having worked when they reached the age of 65 years,
since they had started working when quite young. Another reason for their negative attitude concerned the expectation that they would not be able to continue
their (current) work, due to the heavy physical workload. Because of their workload, these workers suggested using tools that would reduce the physical work in
order to be able to prolong participation in the workforce.
In the remaining three companies, physical workload was not the issue, in
contrast to mental workload. Especially in the OHS, workers experienced (too)
high work demands. To reduce or cope with work-related stress, some workers
suggested implementing a relaxation programme or creating possibilities for relaxation, e.g. by means of a room where workers could rest, or through implementation of a yoga programme.
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The promotion of a healthy lifestyle, including physical activity and diet, was
also mentioned frequently as being an important factor for increasing the capacity
and motivation to prolong a healthy working life. Although they generally agreed
that a healthy lifestyle was the worker’s own responsibility, they also agreed on the
role of the employer in stimulating as well as facilitating such a lifestyle.
“I need to take care that I stay healthy; that’s my own responsibility.”

Competences and Skills
Finally, the interviewees agreed on the value of education and training of (older)
workers to be able to keep up with technological developments. They also reported that training or education was valuable and should be offered by the employer
in order to grow (personally), to stimulate challenges at work and to avoid routine
work.
“One needs to develop oneself; as soon as the job becomes a routine, it’s not good,
and one will not remain motivated.”
It was further suggested to include the competences and personal development in the functioning discussions:
“In my opinion, the personal development should be included in the yearly functioning discussion.”
There were no substantial differences in factors stated by younger and older
workers. It appeared only that younger workers had difficulties in describing factors that would motivate them to prolong their working life, as “it is such a long
way off.”

Study 3
Workshop with OPs and Employers
The OPs and employers generally agreed with the workers’ opinions expressed in
the interviews. No additional factors were mentioned by them.
As to possible measures to be taken by the employer or the OHS to prolong
workers’ participation in the workforce, the working groups generally agreed with
each other and reported more or less the same measures. From the notes, the
following main themes were identified: (1) health promotion, (2) education and
training and (3) financial stimuli.
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Health Promotion
Each working group independently reported factors that involved promoting the
balance between workload and individual capacity, the latter receiving a notable
amount of emphasis. The workshop participants not only referred to the promotion of physical activity and exercise, but also emphasised the role of a healthy diet,
quitting smoking, a moderate consumption of alcohol and relaxation. Similar to
the workers, they agreed on the responsibility of the worker, but also considered
the role of the OP and the employer. One working group said, for example:
“It is of importance to stay fit and healthy; this is the responsibility of the worker.
The employer, on the other hand, should give the good example. There should be
attention for a healthy lifestyle within the organisation.”
Another working group expressed its opinion about this issue as follows:
“The employer will do right if he implements a ‘vitality policy’ including physical
activity, fitness, walking in lunchtime or walking during meetings. In most cases,
the corporate culture needs to be changed in that it promotes health management
with even more stringent measures when neglecting certain activities.”
In addition to offering lifestyle programmes and providing information, they
considered a periodic health screening to be a useful OHS tool, since the results
of such a screening can give direct cause to providing (lifestyle) counselling. With
respect to the other side of the balance, i.e. the workload, all agreed that this
should be tuned to individual capacity.
Education and Training
The working groups stated that work should be fun and offer sufficient challenges.
This could, for example, be achieved by making plans about the work career and
education needed and to be followed. Education and training should also be promoted, as it created variation in work, the latter being an important boost to taking pleasure in work. To achieve variation in work, some in the working groups
suggested exchanging workers from different companies, or to give older workers
a coaching or mentor task in orienting new colleagues.
To illustrate, one working group indicated:
“It is of crucial importance that one enjoys the job! This can be realised by several
measures—among others, by giving older workers a coaching task in which they
train young workers; the employer can also make agreements with the (older)
worker about career planning.”
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Financial Stimuli
Consistent with the interviews among the workers, attention was paid to the financial aspect. The OPs and employers agreed on the desirability of having both
the employer and the government provide financial stimuli to workers who prolonged their working life. Moreover, they advocated maintaining the same net salary when demoting workers because of a (age-related) reduction in work ability.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to examine the reasons for voluntary early retirement
as well as for prolonging working life after the official retirement age. Insight
into these motives is useful, among other reasons, as input to the HRM policy to
retain healthy (older) workers who are able and willing to prolong their labour
force participation. Despite the need to tailor the HRM policy to the needs and
preferences of older workers [18], it should be kept in mind that older workers are
a heterogeneous group in that differences exist in personal characteristics, needs
and work ability between individual workers. This was confirmed by the OPs and
employers in the present qualitative study, in that they stated that the workload
should be tuned to individual capacity.
From the LASA analyses, it was shown that, of those currently working, about
two thirds were considering taking early retirement. In view of the economic
need to prevent early exit from work, this proportion is substantial. As mentioned
before, it is important to encourage workers not to take early retirement, but to
prolong working life instead. In order to achieve this, workers should be able as
well as be motivated to continue working.
Indeed, the most important reason given by the LASA respondents currently
working for not taking early retirement appeared to be the motivation to perform
the job, i.e. the presence of challenge at work. This was supported by the interviews among the workers, where pleasure at work was mentioned frequently as a
motive to prolong working life. Based on the LASA follow-up data, it appeared
that the presence of sufficient challenges at work positively predicted the working status three years later. That is, the majority of workers who found their work
challenging, and indicated this was an important reason not to take early retirement, actually remained in the workforce.
Another notable result of this study concerned the fact that the reasons for
not taking full early retirement differed from the reasons not to take early retirement (at all). Based on the LASA analyses, the main reasons for the former were
the financial aspect of working and the maintenance of social contacts. The social
aspects, but particularly the financial advantages of working, thus seemed to play
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an important role in the decision to either fully retire or to cut down work gradually by partial early retirement.
Again, these results were confirmed by the qualitative study. The large majority of the workers interviewed said the social contacts with colleagues and others
at work were of great importance to work motivation. However, based on the
LASA follow-up data, it appeared that the maintenance of social contacts had a
weak predictive value for the working status three years later. A substantial part of
those who had reported social contacts being the most important reason not to
take full retirement, did take full retirement in the meantime.
As to the financial aspect, both the workers interviewed and the OPs and
employers agreed on its significance. In addition, the financial advantage of not
taking retirement appeared to reasonably predict the working status three years
later.
Based on these findings, including the desire of the majority of workers to take
early retirement, it seems sensible to aim for a gradual exit from work through a
period of working fewer hours in order to prevent full early retirement. In this
way, the workers benefit financially and moreover can spend some more time on
private pursuits, this being the most important reason to take early retirement, as
shown by the LASA analyses. This was confirmed by a recent study by Cebulla et
al. [19], which stated that there is broad consensus that older workers should be
given the opportunity to retire gradually.
Another study found control over the retirement decision to be an important
factor in retirement well-being, which persisted three years after retirement [20].
They also found that gradual retirement was followed by a positive change in
health. Gradual retirement was linked to an improvement in health. According to
the authors of that study, those findings suggest that HR practices that promote
employees’ control of their retirement decisions will enhance well-being in later
life and facilitate prolonged workforce participation [20].
As mentioned in the introduction, not much literature has been published as
to the reasons for voluntary early exit from work or for an enduring working life.
However, the few previous studies performed in different countries support our
results.
For example, Armstrong-Stassen (2006) investigated the importance of six
HRM strategies relevant in the retention of older workers [21]. These six factors
were: (1) flexible working options, (2) training and development, (3) job design
(e.g. reduce workload), (4) recognition and respect, (5) performance evaluation
and (6) compensation (e.g. financial, incentives). Although different terms have
been used in Table 5, most of the five strategies, if not all, are reflected.
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From Armstrong-Stassen’s study, it appeared that both retired and employed
men rated three HRM practices the same as to their influence on the decision to
remain in the workforce: (1) providing challenging and meaningful job tasks; (2)
recognising experience, knowledge and skills; and (3) showing appreciation for
doing a good job [21]. Further, data from a representative sample of the household population aged 50 and over in England, the English Longitudinal Study of
Ageing (ELSA), confirm that influences on retirement are multidimensional, with
economic incentives being an important, if not the most important, determinant
for continuing working life [22].
Two other factors of influence appeared to be health and social issues. As to
the financial aspect as a determinant of retirement behaviour, the literature is
consistent [23]. Using ELSA data, Banks et al. (2007) found that both pension
accrual and pension wealth are important determinants of the retirement behaviour of men aged 50 to 59. This was also valid among women of the same age,
although it was somewhat weaker [24]. It further appeared that there was a Ushaped pattern of being in paid work by quintile of the wealth distribution, with
those at the bottom and the top of the wealth distribution being less likely to be
in paid work than those in the middle of the wealth distribution, but for different
stated reasons: those with relatively low levels of wealth were most likely to stop
working due to ill health [24]. Thus, ELSA showed that financial need may act
as an incentive to continue working life, but that this varies with wealth, income
and education levels [25].

Strengths and Limitations of the Study
As mentioned before, the few previous studies regarding the reasons for early
retirement and prolonging working life have mostly used quantitative research
methods. One of the strengths of the present study is that it is based on mixed
methods, with both quantitative and qualitative data. Such a triangulation method is useful as it approaches the same phenomenon by using different methods,
each having its own value. Qualitative research techniques add vast amounts of
relevant data [26].
There were, however, some limitations in our qualitative study. Although the
transcripts were made by an assistant, the interviews were performed by one researcher, as were the analyses of the responses into codes and themes. Further, despite our not believing that it introduces bias, we did not use a computer software
programme in which each item is compared with the rest of the data to establish
analytical categories [26]. Instead, the interviewer herself read and reread the recordings, identified the codes and grouped the codes together into key themes.
The analyses were performed manually, which was feasible and acceptable, instead
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of by means of a software package specifically designed for qualitative data management. Although the latter would have made the process easier, we assumed the
chance to be small that the manual process would have yielded substantially different clusters. However, as is the case in all qualitative studies, the categorisation
of the themes depended on the human factor (i.e. the researcher), and might well
have resulted in different clusters if the process had been performed by another
researcher.
Another strength of this study is that the quantitative study involved a longitudinal study among a representative sample of older adults in The Netherlands.
The LASA follow-up data were useful to provide information about the predictive value of the motives reported at baseline to take (or not) early retirement.
Overall, results indicated that the motives reported did not have a high predictive
value. However, considering the small number of follow-up data used, prudence
is needed for the conclusions as to the predictive value of the reasons mentioned.
In this respect, it is also worthwhile to mention that the present study can be
considered as a pilot study in that it is based on data of Dutch workers only. As
the topic of ageing workers is of worldwide interest, a future study involving diverse countries with diverse policies to encourage a sustained participation in the
workforce would be valuable.
Finally, although the involvement of different stakeholders in the qualitative
study added value to the study in that extra input could be generated instead of
involving only one target group, the number of the representatives of companies
was low. Nevertheless, the inclusion of the four companies, which included different in type of workers and work activities, yielded useful information about the
organisation of the (HRM) policy with respect to the promotion of an enduring
participation in the workforce of older workers.

Conclusion
Taken together, findings suggest that each stakeholder (i.e. the worker, the employer, the OHS and the government) should contribute to the maintenance of
a healthy and motivated ageing workforce. In doing so, one should take into
account the differences in strategies for different groups, such as different socioeconomic status groups or those at different ages. Due to the small size of the
study, and especially the qualitative study, the present study could not draw such
conclusions for different subgroups. So, further research examining the motivating factors to prolong working life among different groups is recommended.
In addition to their ability to work, workers’ motivation is considered to be
crucial in sustaining participation in the workforce. Workers who lack pleasure at
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work and are not motivated to prolong their working life, probably confirm the
negative image of some employers about older workers, i.e. lower productivity
and “waiting out one’s time.” There are still some employers for whom the negative effects of ageing prevail over the value of older workers, in that older workers
are less productive or resist change or innovations. In order to oppose this view,
the employer can and should implement simple measures, such as offering education and expressing appreciation to the personnel. Finally, measures that promote
challenges at work, together with financial stimuli, seem to be promising in keeping older workers in the workforce.
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Worry as a Window into the
Lives of People Who Use
Injection Drugs: A Factor
Analysis Approach
Heidi Exner, Erin K. Gibson, Ryan Stone, Jennifer Lindquist,
Laura Cowen and Eric A. Roth

Abstract
Background
The concept of risk dominates the HIV/AIDS literature pertaining to People Who Use Injection Drugs (PWUID). In contrast the associated concept
of worry is infrequently applied, even though it can produce important perspectives of PWUID’s lives. This study asked a sample (n = 105) of PWUID
enrolled in a Victoria, British Columbia needle exchange program to evaluate their degree of worry about fourteen factors they may encounter in their
daily lives.
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Methods
Exploratory factor analysis was used to analyze their responses.
Results
Factor analysis delineated three factors: 1) overall personal security, 2) injection drug use-specific risks including overdosing and vein collapse and, 3)
contracting infectious diseases associated with injection drug use (e.g. HIV/
AIDS and hepatitis C).
Conclusion
PWUID in this study not only worry about HIV/AIDS but also about stressful factors in their daily life which have been linked to both increased HIV/
AIDS risk behaviour and decreased anti-retroviral treatment adherence. The
importance PWUID give to this broad range of worry/concerns emphasizes the need to place HIV/AIDS intervention, education, and treatment programs within a broader harm-reduction framework that incorporates their
perspectives on both worry and risk.

Background
Injection drug use is a driving force in historic HIV epidemics in North America
and emerging epidemics in Asia and Eastern Europe [1], and is the world-wide
leading cause of hepatitis C infection [2]. As a result the public health and epidemiological literature on People Who Use Injection Drugs (PWUID) [3] is dominated by the concept of “risk,” associated largely with the sharing of injection
drug equipment. Applications of the concept of risk to PWUID originated with
seminal studies on disease transmission parameters [4,5], evolved to consider risk
networks [6,7], and presently focus on risk environments [8] and the structural
production of risk [9].
In contrast to this long-standing concern with the concept of risk there has
been relatively little development of a related concept, that of worry, in the HIV/
AIDS literature. A notable exception is Smith and Watkins’ [10,11] substitution
of “worry” about contracting HIV/AIDS in place of “risk of HIV/AIDS.” In doing so they argue that worry is an important concept since, “worry is universally
experienced and more emotionally based than perceived risk, respondents may
have less difficultly understanding the concept of worry and articulating their
levels of worry than describing their perceived risk” [10:72]. To this we add that
consideration of what people worry about can help identify what individuals
and/or groups perceive as actually constituting risks, since risk is now assumed
to be socially constructed [9]. From this perspective we can define worry as the
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recognition of risk. As such consideration of what people worry about has the
potential to provide important “windows” into their lives by identifying the risks
and challenges they face. This is exemplified by Busza’s [12] study of worry patterns for Vietnamese sex workers in Cambodia, which revealed worry about HIV/
AIDS nested within broader frameworks encompassing the need to provide funds
for extended families in Vietnam, issues of police harassment, and demanding
brothel owners.
For PWUID the importance of considering broader factors of concern was
highlighted by Mizuno et al. [13] who asked HIV-seropositive PWUID to rank
order their “life priorities” from a list of seven items including HIV, housing, having money, food, being able to work, childcare, and safety from violence. In their
sample of 161 individuals only 37% ranked HIV as a top priority, while nearly
half ranked HIV as their fourth priority or lower. Similarly Brogly et al. [14]
asked Montreal PWUID to choose five cards representing what they perceived as
the most important factors in their quality of life from a group of seventeen cards
including HIV/AIDS treatment, drug treatment, health, being useful, education,
feeling good about yourself, independence and free choice, spirituality, friends,
family, partnership, sex, housing, money, resources leisure activities, and drugs.
From this list the most frequently chosen factors were housing, health, money,
spirituality, family, and feeling good about yourself. Only 13% of participants
included HIV/AIDS treatment as an important factor, and this factor ranked a
lowly twelfth out of the possible seventeen items.
This recognition of worries in addition to HIV/AIDS infection or treatment
is important because both ethnographic studies [15] and health surveys [16] report on the chaotic nature of PWUID’s lives, with homelessness, stigma, and
lack of resources associated with high-risk behaviours ranging from sharing injection drug paraphernalia to survival sex, while simultaneously acting as barriers
to HIV/AIDS treatment [17]. In the present paper we analyze responses to a
survey questionnaire to delineate worry patterns for PWUID enrolled in a longestablished needle exchange program in Victoria, British Columbia in order to
gain a broader understanding of what they identify as risk and worry about in
their everyday lives.

Methods
Data for this study were generated by a survey of AIDS Vancouver Island’s Street
Outreach Services (AVI-SOS) Needle Exchange Program clientele. Conducted in
April-May/2008 the survey represented a collaborative research project between
members of AIDS Vancouver Island and the University of Victoria designed to
address the issue of continued injection drug equipment sharing among needle
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exchange clientele [18]. AIDS Vancouver Island has a long-running Street Outreach Services (AVI-SOS) Needle Exchange Program. Established in the early
1990s, this service exchanges syringes throughout Vancouver Island. In June 2008
the service was evicted from its fixed Victoria site as a result of a neighbourhood
association lawsuit and now operates a mobile needle exchange service in Victoria.
For the present study, eligibility criteria limited participation to persons aged
eighteen and over who had injected illicit drugs within the past four months
and who were active on the AVI-SOS registry. This registry contains date-specific
records of all needle exchanges listed by clients’ unique codes. The University
of Victoria’s Human Research Ethics Board reviewed and approved the survey
instrument (Human Subjects’ Certificate 08–277). Participants were paid a $20
honorarium for participating in the survey interview, which took less than an hour
to administer. The survey included sections pertaining to: 1) basic demographic
and educational history, 2) substance use history, 3) current injection practices, 4)
egocentric risk networks, 5) worry factors and, 6) drug sharing scenarios.
In total 105 AVI-SOS clientele completed the survey questionnaire. Descriptive statistics for this sample are presented in Tables 1 and 2. These indicate a
predominantly male (70%), White (77%), and older (mean age > 40.0 years)
sample. Clientele interviewed were characterized by both a long Victorian residency (mean years in Victoria > 17 years) and a lengthy affiliation with the needle
exchange (mean time period needle exchange client > 7 years). Despite fairly high
levels of formal education and literacy, with almost one-half (48%) completing
high school, slightly more than half the interviewees were homeless at the time of
the survey (average number of places slept in last week = 2.5) and another 10%
were living in shelters. Overall the sample consisted of older, street-entrenched
injection drug users with both a long Victoria residence, and a lengthy association
with the AVI-SOS needle exchange program.
To investigate worry patterns survey participants scored 14 items on a fivepoint scale measuring how frequently they worry about each item, with the scale
being: 1 = Never, 2 = Once a month, 3 = Weekly, 4 = Daily, 5 = All the time.
While response rates to sections within the total survey varied, for example over
10% chose not to complete the network questions, all 105 participants completed
this section which was written by AVI-SOS staff in collaboration with needle
exchange clientele and pretested to ensure that questions representing risks and
challenges Victoria PWUID face daily were included, and that question wording and terminology were clear. In the actual questionnaire administration, both
individual clients and interviewers had a copy of the questionnaire and went
through each section together to ensure mutual understanding of the instrument’s
questions.
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Table 1. AVI-SOS Clientele descriptive statistics for 105 individuals

Table 2. Sample size, mean, standard deviation, and range for AVI-SOS clientele descriptive variables

From discussions with AVI staff and needle exchange clientele prior to administering the questionnaire the 14 items in the worry section were thought to
represent three areas of risk and worry for PWUID. These were:
1: Overall Security – this included worry about food and housing as well as
personal safety, denoted on the questionnaire as the following items (item
number in parentheses): Having a place to stay (8), Able to get food (10),
Being robbed (7), Being assaulted (9), Being farmed (robbed while sleeping or high) by your peers (11) and Police arrest (or being jacked up by
police) (2).
2: Injection Drug Use-Specific Worries – included here were: Overdosing
(1), Vein damage (6), Missing your smash (or vein) (13), Police confiscating syringes (12) and, Getting clean needles (14).
3: Infectious Disease Worries – these include worry about contracting HIV/
AIDS, (3), Hepatitis C Infection (4) and Sexually Transmitted Infections
(5).
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To assess whether the survey participants also viewed these multiple items
in the same perspective we used the SAS® (Version 9.13) PROC FACTOR subroutine to perform an exploratory factor analysis on responses to the worry questions. Factor analysis is a data reduction statistical technique designed to delineate
a hypothesized underlying structure of large data sets represented by numerous
variables [19]. While our data set cannot be considered large, it does meet an important guideline for factor analysis; that the minimum number of subjects in a
sample be either 100 subjects or 5 times the number of variables being analyzed,
whichever is larger [20:73]. In our sample 105 participants responded to 14 variables, thus qualifying on both criteria.
Factors are assumed responsible for the covariation between two or more observed variables. Based on either correlation or covariance matrices, factor analysis
extracts factors representing shared variance. In this paper, factors were extracted
using the maximum likelihood option contained within PROC FACTOR, which
permits hypothesis testing for the best number of factors to be retained [20]. Extracted factors were then rotated, that is, a linear transformation was performed
on the factor solution for easier interpretation, via the PROMAX option in SAS,
rendering the extracted factors correlated or “oblique.” Individual variables were
considered to “strongly load” on each factor if they possessed factor loading scores
equal to or above 0.40 [19:29]. Variables which did not achieve this level (known
as low-loading) were removed from subsequent analysis.
To determine the number of factors to be retained in the model a scree test or
plot depicting each of the variables as a separate factor with respect to its corresponding eigenvalue (interpreted as the amount of variance accounted for by each
factor) was constructed. The point at which the slope of the plot changes from
a rapid to a slow decline is the cut-off for the number of factors to be retained.
This point separates factors with large eigenvalues from those with relatively small
eigenvalues [21]. In addition, as maximum likelihood techniques were used to
estimate the factor coefficients, a Chi-square test of the hypothesis that k factors
are sufficient was performed.

Results
Univariate Results and Reliability Estimates
To first measure the degree of worry recorded for each variable and to determine
if they are associated, we calculated their means and standard deviations. These
results are presented in Table 3 with the individual variables placed according to
their proposed factor. As seen here there was a wide range exhibited in the mean
values for each variable, ranging from the highest value (mean = 3.11) associated
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with having a place to stay, to the lowest values recorded for being able to obtain
clean needles (mean = 1.72) and worry about police arrest (mean = 1.76). Worry
about HIV/AIDS had the fourth highest ranking (mean = 2.84) below only worry
about having a place to stay, being robbed (mean = 2.91), and contracting hepatitis C (mean = 2.89).
Table 3. Descriptive statistics for individual variables and Cronbach’s alpha for each proposed factor

Also shown in Table 3 is a measure of inter-variable reliability known as Cronbach’s alpha, which denotes how well the variables in each proposed factor are
related. A commonly applied rule of thumb is that alpha levels should equal or
exceed 0.70. As shown in Table 3 this level is met for all three of the proposed
factors.
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Factor Analysis
Factor analysis proceeded in a two-step manner. First, all fourteen variables were
included in the analysis, and the results examined for low-loading variables. Two
variables, FARMED and ARREST (Questions 3 and 6 respectively) did not load
strongly on any factor. Accordingly, in the second step these variables were removed and the analysis repeated. For this second run the corresponding scree
plot was constructed. This revealed a steep drop-off in eigenvalues after the first
factor, which had an eigenvalue of 5.14. The second factor featured an eigenvalue
of 2.02, while the third factor had an eigenvalue of 0.97. Further, there was not
enough evidence to reject the hypothesis that 3 factors are sufficient (X233 = 33.4,
p-value = 0.45). Based on the scree plot and the chi-square test, 3 factors were
retained in the model.
Examination of the variable loadings, representing standardized regression coefficients, for each of the three factors is shown in Table 4. These data support our
initial supposition of three distinct factors pertaining to: 1) worry about overall
personal security, 2) specific worries associated with injection drug use and, 3)
worry about contracting infectious diseases associated with injection drug use. The
first factor, worry about overall security accounts for over 60% of the total variance and is represented by four manifest variables, being robbed (ROBBED), assaulted (MUGGED), having a place to stay (PLACE) and finding food (FOOD).
The second factor contains five variables, worry about overdosing (OD), vein
collapse (VEINS), getting clean needles (CLEAN), police taking needles (TAKE)
and missing your smash (SMASH), and contributes another 24% of the total
variance. The third factor includes the variables relating to worry about contracting HIV/AIDS, hepatitis C (HCV), and sexually transmitted infections (STIs)
contributed the remaining 15% of variation.
Table 4. Rotated factor pattern and standardized regression coefficients for the 3 factor model.
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Discussion
This paper performed an exploratory factor analysis on data pertaining to a broad
array of possible worries thought to characterize the daily life of People Who Use
Injection Drugs currently enrolled in a needle exchange program administered by
AIDS Vancouver Island, in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. In doing so it was
proposed that three common factors representing worry about overall personal security, health concerns specific to injection drug use, and contracting HIV, HCV,
and STIs would be delineated. Exploratory factor analysis indicated that the data
did indeed contain these three specific factors. Equally important, each factor
fulfilled the four interpretability criteria stressed by Hatcher [19:85–86]: 1) at
least three variables with significant loadings on each retained factor, 2) variables
loading on a given factor share some conceptual meaning, 3) variables loading on
different factors appear to measure different constructs and, 4) the rotated factor
pattern demonstrates simple structure, i.e. most variables load on only one factor
and have near-zero loadings on others. Two variables, worry about being farmed,
or robbed while high by one’s peers and worry about police arrest, were dropped
from the factor analysis, but univariate analysis showed that they both possessed
high mean values, and were viewed as additional important risks to our sample.
Our results are limited in being based on a small non-probabilistic sample
which hinders generalization to other settings. However, we note that this analysis
corresponds to previous studies [13,14] indicating that for PWUID specific worry
about HIV/AIDS exists alongside general living and security considerations.
Consideration of all these concerns echoes the classic paper by Strathdee et al.
[22] that argued that “needle exchange is not enough,” and that while vital, needle
exchange programs should be,”... considered one component of a comprehensive
programme including counselling, support and education.” More than a decade
later these words still ring true, with ethnographic [15] and survey-based [16]
studies linking social instability (e.g. homelessness), to both heightened HIV risk
behaviour and diminished adherence to anti-retroviral treatment therapy.
While certainly not detracting from the large number of rigorous studies indicating multiple positive HIV/AIDS related harm reduction effects associated
with needle exchange programs (for a recent listing of these see [1:143]), our
results again emphasize the need to address larger structural problems which form
risks and worries for PWUID. Unfortunately in the present case the closure of
the AVI-SOS fixed site needle exchange facility limits the organization’s ability to
address these broader programs. Throughout its existence the fixed-site provided a
suite of services, ranging from providing hot meals through access to street nurses,
referrals to housing/shelter organizations, personal counsellors and HIV/HCV
testing to simply providing a safe, dry, warm place. With its closure AVI-SOS
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must attempt to provide these services via newly established outreach services
which cannot individually offer the array of services provided by the now defunct
fixed-site; which this analysis reveals their clientele want and need.
In conclusion, combined with the historically more frequently applied concept of risk, consideration and inclusion of PWUID’s panoply of everyday worries into broader-based harm reduction interventions could provide important
insights or “windows” into their lives and yield effective programs featuring the
convergence of PWUID perspectives and public health goals.
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Effect of Sunlight Exposure
on Cognitive Function Among
Depressed and Non-Depressed
Participants: A REGARDS
Cross-Sectional Study
Shia T. Kent, Leslie A. McClure, William L. Crosson,
Donna K. Arnett, Virginia G. Wadley and Nalini Sathiakumar

Abstract
Background
Possible physiological causes for the effect of sunlight on mood are through
the suprachiasmatic nuclei and evidenced by serotonin and melatonin regulation and its associations with depression. Cognitive function involved in these
same pathways may potentially be affected by sunlight exposure. We evaluated
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whether the amount of sunlight exposure (i.e. insolation) affects cognitive
function and examined the effect of season on this relationship.
Methods
We obtained insolation data for residential regions of 16,800 participants
from a national cohort study of blacks and whites, aged 45+. Cognitive impairment was assessed using a validated six-item screener questionnaire and
depression status was assessed using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale. Logistic regression was used to find whether same-day or twoweek average sunlight exposure was related to cognitive function and whether
this relationship differed by depression status.
Results
Among depressed participants, a dose-response relationship was found between sunlight exposure and cognitive function, with lower levels of sunlight
associated with impaired cognitive status (odds ratio = 2.58; 95% CI 1.43–
6.69). While both season and sunlight were correlated with cognitive function, a significant relation remained between each of them and cognitive impairment after controlling for their joint effects.
Conclusion
The study found an association between decreased exposure to sunlight and
increased probability of cognitive impairment using a novel data source. We
are the first to examine the effects of two-week exposure to sunlight on cognition, as well as the first to look at sunlight’s effects on cognition in a large cohort study.

Introduction
It is widely accepted that climate and season affect psychological characteristics
[1,2]. Recent research has shown that serotonin and melatonin regulation, mechanisms that are involved in the relationship between sunlight and light therapy on
mood, are also involved in cognition, which suggests that cognitive function may
also be influenced by light [3-5]. Melatonin, serotonin and other mechanisms
involved in circadian rhythms are associated with cognitive functioning, and are
regulated by the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN), which are susceptible to the effects of differing intensities and patterns of environmental illumination [6]. However, the effect of sunlight and light therapy on cognitive function has not been
adequately studied. This study aimed to explore if sunlight exposure, measured by
insolation (the rate of solar radiation received in an area), is associated with cognitive impairment. In addition, examined the role of season in this relationship.
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This study was conducted using baseline data from a large prospective study, the
REasons for Geographic And Racial Differences in Stroke (REGARDS) Study,
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) satellite and ground
data. We hypothesized that lower levels of sunlight exposure at participants’ residences would be associated with increased rates of cognitive impairment. This
study was the first to examine the effects of two-week exposure to natural sunlight
on cognition, as well as the first to look at solar effects on cognition in a large
cohort study.

Methods
Participants
The present study consisted of participants from the REGARDS study, which has
been described in detail elsewhere [7]. In brief, REGARDS is a longitudinal study
being conducted to determine relationships between various risk factors and the
incidence of stroke. The participants are aged 45 and older and sampled from
the 48 conterminous United States. Study participants were oversampled from
the “Stroke Belt,” a high stroke mortality region consisting of the 8 southeastern
states of Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North
Carolina, and South Carolina. The sample population was particularly oversampled from the “Stroke Buckle,” a region with even higher stroke mortality along
the coastal plains of Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. Within each
region the planned recruitment included half white and half African-Americans
(actual: 41% African-American, 59% white). Planned recruitment within each
race-region strata was half male and half female (actual total recruitment: 45%
male, 55% female). At baseline, a telephone interview was conducted that recorded the patient’s medical history, demographic data, socioeconomic status, strokefree status, depression, and cognitive screening. An in-home exam was conducted
recording height, weight, and blood pressure. All participants provided written
informed consent, and the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board
for Human Subjects at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, as well as all
other participating institutions.

Sunlight Exposure (Insolation) Assessment
Sunlight exposure was measured using data values prepared and provided by
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center. Solar radiation values were obtained for
2003 to 2006 from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR), an assimilated data product produced by the National Center for Environmental
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Prediction (NCEP), a division of the U.S. National Weather Service. The product, including information from satellites and ground observations, was compiled
on a grid with a 32 km resolution over North America and matched to each participant by the geocoded residence obtained from the REGARDS database. Solar
radiation in Watts/meters2 (W/m2), a measure of the instantaneous solar energy
reaching the Earth’s surface, was assessed 8 times a day at 3-hour intervals for
each residence starting at 1:00 AM Pacific Standard Time (PST). A daily integral
of solar radiation was calculated; this is referred to as insolation and has units of
kilojoules per meters2 per day (KJ/m2/day). As a point of reference, under clear
skies in late spring or early summer, a typical daily insolation value in the central
U.S. is approximately 25,000–30,000 KJ/m2. In late fall or early winter, a typical
daily value is approximately 8,000–10,000 KJ/m2.
The current residence from the original recruitment file plus updated information from participant at time of scheduling in-home exam was used to
geocode each participant. Geocoding of the participants was performed using
SAS/GIS batch geocoding. Information obtained from SAS/GIS with 80%
accuracy or greater was utilized. Using a subset of the data, we validated the
results from the SAS/GIS procedure against a commercially available program
http://www.geocode.com using the Haversine formula, and found there to
be high agreement between the two algorithms [8]. For those with a SAS/
GIS accuracy of 80% or greater, the difference between the latitudes given
between the two programs had a mean of 0.23 kilometers and a maximum of
0.95 kilometers.

Cognitive Assessment
A six-item screener questionnaire was used to evaluate global cognitive status
by assessing short-term recall and temporal orientation [9-11]. As REGARDS
has done in other studies, the score of this screener was dichotomized into an
outcome of cognitively impaired or intact. A score of four or fewer correct
responses out of the six questions indicated cognitive impairment. Callahan
et al. 2002 validated the screener in both a community-based population of
344 black adults aged 65 or older and a population of 651 subjects who
were referred to the Alzheimer’s disease Center (16% black). Results from the
community-based sample found that for a six-item screener score of 4 or fewer, using clinically confirmed cognitive impairment as the gold standard, the
sensitivity was 74% and specificity was 80% [10]. The instrument was based
on and validated against the Mini-mental State examination [11]. It was also
validated against other cognitive measures and diagnoses of both dementia
and non-dementia cognitive impairment [10].
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Participant Selection
A total of 19,853 participants without previous stroke were enrolled in the study
at the time of this analysis (December 1, 2006). Of these, 3,020 patients with
poor geocoding (less than 80% accuracy) and a further 33 patients who were
missing cognitive scores were excluded, leaving 16,800 participants. Due to data
missing in any of the potential confounders, 3,253 of the 16,800 participants
were excluded during model selection. Once the model selection was completed,
only 2,326 of the 16,800 participants were excluded due to missing covariates
selected for the final multivariable model. Chi-squared and t-tests were used to
measure differences of the 5,379 excluded and 14,474 included subjects in the
final model.

Statistical Analyses
We analyzed insolation from the day the six-item screener was administered and
the preceding two weeks. Insolation measurements were analyzed as continuous
variables and categorical variables (by 5,000 KJ/m2/day increments).
Due to prior evidence regarding relationships with cognitive function,
we considered the following as potential confounders: sex, geographic
region (stroke belt, stroke buckle, or non-stroke belt), population density (urban, suburban, and rural), income (less than $20,000, $20,000 to
$34,999, $35,000 to $74,900, or $75,000 and more), education (less than
high school, high school diploma, some college, or college diploma), race
(black or white), smoking (current, past, or never), alcohol use (never used
or ever used), Body Mass Index (BMI) (underweight, normal, overweight,
or obese), hypertension status (systolic blood pressure ≥ 140, diastolic
blood pressure ≥ 90 or self-reported use of hypertension medications),
high cholesterol (cholesterol >240), diabetes status (fasting glucose ≥ 126,
non-fasting glucose ≥ 200, or self-reported diabetes medications), exercise
(weekly or less than weekly), depression status based on the Center for
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) scale, physical function
as measured by the 100 point scale Physical Components Summary (PCS)
in the 12-item Short Form (SF-12), season of phone interview (spring,
summer, fall, or winter), and age in years (45–54, 55–59, 60–64, 65–69,
70–74, 75–79, or 80 or more) [12,13].
T-tests, chi-squared tests, and correlation tests were used to determine
preliminary relationships between insolation, cognition, and the covariates.
Cochran-Mantel-Haenzel (CMH) chi-squared tests were used to determine if
ordinally categorized insolation had relationships with categorical predictors.
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Logistic regressions were used to model the association between insolation
and cognition. Backwards elimination was used to build the final multivariable model. Covariates whose relationships with cognitive function carried
p-values over 0.10 were not considered for inclusions in the multivariable
model. Due to the REGARDS sampling methods, the variables race, region,
and sex were included in the multivariable model regardless of statistical significance. All interactions of the remaining covariates with insolation in the
final models were considered. For any significant interactions the predicted
probabilities and odds ratios (ORs) of cognitive impairment with their 95%
confidence intervals were calculated. Since other factors related to seasonality
besides insolation may be related to cognitive function, such as temperature,
activity level, allergies, and stress, the final model was run both with and without season as a covariate [1,14-17].
Finally, the cognitive screener was divided into two components, the three
points that measure short-term recall and the three points that measure temporal
orientation. Each of these components was used to explore individual relationships with insolation. Univariate relationships were analyzed using chi-square
tests and multivariable relationships were evaluated by taking the final logistic
regression model obtained above and replacing the summary measure of cognitive impairment with each of the individual components of the six-item screener.
For these analyses, the three point component measures were dichotomized, with
one missing point indicating a deficit in either orientation or recall. The measures
were also analyzed continuously, so that each component would be equal to the
number of points obtained (0, 1, 2, or 3).

Results
Continuous two-week insolation (p = 0.005) but not same-day insolation (p =
0.332) differed significantly by cognitive status (data not shown). Table 1 presents
the baseline characteristics overall and by cognitive status. Sex, education, age,
income, population density, season, diabetes status, hypertension status, depression status, PCS, alcohol usage, and weekly exercise all differed significantly by
cognitive status (all p-values < 0.05; Table 1). CMH chi-squared tests indicated
that gender, age, region, population density, season, BMI, PCS-12, and weekly
exercise had dose-response relationships with ordinally categorized insolation, but
education, diabetes, hypertension, high cholesterol, smoking (data not shown),
and depression (Table 2) did not. Dose-response relationships of income (p =
0.0956) and alcohol use (p = 0.0650) with insolation were marginal (data not
shown).
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Table 1. Demographic, medical, and lifestyle characteristics by cognitive status
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Table 1. (Continued)

Table 2. Crude logistic univariate relationships of depression with two-week insolation
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Table 3 shows the univariate analyses of categorized insolation testing for
dose-response relationships with cognitive function. Two week insolation categorized by 5,000 KJ/m2/day showed does-response effects (p = 0.0075). Participants
in the lowest category of insolation compared to those in the highest insolation
category had 1.36 times (95% CI = 1.08–1.70) the odds of cognitive impairment.
When this measure of insolation was modeled as an ordinal variable, each successively lower insolation level compared to the adjacent higher insolation level
had 1.06 (95% CI 1.02–1.11) fold odds of cognitive impairment. This study also
confirmed prior study findings that there is a dose-response relationship between
cognitive impairment and age, income, and education status (Table 3). Depressed
participants showed an increased odds of cognitive impairment (OR = 1.90; 95%
CI 1.65–2.20). In addition, univariate analyses showed that the seasons of winter
(OR = 1.64; 95% CI 1.42–1.90) and spring (OR = 1.46; 95% CI 1.26–1.69)
compared to fall gave increased odds of cognitive impairment.
Table 3. Crude logistic univariate relationships of cognitive impairment with predictors and final covariates
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Table 3. (Continued)

Due to non-significant (p > 0.10) relationships of high cholesterol, BMI, and
smoking with cognitive impairment in crude analyses, these variables were not
considered for model-building. Further, population density, diabetes, hypertension, and weekly exercise were dropped from the model for non-significance (p
> 0.10) during backwards selection. The final multivariable model included sex,
race, education, income, age, region, depression, PCS-12 and alcohol as covariates.
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Because depression had a significant interaction with sunlight exposure in this
model (p = 0.008), the final model included this interaction term and predicted
probabilities of cognitive impairment were calculated according to sunlight exposure category and depression status. Figure 1 shows that the predicted probabilities of cognitive impairment for depressed participants are consistently higher
than the predicted probabilities of impairment for non-depressed participants.
Figure 1 also shows that depressed participants receiving less than 10,000 KJ/
m2/day of sunlight exposure compared to depressed participants in other solar
exposure categories had a significantly higher predicted probability of cognitive
impairment. When season was added to the multivariable model, it was significantly related to cognitive function (p < 0.01). Both spring (OR = 1.20; 95%
CI 1.01–1.42) and winter (OR = 1.33; 95% CI 1.07–1.67) seasons compared
to summer season showed increased odds of cognitive impairment. The relationships between sunlight exposure, depression, and cognitive impairment were unchanged when season was added to the model, giving identical predicted probabilities as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Predicted Probabilities and Odds Ratios of Cognitive Impairment by Depression Status.

Relationships between temporal orientation and short-term recall components
of the six-item screener did not reveal any significant univariate or multivariable
relationships with insolation, indicating that no single component was likely responsible for the relationship (data not shown).
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Conclusion
We found that among participants with depression, low exposure to sunlight was
associated with a significantly higher predicted probability of cognitive impairment. This relationship remained significant after adjustment for season. Among
participants without depression, insolation did not have a significant effect on
cognitive function.
This study adds to the body of literature that shows that environment and lifestyle profoundly affect those who are prone to Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
and other types of depression. Studies based on violent homicides, suicides, and
aggressive behaviors have repeatedly demonstrated seasonal characteristics, typically with peaks in the spring. These peaks have been associated with sunlight and
other climatic variables [18]. Those with SAD have mental states that vary with
season, with regular depressions occurring in the winter and remissions in the
spring or summer. It is established that these SAD episodes are associated with the
shorter daylight hours occurring in winter [19].
The fact that sunlight exposure was associated with cognition in depressed
participants supports our hypothesis that the physiological mechanisms which
give rise to seasonal depression may also be involved with sunlight’s effect on cognitive function. Leonard and Myint, 2006 laid out a paradigm showing how lack
of environmental illumination and other stresses might lead to altered serotonin
levels, neurodegeneration, depression, cognitive deficits, and ultimately dementia
[20]. Both seasonal and non-seasonal depression have been shown to have relationships with environmental illumination [19,21,22]. Theories regarding the
body’s seasonal cycles, which affect depression and may also affect cognition, are
mostly based on the regulation of the body’s circadian rhythms by the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) [6,23]. The SCN are modulated by various
factors such as body temperature and physical activity, but are in particular modulated by light received by retinal sensors at optimal wavelengths close to sunlight’s
dominant wavelength of 477 nanometers [23]. The SCN regulate the body’s sleep
cycle, body temperature, blood pressure, digestion, immune system, and various
hormonal systems. Dysfunctional circadian rhythms and sleep disorders, which
can occur from inadequate environmental light, have been associated with cognitive deficits [24]. One of the SCN’s regulatory functions are their inhibition of
the pineal gland from turning serotonin into melatonin during the presence of
daytime light [19]. Abnormalities and regulation of both the melatonin and serotonin systems have been found to vary according to sunlight and light therapy
in SAD [25,26], bipolar [5] and schizophrenic [27] patients, and even among
those without psychiatric diagnoses [28]. Serotonin and melatonin have also been
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implicated in many mental and cognitive disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease,
Parkinson’s disease, and sleep disorders [25,29].
Light has been shown to also affect brain blood flow. Cerebral blood flow
has specifically been found to improve after phototherapy in pre-term infants
[30] and SAD patients [31], and has repeatedly been found to be associated with
cognitive functions, such as memory. Inadequate cerebral blood flow has been
found to be a likely cause or result of decreasing cognitive functions among those
with cardiovascular diseases [32-34], as well as correlated with age-related diseases
such as Alzheimer’s [35] and non-age related diseases such as Lyme disease [36].
The relationships that serotonin, melatonin, and cerebral hemodynamics have
with sunlight, depression, and cognitive function suggest that persons prone to
sunlight-related mood disturbances may also be prone to sunlight-related cognitive difficulties.
This study adds to the limited base of knowledge regarding the relationship of
weather variables with cognitive function. Studies that have tested the effects of
artificial light on cognitive abilities have found that increased light exposure leads
to increased alertness and a variety of changes in regional brain activity [37]. In
addition, different spectral wavelengths have been found to have differing effects
on memory and other cognitive abilities [38]. However, unlike our study, these
studies only dealt with immediately acute effects and did not directly examine
the effects of natural sunlight. They also have poor generalizability due to using
animals or small numbers of human subjects from populations with particular occupations, socio-economic statuses, or ethnicities. We found only two studies that
examined the relationship between cognition and sunlight, both of which only
dealt with the effects of immediate, short-term exposure. Sinclair et al. (1994)
found that increased sunlight exposure was associated with an increase in heuristic
processing, which requires memory storage and relevant memory retrieval, but a
decrease in systematic processing, a more complicated process requiring analysis
and judgment [39]. Keller et al. (2005) found weak positive correlations between
sunny days and performance on two measures of cognition, digit span and openness to new information [1]. A major difference between our study and the previous studies is our method of obtaining the participant’s exposure to sunlight. The
NASA satellite used to obtain the insolation data in this study is able to record
data eight times a day as well as provide an accurate characterization of insolation matched to each participant’s geocoded home address. This gives superior
space and time precision compared to ground sensors used by previous studies.
Keller et al. (2005) used barometric pressure as a surrogate for measuring sunny,
clear days. Other studies that have not found significant associations between
mood or cognition and sunlight in the general population [40] have directly measured insolation using the nearest available ground sensors, which are centered on
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metropolitan areas. Satellite data allowed us to obtain multiple daily measurements across urban, suburban, and rural areas.
Exposure misclassification exists as a possible limitation of the study. Exposure
misclassifications may have taken place if during the two week exposure measurements participants spent a large amount of time in a climate different than the
climate recorded by the satellite. This could happen if participants spent large
amounts of time indoors or away from their reported home addresses. Also, the
daily insolation values were taken by the satellite sensors recorded simultaneously
throughout the four different time zones in the U.S. Thus, this point represented
different times in the day for different regions of the country. For example, the
insolation values used to calculate insolation for participants in the Eastern time
zone correspond to 3-hour sampling periods of 1:00, 4:00, 7:00 and 10:00 AM/
PM standard time, while for the Mountain time zone the sampling times are 2:00,
5:00, 8:00 and 11:00 AM/PM standard time. However, the relatively short threehour intervals at which the measurements were taken captures the diurnal cycle
well, and the misclassification due to this issue is quite small. It should also be
noted that while the relationships found in this study may not apply in younger
people (as our study was restricted to those 45 years or older), the participants of
the study were recruited from all over the country, with differing demographics,
medical factors, and lifestyle factors.
Due to the exclusion of a considerable proportion (27%) of 19,853 enrolled
REGARDS participants from the final model as a result of missing values and
poor geocoding, we investigated if the excluded participants differed from those
with complete information. While sex, education, region, alcohol, age, and depression status of the excluded subjects were statistically different, the proportions
of these variables all differed by eight percentage points or less (Table 4). Covariates with larger differences (over 2%) show a disproportionate inclusion into the
model of males, those with college diplomas, blacks, non-belt residents, and those
that have ever used alcohol. These variables all have known relationships with
cognitive impairment and would be the most likely causes of any bias, which
might have resulted in underestimating or overestimating the effect of insolation
on cognition.
There always remains the possibility of residual confounding. In addition to
the imprecision or bias that may be present in any measurement, we could not
account for specific psychiatric diagnoses or medicine consumption. Also, environmental temperature may be related to cognitive function, although temperature fluctuations are partially controlled for by season, exercise, cardiovascular
factors, and other possible correlates of temperature [41-44]. Eye function is another possible confounder. Specifically crystalline lens transmittance and papillary area have been found affect circadian photoreception, although controlling
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for age may reduce confounding from these factors. [23]. The interview’s time of
the day may also have an effect on cognition; however, the sampling method of
REGARDS should result in all participants having an equal chance of being interviewed during a given time resulting in similar time distributions at any given
variable level [6].
Table 4. Final covariates of excluded and modeled participants
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This new finding that weather may not only affect mood, but also cognition,
has significant implications and needs to be further elucidated in future studies.
That insolation had a relationship with cognitive function but not depression,
and that the effect of insolation on cognition is shown among depressed, but not
non-depressed participants indicates that insolation may have a relationship with
cognition that is independent of, but modified by, depression. It also suggests the
possibility that light therapy that is prescribed for SAD may also improve cognitive function. Future studies involving light and other therapies for SAD should
include cognitive function as a variable in order to determine relationships with
insolation, mood, and cognitive function. Future studies are also needed to demonstrate particular cognitive deficits. The six-item screener was designed to test
global cognitive status for large numbers of participants in an easy and efficient
manner. While it has adequate sensitivity and specificity as a screening procedure
to identify those most likely to have cognitive deficits, it cannot be used to make
any particular diagnosis and is limited in its sensitivity to cognitive deficits of
small magnitude. In the future, more specific exams and diagnoses can be used
to find the specific effects of sunlight on cognitive processes and diseases. We also
show that future research regarding treatment and lifestyle should in particular
focus on elderly people, since the older a participant is, the more likely the participant is to be cognitively impaired. In addition, research and possibly programs
regarding outreach and health education might be targeted to depressives in lower
education groups, not only because they are known to have lower access to healthcare in general, but also because they are at a particularly high risk of cognitive
impairment. Many of the prior studies have looked at the effects of weather on
mood and cognition as seasonal, but the results of this study demonstrate that
the effect of season on cognition can be explained by sunlight and other variables.
This study also has an interesting finding regarding those without an elevated level
of depressive symptoms. We did not find that sunlight meaningfully affected the
cognitive abilities of these individuals. However, this lack of a significant finding
may be found due to a number of inadequately controlled for indirect behaviors
acting as confounders, since there is previous environmental evidence for both
season’s effects on cognition and environmental illumination’s effects on mood
and cognition in general populations. Of particular importance, it may be true
that those who are non-depressed may spend more time outside, thus receiving a
more adequate supply of environmental illumination [17,19,21,22,45-47].
Because cognitive impairment is also associated with other psychological and
neurological disorders, discovering the environment’s impact on cognitive functioning within the context of these disorders may lead not only to better understanding of the disorders, but also to the development of targeted interventions to
enhance everyday functioning and quality of life.
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Safe Using Messages may
not be Enough to Promote
Behaviour Change Amongst
Injecting Drug Users Who
are Ambivalent or Indifferent
Towards Death
Peter G. Miller

Abstract
Background
Health promotion strategies ultimately rely on people perceiving the consequences of their behaviour as negative. If someone is indifferent towards
death, it would logically follow that health promotion messages such as safe
using messages would have little resonance. This study aimed to investigate
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attitudes towards death in a group of injecting drug users (IDUs) and how
such attitudes may impact upon the efficacy/relevance of ‘safe using’ (health
promotion) messages.
Methods
Qualitative, semi-structured interviews in Geelong, Australia with 60 regular heroin users recruited primarily from needle and syringe programs.
Results
Over half of the interviewees reported having previously overdosed and 35%
reported not engaging in any overdose prevention practices. 13% had never
been tested for either HIV or hepatitis C. Just under half reported needle sharing of some description and almost all (97%) reported previously sharing other injecting equipment. Many interviewees reported being indifferent towards
death. Common themes included; indifference towards life, death as an occupational hazard of drug use and death as a welcome relief.
Conclusion
Most of the interviewees in this study were indifferent towards heroin-related death. Whilst interviewees were well aware of the possible consequences of
their actions, these consequences were not seen as important as achieving their
desired state of mind. Safe using messages are an important part of reducing
drug-related harm, but people working with IDUs must consider the context
in which risk behaviours occur and efforts to reduce said behaviours must include attempts to reduce environmental risk factors at the same time.

Background
Injecting drug users (IDUs) experience higher rates of death and poorer health
than their non-injecting peers. IDUs are between 6 and 20 times more likely to
die than their non-heroin-using peers of the same age and gender [1]. Death due
to suicide among heroin users occurs at 14 times the rate of matched peers [2].
The major type of heroin-related mortality and morbidity is heroin-related overdose. At the time of this study, the number of deaths attributed to opioid overdose
in Victoria had risen from 49 in 1991 to 331 in 2000. In Australia, around a quarter of heroin users report having experienced an overdose in the past 6 months,
and over 70% reporting having witnessed an overdose in the previous 12 months
[3-5]. The other major cause of mortality and morbidity in IDUs is the transmission of blood-borne viruses (BBVs), most usually HIV and hepatitis C (HCV).
The high prevalence of HCV infection, and the increased infective ability of HCV
in comparison to HIV, makes sharing of all forms of drug paraphernalia, not simply
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needles, a high-risk practice [6]. In addition to the risk of overdose and BBV
transmission, environmental factors such as the illicit status of heroin, stigmatisation of IDUs and barriers to effective treatment maximise the consequences of
risky behaviour. These factors combine to create an environment where death and
disability are common occurrences for IDUs and this study seeks to document
IDU attitudes towards death and the relationship between these attitudes and
health promotion strategies.
Health promotion strategies (such as health education programs) have shown
some success in the general population and much of this thinking has influenced
the programs implemented with IDUs such as ‘safe using messages’ aimed at preventing overdose and BBV transmission. However, there is a small, but growing, literature which documents examples of when human desires and preferences mean that health behaviour is prioritised lower than other considerations.
This has been seen in regard to the use of condoms [7,8], dietary habits [9,10]
and smoking [11,12]. The majority of interventions targeted at overdose have
revolved around ‘safe using messages.’ Typical messages include: ‘don’t mix your
drugs,’ ‘split the dose,’ ‘always use with a friend,’ ‘use where you can be found’
and ‘watch your tolerance’ [13]. Whilst there is abundant literature describing
program implementation of safe using messages, there are no evaluative studies
of such strategies. The main intervention targeted at reducing BBV transmission
has been needle and syringe programs (NSPs) and their associated safe using messages. Such messages include: ‘don’t share needles,’ don’t reuse needles’ and ‘don’t
share other injecting equipment.’ Because of the logically combined nature of
these interventions, the effectiveness of health promotion messages alone remains
untested, but such programs appear to have limited success in reducing some
harms compared to others, especially in relation to overdose prevention and HCV
transmission. While there have been some investigations around risk behaviour
in marginalised groups [e.g. [14,15]], these studies have not investigated the role
of attitudes towards death and how indifferent attitudes affect the relevance of
health promotion messages. This study sought to understand some potential barriers for IDUs acting on health information, investigating their attitudes towards
drug taking and death and how such attitudes may impact upon the effectiveness
of safe using messages.

IDUs’ Attitudes Towards Risk
Most IDUs report never or rarely worrying about overdose or BBV transmission (excluding HIV/AIDS) [14,16]. Though not well studied, prior studies have
also shown that engaging in high risk behaviours does not necessarily mean that
someone has a reduced fear of death [17]. In some instances, individuals will act
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to minimise risk that is an unavoidable part of their environment, while still engaging in risky behaviours. For instance, crashes and death in serious recreational
cyclists, a pursuit that involves regular brushes with death, are viewed as inevitable
or unavoidable and are seen as ‘occupational hazards’ [18]. Although the high
level of danger is constant, cyclists are not actually ‘death cheaters.’ Rather, “due
to the unavoidably risk-laden nature of the activity, the subculture of cycling has
incorporated the dangers of riding in ways that inextricably linked them to the
very enactment of that life, the bike life” [[18]: 169]. Many risk takers, (e.g. parachutists and cyclists) often carefully try to reduce the risk as far as possible, but in
some cases, such as cyclists, environmental factors such as the dominance of cars
on the road, mean that the hazards they are exposed to are substantially increased
and beyond their control. Similar attitudes have been theorised for soldiers in
conflict situations, particularly those from lower class backgrounds [19,20]. In
their case, it has been suggested that indifference towards death is socially constructed through the dual masculinised roles of both “a man” who carries arms,
trained to kill and to cope with the death of a close friend, or a “real man” who
takes care of, and provides for, his family [19]. Both roles ultimately view death as
an occupational hazard, though, like cyclists, they are not indifferent to their fates
and take all reasonable precautions.

The Social Risk Environment
The perception of risk is highly contextual and it is worth considering that
risk can not only be enjoyed or avoided, it can also be ignored. For example,
Plumridge and Chetwynd [21] also observed that, for some of their sample,
risk was not denied or overridden, but acknowledged. This can also be affected
by the individual’s self constructed identity and the social environment they
inhabit. They noted that IDUs can inhabit “a social world in which there was
very little sense in which anything other than drug taking provided a raison
d’etre” [21].
People are often driven by ambivalent and confused motives, such as a desire
to achieve relief from pain or to escape an unbearable situation [15,21,22]. While
most individuals will reject the role of social/structural determinants on their behaviour, preferring individualistic explanations that affirm self-efficacy [21,23],
research consistently identifies how the social and structural environment we inhabit influences our behaviour, particularly in relation to drugs [23,24]. Specifically, the relationship between poverty, its consequent marginalisation and risky
drug-taking behaviour is well documented [25,26].
This relationship is even stronger when urban deprivation is found in combination with vulnerability and trauma [27,28]. Deprived urban settings are often
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violent and depressed contexts in which hope of attaining socially ordained norms
such as career, wealth and status are only attained by the token few. In such settings, risk and death can be less unattractive than a desire to relieve existential
pain, or escape a sense of hopelessness [29]. Importantly, such drug use and attitudes towards risk reflect the reality that drug use can be functional, pleasurable,
problematic and dangerous at the same time [26]. Within such a personal and
social milieu, reduction of harm may not be prioritised.

Methods
Sixty heroin users were interviewed over a six week period in April/May 2000 at
two needle and syringe programme (NSP) sites in Geelong, Australia. The sample
was a convenience sample and interview subjects were recruited using contact
cards handed out by outreach workers, NSP workers and ambulance paramedics
attending overdose events. The recruitment card informed potential participants
that interviews were about risk and heroin use. To be eligible for the study, subjects had to have used heroin in the previous month. Interviews were conducted
in interview rooms provided by Barwon Health Drug and Alcohol Services. Ethical clearance was granted by both Deakin University Human Research Ethics
Committee and Barwon Health Research Ethics Committee. Access to counselling was provided if required as well as referral for other support services. No
interviewees requested counselling, although one interviewee was referred to the
local psychiatric service following a suicide attempt. Subjects were reimbursed
$20 per interview.
Qualitative, semi-structured interviews were used and interviewees were
encouraged to talk freely of their experiences and opinions. General discussion topics of interest were listed on a checklist to ensure all interviewees
views were sought on each topic. Discussions were not structured in any particular order and topics were ticked off as mentioned in the normal course
of the more general discussion. All interviews were recorded and transcribed
verbatim. Interviews took between 20 and 95 minutes and subjects were required to use a pseudonym to ensure anonymity. Participants were asked about
overdose patterns, blood-borne virus behaviour, suicidality and attitudes towards death [29-31]. They were specifically asked about their risk behaviours,
attitudes toward death, whether they had ever attempted suicide and were
engaged in subsequent conversation regarding details on each topic such as
triggering events and other contextual details. While the study also looked at
suicidal thoughts and behaviour, these findings are presented elsewhere [29].
All questions were read out during the interview.
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Setting
Geelong is a city of approximately 205,000 people with a growth rate of 1.1% per
annum. Located 70 kilometres from Melbourne, it is both a regional centre and a
suburb of Melbourne. Geelong is traditionally and industrial and port town, but
has seen massive decline since the 1970s and now has few large manufacturers
remaining. This working class basis and subsequent decline in employment has
seen a raft of social problems over the past 3 decades, with alcohol, drugs and
drug-related violence featuring prominently on the social landscape. A number
of traditional working-class suburbs have become dominated by social housing,
unemployment and social security dependence. Most interviewees reported currently living in these suburbs, although it is unclear how long they have lived there
and over half reported unstable housing.

Analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted with SPSS and qualitative data was analysed
using NVivo. The narratives in this article result from thematic categorisation.
Thematic analysis is an inductive design where, rather than approach a problem with a theory already in place, the researcher identifies and explores themes
which arise during analysis of the data [32]. In this analysis, once a theme became
evident, all transcripts were reanalysed for appearances of the theme. Categorisation was not exclusive and some narratives appeared in many themes. Categories
are added to reflect as many of the nuances in the data as possible, rather than
reducing the data to a few numerical codes [33]. All the data relevant to each category were identified and examined using a process called constant comparison,
in which each item is checked or compared with the rest of the data to establish
analytical categories. For the sake of transparency, results reported are enumerated
[34]. Where available, narratives which present opposing viewpoints will also be
presented [35].

Limitations
The aim of this article is not to present an exhaustive analysis of this data, but to
offer some insights on indifference and injecting drug use using this qualitative
material. To this end, and considering the relatively small sample size, the findings presented here are not generalisable. In addition to this, the thematic coding
undertaken was conducted by a single researcher and may therefore be open to
interpretation. The study is also limited in terms of its limited geographical range
and the possibility that different localities will carry different cultures around risk,
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although this was not evident in the available comparisons such as rates of overdose and needle-sharing. The study also lacked a stated sampling frame, simply
using a convenience sample of people who attended NSPs. It is possible that more
a more structured sampling frame, combined with a larger sample, may have
identified differences within sub-groups of IDUs in relation to risk behaviour and
attitudes towards death.
Finally, the study ultimately relied on self report. While self report has
been found reliable in relation to behaviours which are able to be measured
though other means [36], it is unwise to assume that self report will be reliable for all aspects of a person’s behaviour. In particular, when talking about
death and risk, it is possible that a number of interviewees displayed some
bravado or other reasons for reporting in a socially constructed manner. Previous research has identified that there are many factors which might affect the
way in which interviewees wish to present themselves. Interviews are firstly a
socially interactive enterprise. “Evidence of such reflexive organisation of the
self can be seen in individuals’ sensitivity to social circumstance and sanction
in relation to their identities” [21]. Motivations can include the preservation of personal self constructions such as heroic individualism, responsibility,
maturity, courage or weakness which ultimately reflect their sense of moral
worth. Ultimately, interview accounts are constructed by actors interested
in achieving certain social effects in their story-making concerning identity,
reflexive biography and, for the purpose of this study, agency concerning risk
management and attitudes towards death [37,38]. On the other hand, it is
worth considering that most self report data has aligned with other research
evidence [21].

Results
Most of the interviewees (n = 36) were male (see Table 1). The average age of
interviewees was 28.1 years old (range 15–51 years). All interviewees had used
heroin within the past week and most reported that their main ‘drug of choice’
was heroin. Over half (53%) of interviewees were not currently in treatment and
30% were in methadone maintenance treatment (MMT).

Overdose Experiences and Prevention
Over half of the 60 interviewees (n = 35, 58%) report having previously overdosed, with an average of 4 (SD = 3.79) previous overdoses. Thirty two percent (n
= 19) of interviewees reported doing nothing to prevent overdose.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics

BBV Rxperience and Risk Behaviours
Interviewee behaviour regarding testing and risk behaviour around BBVs can be
seen as possible indicators of the behaviours are able to engage in if they are not
ambivalent towards their own fate, as well as a measure of the harm they have
already experienced. A substantial proportion of interviewees were unaware of
their HIV or HCV serostatus (13% and 10% respectively). Over half (54%, n =
32) were HCV positive and none were HIV positive. Around one in five of the
interviewees in this study self-reported both ever borrowing someone else’s needle
(18%) and lending their needle to someone else (22%).
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Attitudes Towards Death
Two questions about death were asked. The first question asked the participant
whether or not they ever talked about death with their peers. Most (84%, n = 50)
reported that they never talked about death, although 3% (n = 2) reported that
they often discussed death as a possible consequence of their heroin use. Interviewees were also asked how they felt about death and whether they were afraid
of dying. The vast majority (82%, n = 49) stated that they were never afraid of
dying, 12% (n = 7) said that they were afraid of dying from some causes other
than heroin use (i.e. car accident) and 3% (n = 2) of the interviewees reported that
they were often afraid of dying. Narrative responses showed that almost half of the
interviewees (n = 28) were either indifferent or fatalistic about death.
Wayne, 51 yrs, Well, I surely don’t want to die, but it doesn’t make me not want
to use. If it did I wouldn’t use any more, because I’ve dropped a few times. It
hasn’t frightened me off enough. I know if I die, I’ll just go to sleep any way, I
just don’t wake up.
Wayne’s narrative provides an example where overdose death is perceived to be
a comparatively pleasant experience. This attitude can be seen in its extreme form
in the following narrative.
Casey, 15 yrs, I reckon that was the best feeling, overdosing. The best feeling ever.
The first time I ever felt so stoned. It was just the best feeling ever. There was a
time when I was apparently dead. It was grouse, I felt like a was asleep and I was
just going through this full trippyness. It was the best feeling.
Casey’s narrative holds a number of insights into both the motivation for risky
heroin use, but also could be an example of the bravado expressed by a young person discussing a frightening experience. In the context of a research interview, and
the complexities of such a social interaction, it is probable that both elements are
at play. Ten interviewees also reported indifference towards both life and death.
Peter, 28 yrs, ... sometimes it gets too much. You’re broke all the time. You haven’t
got a roof over your head or you haven’t got money for food. You just get sick of
the lifestyle. It’s a real bugger because it’s something you love but you get discriminated against. You know, the way people treat you, even your family. It [heroin
overdose] would be a good way to go, better than cancer.
Peter’s narrative points to many factors related to poverty and urban deprivation, in addition to dependence on heroin. Peter is also clear that the consequences he identifies are primarily social or societal in their origin, including a lack of
accommodation, the lack of money or food, and more general discrimination,
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which are also mostly out of the control of the individual IDU. Such narratives
suggest that poverty and urban deprivation play a role in IDUs attitude towards
life, death and risk.
Another major theme to arise from the narratives (n = 8) was that death was
an occupational hazard of heroin use.
Frank, 24 yrs, I think that people who use accept that as one of the risks. You
just cop it on the chin.
Joe, 31 yrs, nearly every time, I know its Russian roulette. Sometimes pills. Also
some speed, usually hammer first, then speed. Dropping is really an occupational
hazard. When your number’s up, your number’s up. Why worry about it. It’s just
as likely that you’ll have a good whack and then walk across the road and get
hit by a truck.
Finally, not all interviewees exhibited the above-described attitudes towards
death and three interviewees reported that they were not indifferent towards death
and did their utmost to avoid death.
Bruce, 23 yrs, I mean, you talk about friends that have died and that, but I
don’t really have any sympathy for them. It sounds a bit harsh, but like I say, I’ve
had a lot of friends that have died from one way or the other, you know, but if
it’s through the choices they made then that’s their own business, you know what
I mean. I don’t want my daughter to know her whole life that her dad died a
junkie.
David, 35 yrs, it is out of control in one sense but I don’t break into houses or
anything like that. The only control I have is to throw myself into an area where
it’s impossible to get heroin. The best I can do is one day without. There use an
element of control I suppose, but it’s not enough to break free. I don’t want to die.
Either that or fail heroicly.

Worst Consequences
Interviewees were also asked what they believed would be the worst consequence
of experiencing an overdose. The interviewees were then read a list of four possible
alternatives and asked to nominate one (death, brain damage, police involvement
or being woken up). The order of consequences was randomly altered. Interviewees were also able to identify other consequences from which three more
responses were identified (nothing, all and wasted money).
Whilst thirteen interviewees reported that death was the worst consequence
of overdose, the majority (58%, n = 35) of interviewees identified brain damage
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as the worst possible consequence of an overdose. Other responses included ‘Being woken up’ (n = 5, 8.3%) and ‘Police Involvement’ (n = 3, 5.0%). Whilst this
finding is similar to responses from non-IDU populations [39,40], it does demonstrate that the majority of these interviewees clearly identified that there was
something worse than death. For example:
Lisa, 25 yrs, I knew a guy who overdosed and ended up with brain damage and
he ended up brain dead and they turned the machines off. That was pretty sad
really. With my partner, I think about it: is it bad for him to be here brain-dead
or with brain damage. I think I’d prefer them to die than have brain damage,
but then it’s the people that they leave behind. I think a lot of families go through
a lot of shit. I mean, it’s hard to say. Here I am saying “these families go through
a lot of shit,” but then I’ll go and risk killing myself. For me in an overdose, I’d
prefer to die, than have … brain damage.
The next most common response was ‘being woken up.’
Damian, 29 yrs, Coming back with a … Narcan headache. That’s worse than
anything I’ve ever had. I’d definitely rather be dead than brain damaged. It’s
part of the game isn’t it, guaranteed, you’re born to die.
Debbie, 22 yrs, for me it was just waking up, that was the pits. For the person
overdosing the worst consequence is waking up straight. If you’ve got people with
you, you shouldn’t get brain damage. All they’re concerned about is the drugs and
getting drugs and being stoned.

Discussion
The data presented above highlights that many interviewees did not see the possibility of dying as a reason to reduce risk behaviours. Most experienced the consequences of their risk behaviour regularly, yet few reported engaging in safe using
practices. Despite the fact that death is a common occurrence in this group of
people and they engage in a behaviour that carries a risk of death every day, most
tend to repress their fear of death, treating the likelihood of their death with
either ambivalence or indifference. It was apparent that when the effect desired
from drug use is on the verge of overdose/death, safe using messages are unlikely
to be of sufficient priority. For example, telling an IDU to ‘taste’ their heroin
prior to using the whole amount makes little sense to someone attempting to
gain the maximum effect from the heroin they possess. These findings raise questions about the conclusions arising from the existing literature which focuses on
changing individual behaviour and suggests support for interventions based on
reducing environmental risk [41].
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IDUs Relationship with Death
The major finding of the study is the high level of indifference and fatalism displayed by many of the interviewees towa rds their own death and the way in
which social and environmental factors such as poverty and marginalisation form
the background for this indifference. The narratives support the observations of
previous research that many of the interviewees were driven by ambivalent and
confused motives [22]. In particular, it was observed that for some IDUs, their
death is an event which is viewed with some dispassion and taking measures to try
to avoid the death can appear to be the equivalent of ‘avoiding the unavoidable.’
The narratives presented also lend weight to the proposal that indifference
towards death may turn out to be a rationally based response to “social isolation,
meaninglessness and anomie, so characteristic of social life in the 20th century”
[[42]: 715]. They point to the reality that in the lived experience of these IDUs
where “health may be accorded a relatively low priority by individuals suffering
psychological difficulties or social deprivation” [[43]: 223]. Indeed, it is implicit
in these narratives that many of the interviewees inhabited a social sphere where
there was very little in their lives that supplied meaning apart from substance use,
similar to that proposed by Plumridge and Chetwynd [23].
Indifference might also be seen as a matter-of-fact response to the very high
death rate amongst heroin users, but can also be viewed as fatalistic. Accepting
risk as an ‘occupational hazard’ may tacitly be denying any sense of agency towards risk behaviour and may result in IDUs not engaging in risk avoidance
behaviours. However, the idea of an occupational hazard is common amongst
other groups within Western society that engage in high levels of risk behaviour.
As seen in Albert’s investigation of risk and injury in serious recreational cyclists
[18], the concept of occupational hazard is employed widely to deal with situations which, on-the-whole, have little to do with the individual’s behaviour and
are more related to societal norms surrounding automobile use. The concept of
death as an occupational hazard attitude is also reflected in some discourses of soldiers in wartime settings [19,20,44]. However, the literature on attitudes towards
death in wartime soldiers emphasises more strongly the conflict-laden nature of
such attitudes, particularly in relation to dual roles of masculine provider and
citizen. The narratives from interviewees in this study also referred to conflicting
elements of their life, most particularly the need to feed their habit while staying
alive. From this sample, it was difficult to draw any inferences about gender roles
in this regard, although a confrontational attitude towards death was more apparent in men. However, the clearest parallel was the maintenance of the self image in
a hostile environment, where heroin use was viewed as a personal behaviour that
was made life threatening because of the drug’s legal status.
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In the context of drug prohibition inhabited by these interviewees, heroin
use has an ‘unavoidably risk-laden nature’ which leaves the IDU no other option
than to reasonably accept death as an occupational hazard of heroin use [15,41].
Thus, it appears somewhat incongruous to suggest that IDUs should use in a safe
environment when no such environments exist and illustrates the logic of environmental interventions such as safe injecting facilities. On the other hand, it is
also evident that some IDU are neither socially marginalised nor will they choose
to use such safe environments, and that the intersection between risk, pleasure,
escape and indifference means that reducing harm is not a priority.
The narratives of interviewees have also suggested how such societal factors
can impact on a person’s indifferent state and have illustrated the link between the
mental state of the individual, the high cost of heroin and, by association, current
drug policy. Similarly, the recognition by the individual that they are realistically
unable, to change situations for themselves, ultimately leads to indifferent and
fatalistic attitudes towards their own well-being. When individuals are dislodged
from the social fabric of society, or have their aspirations consistently thwarted,
they are more likely to hold indifferent attitudes towards their death [45]. This
was evident in those interviewees who reported being ambivalent towards life as
much as being indifferent towards death. Such attitudes have often been documented in socially and economically deprived urban areas [24,25]. It was also reflected in some responses which relayed a sense of bravado towards death and risk,
although the process through which individuals developed such responses and the
implications that such attitudes have for understanding their attitudes towards
death are most probably derived from a combination of an individual interpreting
past events in a way which allows maintenance of self image, as well as the telling
of their story which reflects the same goal. Far beyond simple epidemiological
correlations, ethnographic work has demonstrated how complex economic, social
and cultural factors interact to create situations where drugs become a central
part [15]. In such a social environment, “people who are using don’t care.” These
findings suggest that beyond investigating and treating drug use, “poverty and
deprivation warrant intervention in their own right” [26].

Conclusion
Most of the interviewees in this study were indifferent towards heroin-related
death. Whilst interviewees were well aware of the possible consequences of their
actions, these consequences were not as important as achieving their desired state
of mind. Despite the fact that death is a common occurrence in this group of
people and they engage in hazardous behaviour on a daily basis that carries a
risk of death, most treat the likelihood of their death with either indifference or
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resignation. When marginalised groups such as IDUs experience the ‘existential
angst’ observed in some of the narratives presented above, messages of harm reduction and health promotion may be of little relevance.
These findings illustrate that it may be more important to address the reasons
behind this indifference than to attempt to change behaviour. In the current drug
policy context of prohibition, discourses surrounding the rational choice of IDUs
to reduce the risk associated with their drug use are sometimes simplistic and
unrealistic. In reality, many IDUs do not have a full range of choices of how to
reduce the risks associated with their drug use and the discourses of choice espoused within safe using messages may ultimately fail to serve the drug user and
the wider community, encouraging ‘victim blaming’ thereby further entrenching
the marginalisation and fatalism of IDU populations.
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Factors Associated with
Attitudes Towards Intimate
Partner Violence Against
Women: A Comparative
Analysis of 17 Sub-Saharan
Countries
Olalekan A. Uthman, Stephen Lawoko and Tahereh Moradi

Abstract
Background
Violence against women, especially by intimate partners, is a serious public health problem that is associated with physical, reproductive and mental health consequences. Even though most societies proscribe violence
against women, the reality is that violations against women’s rights are often
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sanctioned under the garb of cultural practices and norms, or through misinterpretation of religious tenets.
Methods
We utilised data from 17 Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) conducted between 2003 and 2007 in sub-Saharan Africa to assess the net effects of
socio-demographic factors on men’s and women’s attitudes toward intimate
partner violence against women (IPVAW) using multiple logistic regression
models estimated by likelihood ratio test.
Results
IPVAW was widely accepted under certain circumstances by men and women
in all the countries studied. Women were more likely to justify IPVAW than
men. “Neglecting the children” was the most common reason agreed to by both
women and men for justifying IPVAW followed by “going out without informing husband” and “arguing back with the husband.” Increasing wealth
status, education attainment, urbanization, access to media, and joint decision making were associated with decreased odds of justifying IPVAW in most
countries.
Conclusion
In most Sub-Saharan African countries studied where IPVAW is widely accepted as a response to women’s transgressing gender norms, men find less justification for the practice than do women. The present study suggests that proactive efforts are needed to change these norms, such as promotion of higher
education and socio-demographic development. The magnitude and direction
of factors associated with attitudes towards IPVAW varies widely across the
countries, thus suggesting the significance of capitalizing on need-adapted interventions tailored to fit conditions in each country.

Background
Intimate partner violence against women (IPVAW) is deep-rooted in many African societies, where it is considered a prerogative of men [1,2] and a purely domestic matter in the society [3,4]. IPVAW is one of the greatest barriers to ending
the subordination of women. Women, for fear of violence, are unable to refuse
sex or negotiate safer sexual practices, thus increasing their vulnerability to HIV if
their husband is unfaithful [5,6]. Violence against women, especially by intimate
partners, is a serious public health problem that is associated with physical, reproductive and mental health consequences [7-10]. Even though most societies proscribe violence against women, the reality is that violations against women’s rights
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are often sanctioned under the garb of cultural practices and norms, or through
misinterpretation of religious tenets. Moreover, when violation takes place within
the home, as it is often the case, the abuse is effectively ignored by the tacit silence
and the passivity displayed by the state and the law-enforcing machinery. The
global dimensions of this violence are alarming as highlighted by numerous studies [2,7,8,11-25].
A troubling aspect of IPVAW is its benign social and cultural acceptance of
physical chastisement of women and isthe husband’s right to “correct” an erring
wife [26]. Women’s susceptibility to IPVAW has been shown to be greatest in societies where the use of violence in many situations is a socially accepted norm[27].
Studies have shown that attitude towards IPVAW is one of the most prominent
predictors of IPVAW, when contrasted with other potential predictors including
social and empowerment factors [28-30]. As it has been emphasised by a number
of scholars [31-33], without a fundamental change in the social attitudes that
foster, condone, and perpetuate IPVAW we will not be able to respond effectively
to this problem, by substantially reducing its alarming rates. Women’s own condemnation of this behaviour may, therefore, be an important element in changing
it. Most of the studies in the low- and middle-income countries on IPVAW have
focused on actual prevalence of IPVAW and its determinants [2,7,8,11-25] and
less focus has been on the underlying attitudes towards IPVAW [5,34-38]. In addition, most of the existing studies on IPVAW are based on women’s responses
while men’s perspective may also play an important role. Knowing the extent and
reasons for justification of IPVAW in a particular setting is important for different
reasons[35]. First, unfettered social and cultural acceptance of IPVAW may not
only lead to abetting such practices, but may also create major obstacles toward
altering such practices. Hence, understanding the underlying factors related to
positive attitude towards IPVAW may be fundamental for designing effective programmes to address the issue. Second, acceptance of IPVAW can be considered as
an indicator of the status of women in a specific social and cultural setting. Levels
of acceptance of IPVAW can provide insights into the stage of social, cultural and
behavioural transformation of a specific society in its evolution towards a more
gender egalitarian society.

Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses
Building largely upon conceptual framework developed by Rani and colleagues
[35], we postulated that an important ‘trigger’ for IPVAW in patriarchal societies
is the transgression of established gender roles. Studies from different patriarchal
societies have identified a common set of role expectations for women including
preparing food properly, caring for children, seeking husband’s or other family
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member’s permission before going out, not arguing with husband, and meeting
the sexual needs of the husband [5,35-38]. The conceptual framework used in this
study is based on the social learning theory and the ecological framework in order
to understand the predictors of attitude towards IPVAW. Social learning theory
postulates that individuals learn how to behave by observing and re-enacting the
behaviour of role models. Social norms and gender roles in a patriarchal society
are learned within a social group and transmitted from generation to generation. The myth of male superiority is maintained in many societies through rigid
gender norms and social practices such as polygamy, restriction on movement
of women, bride price and other practices that result in overall lower achievement levels among women including education, employment, financial power,
public role. Factors that will promote intolerant attitudes towards IPVAW will
operate mainly via three mechanisms [35]: by producing a conflict between reality and myth of male superiority; by exposing people to more egalitarian social
networks and authority structures other than kin-based ones; and by exposing to
non-conformist ideas through modern media. Wealth defines class, which may be
characterised by different social networks. Since poverty may increase chances of
conflict over resources, it is likely that individuals growing up in poor households
and neighbourhoods are often exposed to violence both within and outside the
family resulting in high acceptance of violence to resolve conflicts. Furthermore,
education and urbanisation may have a greater inverse effect on acceptance of IPVAW among women than among men. The purpose of this study was to contribute to the growing empirical literature on attitudes towards IPVAW. The specific
objectives were two-folded; 1) to study gender differences in men’s and women’s
attitudes towards IPVAW and 2) to examine factors associated with attitudes towards IPVAW.

Methods
Data
This study used data from Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) conducted
between 2003 and 2007 in sub-Saharan Africa available as of November 2008.
DHS surveys were implemented by respective national institutions and ORC
Macro International Inc. with financial support from the US Agency for International Development. Methods and data collection procedures have been published
elsewhere [39]. Briefly, DHS data are nationally representative, cross-sectional,
household sample surveys with large sample sizes, typically between 5,000 and
15,000 households. The sampling design typically involves selecting and interviewing separately nationally representative probability samples of women aged
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15–49 years and men aged 15–59 years based on multi-stage cluster sampling,
using strata for rural and urban areas and for different regions of the countries.
A standardized questionnaire was administered by interviewers to participants
in each country. The survey’s questionnaireswere similar across countries yielding inter-country comparable data. Only countries with available data on attitudes towards IPVAW were included in this study. This resulted in inclusion of
the following 17 participating countries in DHS: Benin, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia,
Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe.

Outcome Variable
To assess the degree of acceptance of IPVAW by women and men, respondents
were asked the following question: “Sometimes a husband is annoyed or angered
by things which his wife does. In your opinion, is a husband justified in hitting
or beating his wife in the following situations?” The five scenarios presented to
the respondents for their opinions were: 1. “if wife burns the food,” 2. “if wife
argues with the husband,” 3. “if wife goes out without informing the husband,” 4.
“if wife neglects the children,” and 5. “if the wife refuses to have sexual relations
with the husband.” Information was collected from all women and men irrespective of their marital status. A binary outcome variable was created for acceptance
of IPVAW, coded as ‘0’ if the respondent did not agree with any of the situations
when a husband is justified in beating the wife or did not have any opinion on the
issue and coded as ‘1’ if the respondent agreed with at least one situation where
the husband is justified in beating the wife.

Determinants Variables
To assure consistency, we selected determinant variables based upon previous
studies that investigated factors associated with attitudes towards IPVAW.
Demographic/social position was assessed using the following indicators: Sex
of respondent was defined as men or women; age (15–24, 25–24, 35+ years),
place of residence (urban or rural area), occupation (working or not working),
education (no education, primary, secondary or higher), marital status (never,
currently, or formerly married). DHS did not collect direct information on household income and expenditure. We used DHS wealth index as a proxy indicator
for socioeconomic position. The methods used in calculating DHS wealth index
have been described elsewhere [40-42]. Briefly, an index of economic status for
each household was constructed using principal components analysis based on
the following households’ variables: number of rooms per house, ownership of
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car, motorcycle, bicycle, fridge, television and telephone, and kind of heating device. From this the DHS wealth index quintiles (poorest, poor, middle, rich, and
richest) were calculated and used in the subsequent modelling.
Media access was assessed using the following indicators: access to information measured via frequency of watching television, listening to radio, and reading
newspapers/magazine. To allow meaningful statistical analysis, we dichotomized
the response levels “less than one week,” “at least once a week,” and “almost every
day” as one group and the response level “not at all” as the other group.
Decision Making Power
Respondents’ decision autonomy were assessed by inquiring about who bore the
responsibility of making decisions on household purchases including small and
large ones, visiting relatives and friends, spending the wife’s earnings, and the
number of children to have. For these variables, response options were “husband,”
“wife,” or “both husband and wife.” We created set of additive scale (from 0 to 5)
that counted the number of domains in which each (husband/partner alone, wife
alone, and couple) had the final word.

Statistical Analyses
In the descriptive statistics the distribution of respondents by the key variables
were expressed as percentages. We used Pearson’s chi-squared test for analyzing
contingency tables. All cases in the DHS data were given weights to adjust for
differences in probability of selection and to adjust for non-response. Individual
weights were used for descriptive statistics in this study. We used multiple logistic regressions to examine factors associated with attitudes towards IPVAW. We
entered all covariates simultaneously in the multiple regression models. Results
were presented in the form of odds ratio (ORs) with significance levels and 99%
confidence intervals (99% CIs). We performed random-effects estimates models as described by DerSimonian and Laird [43] to incorporate between-country
heterogeneity in addition to sampling variation for the calculation of summary
OR estimates and corresponding 99% CIs. Between countries heterogeneity was
assessed using the Cochran Q test [44] and the I2 statistic [45], which describes
the percentage of total variation across countries that is the result of heterogeneity
rather than chance.I2 was calculated based on the formula I2 = 100% × (Q - degree
of freedom)/Q.
Regression diagnostics were used to judge the goodness-of-fit of the model.
They included the tolerance test for multicollinearity, its reciprocal variance inflation factors (VIF), presence of outliers and estimates of adjusted R square of the
regression model.
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The largest VIF greater than 10 or the mean VIF greater than 6 represent acceptable fit of the models [46,47]. Statistical methods for complex survey data,
Stata, release 10.0 (Stata Corp., College Station, TX, USA) were used to account
for stratification, clustered sampling and weighing to estimate efficient regression
coefficients and robust standard errors. All tests were two tailed. Since due to the
large sample size, small differences in attitudes between groups may easily reach
the conventional 0.05 statistical significance, we reduced the condition for significance to 0.01 to account for this effect.

Ethical Consideration
This study is based on an analysis of existing survey data with all identifier information removed. The survey was approved by the Ethics Committee of the ORC
Macro at Calverton in the USA and by the National Ethics Committee in the
respective country. All study participants gave informed consent before participation and all information was collected confidentially.

Results
Description of Included Countries
Table 1 shows the countries, years of data collection, and sample sizes. It also illustrates the demographic and economic diversity of the selected countries. All the 17
countries were low-income countries. As for gross domestic product (GDP) per
capita, Swaziland and Namibia emerged as the most affluent countries with values
higher than United States dollar (US$)2000 per capita, whilst by contrast Ethiopia, Malawi and Rwanda were the most deprived with values less than US$250
per capita. Nigeria was the most and Lesotho was the least populated country
among the countries studied. Regarding levels of urbanization, the percentage of
urban population varied across the countries. The percentage of literacy among
women was highest in Lesotho (90%) and lowest in Burkina Faso (17%).
Table 2 shows the socio-demographic characteristics of the study participants.
Most of the respondents were female. The percentage of female ranged from 53%
in Ghana to 81% in Mozambique. Most of the respondents (34% to 48%) were
aged 15–24. The percentage of respondents with no education varies across the
country. The percentage of respondents with no education was lowest in Zimbabwe (3%) and highest in Burkina Faso (76%). With the exception of Lesotho
(44%), more than 50% of the respondents were currently working. The percentage of respondents that are currently married ranged from 35% in Namibia to
73% in Benin. Respondents were fairly evenly distributed across the wealth status
strata. In most countries, most of the respondents were living in the rural areas.
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Burkina Faso (11%) had least number of respondents with access to newspaper;
Swaziland (68%) had the highest. In all countries studied, more than 50% had
access to radio. The percentage of respondents with access to television ranged
from 17% in Malawi to 59% in Ghana.
Table 1. Description of data sets, selected social, economic, and demographic characteristics of the countries
included in the study

Table 2. Percentage distribution by selected characteristics
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Table 2. (Continued)

Justification of IPVAW by Gender Norm Transgressed
“Neglecting the children” was the most common reason agreed by both women
(Figures 1) and men (Figures 2) for justifying IPVAW followed by going out without informing husband and arguing back with the husband. The proportion of
respondents who agreed with the statement that IPVAW is justified for “neglect-

Figure 1. Percentage of women who believe that IPVAW is justified, by different scenarios.
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ing the children” ranged from 5% in Madagascar to 49% in Kenya among men
and from 11% in Swaziland to 59% in Ethiopia among women. The justification
for IPVAW was relatively low for “refusing sexual relations” among scenarios presented. Women were consistently more likely to justify IPVAW than men in all
the countries, with the exception of Lesotho, Swaziland and Kenya (Figure 3).
The percentage of women who justified IPVAW was lowest in Madagascar (28%)
and highest in Ethiopia (74%). Madagascar had also the lowest percentage (8%)
of men who justified IPVAW and Kenya the highest (62%).

Figure 2. Percentage of men who believe that IPVAW is justified, by different scenarios.

Figure 3. Sex-difference in attitude toward IPVAW of 17 sub-Saharan countries.
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Factors Associated with Attitudes Towards IPVAW
Table 3 presents the adjusted OR for justification of IPVAW (see additional file
1 for full odds ratios, 99% CI and p-values). The diagnosis of multi-collinearity
is shown in additional file 1. The largest VIF ranged from 2.15 to 5.18; and the
average VIF ranged from 1.77 to 2.49. Since none of the VIF values exceeds 10
and none of the average VIF exceeds 6, we concluded that there was no multi-collinearity problem. Women were significantly more likely to justify IPVAW than
men in all countries studied with the exception of Lesotho. Women were 29% less
likely to justify IPVAW than men in Lesotho (OR = 0.71, 99% CI 0.60 – 0.84).
The association between sex and justification of IPVAW became non-significant
in Namibia, Kenya, and Swaziland after controlling for respondents’ socio-demographic factors, decision making autonomy, and access to media. Compared to respondent aged 35 and older, respondent aged 15–24 were consistently and significantly more likely to justify IPVAW in all countries except for Benin and Burkina
Faso. Lower educational attainment was positively associated with acceptance of
IPVAW. Respondents with no education or primary education were more likely
to justify IPVAW compared with those with secondary or higher education in all
countries but Liberia, Madagascar, and Nigeria. Relationship between occupation
and acceptance of IPVAW was mixed. Respondents not in working force from
Burkina Faso, Mozambique and Rwanda were at 20% statistically increased risk
of justifying IPVAW. Currently not working respondents from Benin, Liberia,
Madagascar, Malawi, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe were less likely to justify IPVAW.
The association was not significant in other seven countries.
Table 3. Factors associated with attitudes towards intimate partner violence against women identified by
multiple logistic regression analyses*
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Compared with those never married, respondents that were currently married
from Benin (OR = 1.44, 99% CI 1.19 – 1.75), Kenya (OR = 1.46, 99% CI 1.21
– 1.77), and Madagascar (OR = 1.35, 99% CI 1.02 – 1.77) were more likely to
justify IPVAW. While, those currently married from Malawi, Namibia, Rwanda,
and Zimbabwe were less likely to justify IPVAW than those never married. In
some countries, such as Benin, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Liberia those
formerly married were more likely to justify IPVAW. In other countries, such
Malawi (OR = 0.56, 99% CI 0.43 – 0.72), Rwanda (OR = 0.78, 99% CI 0.64
– 0.96), and Tanzania (OR = 0.78, 99% CI 0.63 – 0.97) those formerly married were less likely to justify IPVAW than never married. The odds of justifying
IPVAW increased with decreasing wealth status in all countries. Living in rural
areas increased the odds of justifying IPVAW in most of the countries. However,
those living in rural areas in Madagascar (OR = 0.73, 99% CI 0.62 – 0.86) were
less likely to justify IPVAW than their counterparts from urban areas. Association
of justifying IPVAW with decision making indices were not consistent across the
countries studied. Respondents who reported final say in more household decisions than their partners were more likely to justify IPVAW in nine countries and
less likely to justify IPVAW in Benin, Burkina Faso, and Mozambique. Respondents were more likely to justify IPVAW in most countries when their partners
alone had the final say in more household decisions than they did. When respondents reported more decisions being made jointly than individually, they were
significantly less likely to justify IPVAW in most countries.
Access to newspaper reduced the odds of justifying IPVAW in all countries
with the exception of Malawi (OR = 1.20, 99% CI 1.06 – 1.37). The association
between listening to radio and acceptance of IPVAW was significant in only three
countries. As expected, listening to radio reduced the odds of justifying IPVAW in
Madagascar (OR = 0.83, 99% CI 0.70 – 0.99) and Rwanda (OR = 0.80, 99% CI
0.72 – 0.90). Counter intuitively, access to radio increased the likelihood of justifying IPVAW in Zimbabwe (OR = 1.23, 99% CI 1.10 – 1.37). The association
between watching television and odds of justifying IPVAW was not consistent
across countries. In some countries, such as Ethiopia, Ghana, and Madagascar
watching television reduced the likelihood of justifying IPVAW. In other countries, such as Mozambique, Namibia and Tanzania watching television increased
the odds of justifying IPVAW.
Figure 4 shows the results of pooled odds ratios (weight average) of the determinants of attitudes towards IPVAW (see additional file 2 for forest plots for
each variable). The results of meta-analyses confirmed that sex, age, education
attainment, wealth status, when partner alone had the final say in household decisions, and access to newspaper were associated with attitudes towards IPVAW
in the pooled analyses. Random effect model meta-analysis showed that women
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were more likely to justify IPVAW than men (pooled OR = 1.98, 99% CI 1.32 to
2.80). The results from the pooled analyses also confirmed that odds of justifying
IPVAW increase with decreasing age, decreasing education attainment, decreasing
wealth status. Compared those living in the urban areas, those from rural were
more likely to justify IPVAW (pooled OR = 1.15, 99% CI 1.02 to 1.30). Random
effect model meta-analysis showed respondent were more likely to justify IPVAW
when their partners alone had the final say in more household decision that they
did (pooled weighted average OR = 1.13, 99% CI 1.08 to 1.18). The pooled OR
for the effect of access to newspaper was 0.85 (99% 0.79 to 0.92). The results of
pooled analyses for occupation, marital status, when respondents reported more
final say in more, when respondents reported more decisions being made jointly,
access to radio and television were not significant. Figure 4 also shows magnitude
of cross countries variability in the determinants of attitudes towards IPVAW.
The Cochran Q’s test for heterogeneity for all variables gave p-values which were
highly significant (p <.0001). Higgins and Thompson statistics suggested that
79% to 99% of the total variation in the estimated effect of determinants was
due to heterogeneity between countries, thus suggesting that between countries
heterogeneity were almost certain present.

Figure 4. Forest plot showing pooled odds ratio and 99% confidence for socio-demographic factors.
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Discussion
In this large comparative study from 17 countries in sub-Saharan Africa, we
found that IPVAW was widely acceptable under certain circumstances and more
such among women, younger people, less educated, poorest, those living in rural
areas, those with less access to media and single decision makers. Women were
more likely to justify IPVAW in all countries, with exception of Lesotho even after
controlling for confounding factors. This, in agreement with the result of previous
study that has examined this association in seven countries in sub-Saharan Africa
conducted between 1999 and 2001[35]. A possible explanation for the exception
seen in Lesotho could be due to the fact that the adult female literacy rate is higher
than adult male literacy rate. It has been reported that women are more vulnerable
to abuse and exploitation in environment where there is high gender inequality,
these factors may be responsible for the observed gender disparities in attitudes
toward IPVAW. More sophisticated measures such as decomposition analyses are
needed to explore the sources of gender disparities in attitudes towards IPVAW.
Evidence from meta-analyses suggests that sex of the respondent stood out
as the most important predictor of attitudes towards IPVAW. Results of metaanalyses provided evidence that wealth status and education attainment were also
significantly associated with attitudes IPVAW. Access to newspaper reduced likelihood of having tolerant attitudes towards IPVAW. Some of the socio-demographic
correlates we studied have been documented in literature [12-20]. We found that
younger people are more likely to justify IPVAW. Despite the cross-sectional design in this study, comparing trend in attitude by ages indicates that the younger
generation is more likely to accept IPVAW than the older one. However, there
is a need for longitudinal studies to confirm this finding. Wealth status, education and urbanisation had a greater negative impact on acceptance of IPVAW in
most countries in this study. The limited effects seen in primary education alone
compared to those with secondary or higher education is not surprising. Having
few years of education usually at young age may not expose people to new nonconformists ideas[35]. It may even bring conflict between reality and myth of
male superiority[35]. In accordance with the results of previous studies[5,35], we
found that occupation status had minimal effect on acceptance of IPVAW. Most
women in low-income countries work largely in informal sectors with low paid
jobs. Women are usually exposed to the same patriarchal social structures at the
work place that may further strengthen the myth of male superiority.

Policy Implications
We have provided evidence that in most Sub-Saharan African countries studied
here IPVAW is widely accepted as a response to women’s transgressing gender
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norms, men find less justification for the practice than do women. We believe
like others [35,48], that the first step toward eliminating this practice is to “build
up a substantial amount of momentum” in opposition to the use of violence in
conflict resolution and that, given its widespread acceptance in these societies,
the development of a “new social consensus” albeit a slow process, is crucial. A
climate of tolerance of IPVAW would make it easier for perpetrators to persist in
their violent behaviour and make it more difficult for women to disclose domestic
violence [31]. In terms of IPVAW, there is a need for a social environment characterized by low tolerance and an increased sense of social and personal responsibility toward IPVAW [33]. This, in turn, would contribute to a social environment
more effective in terms of social control of IPVAW [49]. Public awareness and
education campaigns aiming to lowering social tolerance and to increase the sense
of social and personal responsibility toward IPVAW are needed in order to reduce
and prevent IPVAW.
Sub-Saharan Africa is ethnically, culturally and religiously diverse and economic development and education levels vary widely across the countries. Not
unexpectedly, we found that the magnitude and directions of factors associated
with attitudes towards IPVAW varies widely across the 17 countries studied. SubSaharan African countries have heterogeneous conditions. Understanding cross
countries diversities may aid in the identification of regions that may need to be
particularly targeted with education and prevention programs. Thus, multifaceted
geographically differentiated intervention may represent a potentially effective approach for addressing issues related to intimate partner violence in sub-Saharan
Africa with policies tailored to country-specific conditions. Furthermore, decision
makers should capitalize on need-adapted interventions to meet societal conditions in a bid to change men’s distorted attitudes toward IPVAW.
Potential public health programmes could include structural and genderbased interventions. Structural interventions focusing on improving the coverage and dissemination of information to the general public may be beneficial in
changing men’s attitudes toward IPVAW, alongside a review of the educational
system, which may seem to reinforce gender inequity. It is also important to note
that access to media reduced odds of acceptance of IPVAW in most countries.
The widespread acceptance of IPVAW may also become a major hurdle in success of other reproductive health programs (i.e., family planning programs), care
seeking for sexually transmitted diseases or voluntary testing and counselling, and
condom use for prevention of HIV/AIDS if the women do not confront men
because of the threat of domestic violence, as a large proportion of women in
these societies considered “arguing with husband” and “refusing sex” as valid reasons for wife beating[50]. Gender-based interventions, building on advocacy for
shared autonomy in the domestic domain, and the provision of basal education
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for all may prove paramount in changing men’s distorted attitudes about IPVAW,
particularly among younger men and in rural settings. We found that joint decision making reduced likelihood of justifying IPVAW indicating that imbalance of
power is associated with higher odds of justifying IPVAW. Interventions that promote joint decision-making might be a promising strategy for increasing women’s
view towards equality in marriage while promoting men’s views that household
disputes should be settled with negotiation and not violence. To break the norms
that sustain women’s vulnerability in society, there is a need for pro-active efforts
toward socioeconomic development and promotion of higher education.

Study Limitations and Strengths
There are a number of caveats to be considered when interpreting these results.
The cross-sectional nature of the data limits ability to draw casual inferences. The
study can be criticized for using an indirect measure of household wealth. However, due to the fact that in low- and middle-income countries, it is hard to obtain
reliable income and expenditure data, an asset-based index is generally considered
a good proxy for household wealth status. Our study focused on understanding
the role of individual variables as determinants of attitudes towards violence in
specific Sub-Saharan countries. We did not incorporate an assessment of the effect of interactions between such variables and other societal factors in our study
design. For instance societal level variables such as ethnicity could interact with
gender in explaining attitudes towards violence. Future research using a multilevel design may be necessary to assess such interaction effects. Another important
limitation is that the reliability and validity of this instrument used for measuring
attitudes towards IPVAW is yet to be established [36,37]. It has been documented
that attitudes toward IPVAW is limited in scope to capture women’s normative
roles in the domestic arena[37]. In addition, other issues such as motivations for
partner abuse because of nondomestic factors such as women’s financial status,
employment position, education and husband’s drunkenness are not included
in the measure of attitudes toward IPVAW. Apart from instrumental validity, the
potential limitations of face-to-face interviews need to be acknowledged[37]. For
example, when contrasted with self administered questionnaires, participants may
tend to underreport their attitudes toward IPVAW in the presence of their interviewers. However, ethical measures such as guarantees of anonymity and administering the interviews by trained personal may have improved such reporting[37].
Despite these limitations, the study strengths are significant. It is a large,
population-based study with national coverage. In addition, data of the DHS
are widely perceived to be of high quality, as they were based on sound sampling
methodology with high response rate. DHS also adhere to stringent ethical rules
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in the collection of domestic violence data used. An important strength of this
study is the number of included countries and geographic and socioeconomic
diversities constitute a good yardstick for the region, and help to strengthen the
findings from the study.

Conclusion
This large comparative analysis has provided evidence that IPVAW was widely
acceptable under certain circumstances and more such among women, younger
people, less educated, poorest, those living in rural areas, those with less access to
media and single decision makers. There is a need for proactive efforts to break the
norms that sustain women’s vulnerability in the society besides socio-economic
development as well as promotion of higher education among men and women.
Direct concerted efforts from the government, non-governmental organisations
and enlightened men and women within the society are necessary to raise awareness about the issue as well as questioning the social norms. This study has provided information about individual predictors of attitudes toward IPVAW in 17
sub-Saharan countries. However, our knowledge about the contextual factors associated with the attitudes toward IPVAW is still limited.
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Abstract
Background
There has been very little research on wellbeing, physical impairments and
disability in older people in developing countries.
Methods
A community survey of 1147 older parents, one per household, aged sixty and
over in rural Thailand. We used the Burvill scale of physical impairment, the
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Thai Psychological Wellbeing Scale and the brief WHO Disability Assessment
Schedule. We rated received and perceived social support separately from children and from others and rated support to children. We used weighted analyses to take account of the sampling design.
Results
Impairments due to arthritis, pain, paralysis, vision, stomach problems or
breathing were all associated with lower wellbeing. After adjusting for disability, only impairment due to paralysis was independently associated with
lowered wellbeing. The effect of having two or more impairments compared
to none was associated with lowered wellbeing after adjusting for demographic factors and social support (adjusted difference -2.37 on the well-being scale
with SD = 7.9, p < 0.001) but after adjusting for disability the coefficient
fell and was non-significant. The parsimonious model for wellbeing included
age, wealth, social support, disability and impairment due to paralysis (the
effect of paralysis was -2.97, p = 0.001). In this Thai setting, received support from children and from others and perceived good support from and to
children were all independently associated with greater wellbeing whereas actual support to children was associated with lower wellbeing. Low received
support from children interacted with paralysis in being especially associated
with low wellbeing.
Conclusion
In this Thai setting, as found in western settings, most of the association between physical impairments and lower wellbeing is explained by disability.
Disability is potentially mediating the association between impairment and
low wellbeing. Received support may buffer the impact of some impairments
on wellbeing in this setting. Giving actual support to children is associated
with less wellbeing unless the support being given to children is perceived as
good, perhaps reflecting parental obligation to support adult children in need.
Improving community disability services for older people and optimizing received social support will be vital in rural areas in developing countries.

Background
There is increasing interest worldwide in the study of wellbeing as a means to
assess need and to evaluate positive dimensions of health care programs. Positive mental health “which allows individuals to realise their abilities, cope, and
contribute to their communities” [1] and the capacity to sustain social relationships are key dimensions of wellbeing [2]. Wellbeing can be measured in terms of
positive psychological symptoms (such as being able to enjoy things and to let go
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of worries) or life satisfaction, but increasingly multidimensional scales are used
which include concepts such as autonomy, self-acceptance and relations with others [3,4].
Research on associations between physical impairments and wellbeing in older
people has been limited [5-7] although there have been several studies of depression as an outcome suggesting that disability mediates most of the effect of
specific medical conditions on depression [8-10]. However, research until now
has come almost entirely from richer industrialised countries. One aim of this
study was to see whether patterns of association between impairment, disability
and psychological well-being in Thailand are similar to or different from those
described elsewhere. Given cross-cultural differences in perceived well-being, a
recent advance has been to develop culture-specific scales such as the Chinese Aging Well Profile (2007) [11]. In Thailand, Ingersoll-Dayton et al [12] developed
and validated the Thai psychological well-being scale, which is related to the Scale
of Psychological Well-being Scale [3]. Particular features of this, which is the only
multidimensional wellbeing scale developed for use with Thai older people, is that
compared to versions used in Western settings, more of the dimensions are interpersonal (measuring harmony and interconnectedness with other people) and
fewer are intrapersonal (e.g. measuring acceptance and positive mood).
In Thailand, the setting for this study, the proportion of adults 60 years of age
and over rose from 4.5% in 1960 to 9.5% in 2000 and is predicted to be 25% in
2040[13]. In the rural Thai context, as in many developing countries, facilities for
health care and support for disabilities are limited. Also in many other developing
countries, rapid rise in rural to urban migration of young adults means that older
parents are increasingly living separately from their adult children [14]. In Thailand as in other Asian cultures, children traditionally take responsibility for older
parents and older parents continue to support children. Given the potential relative importance of support from children [15] we were interested to see if support
from children rather than support from others was associated with wellbeing.

Methods
Setting
We nested the study within the Kanchanaburi Demographic Surveillance System
in western Thailand [16]. Kanchanaburi province is a mostly rural region located
130 kilometres west of Bangkok with a population of about 735,000 in 2007. The
Kanchanaburi Demographic Surveillance System system has monitored households since 2000 in 100 neighborhoods (villages and urban census blocks). The
neighborhoods were drawn from five strata (classified on ecological, socio-economic
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and population criteria) by stratified random sampling from the province population of 871 villages and 131 urban census blocks. The study described here
is part of a longitudinal study designed to study the impact on older parents
of out-migration of their adult children/offspring[17] During sampling for the
main study we needed to identify which older adults were parents of at least one
living child offspring, and whether the older parent was co-resident or not with
at least one of their offspring. There was a potential sample of 3916 households
with at least one older adult aged 60 and above, of whom 2432 (62%) had at least
one child offspring of the older adult in the same household, and 1484 (38%)
did not. We used simple random sampling to select 60% of households where
an older adult was not co-resident with at least one of their child offspring and
30% of households where an older adult was co-resident with at least one of their
child offspring. This comprised a total of 1620 households. We used random
selection to identify the participant in situations where there was more than one
eligible parent living in a household. Data were collected from November 2006 to
Jan 2007.

Recruitment
The interviewing team visited each sampling unit and made contact with the
village headman prior to visiting each selected household. The populations were
mostly already well acquainted with the demographic surveillance system. If the
selected older adult and the household head gave consent, the interviewer first
interviewed the household head with the household questionnaire and then the
older adult with the individual questionnaire.

Questionnaire Development
We carried out focus group discussions to explore experiences of rural ageing,
health and wellbeing and exchanges with family members. This informed the development of the questionnaire which was pre-tested by a team of ten experienced
interviewers on three separate occasions. After each pre-test we made modifications by consensus. The final version was back-translated to English and checked
for consistency by a bilingual psychiatrist and a bilingual social scientist.

Inclusion Criteria
Fluent Thai-speaking; aged 60 or over; parent of at least one living child (biological, adopted or step-child); residence in a demographic surveillance system village
since at least 2004.
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Dependent Variable
Psychological well-being. We used the 15-item Thai well-being scale [12,18],
developed using extensive qualitative and quantitative methods. It has five
dimensions of wellbeing which are harmony, interdependence with close persons, respect (from others), acceptance and enjoyment. Each dimension has
three items which were developed from confirmatory factor analysis. We used
the global factor model which was shown in Thailand to have good fit indices
(goodness of fit 0.95, root mean square error of approximation 0.05) [12].
The items of the scale have been shown to have adequate internal consistency
(Cronbach’s alpha coefficient in this sample 0.89) and test-retest reliability
(ranging from 0.6 to 0.7 in previous work) [12] and the scale correlated positively with life satisfaction and negatively with the Geriatric Depression Scale
(-0.4) [12]. A statement is read out for each item. For example, for acceptance
the statement is ‘When you have small problems, you can let go of your worries.’ The older person indicates on a 4-point scale if the statement is not at all
true, slightly true, somewhat true or very true.

Independent Variable
Physical Illnesses and Impairments: we used a modified version of the Burvill
physical illness scale [19]. Participants were asked about the presence of 13
common medical problems including breathlessness, faints/blackouts, arthritis, paralysis/loss of limb, skin disorders, hearing difficulties, heart trouble,
eyesight problems, gastrointestinal problems, high blood pressure, diabetes
and pain. If any of the problems was present we rated it as impairment if
participants stated that the problem was interfering a great deal with their
function.

Potential Confounders
Socio-Economic Position
Years of education, number of household assets (out of 22, such as ownership of a
fridge, motorcycle, or mobile phone), and household wealth index. We used principal components analysis to develop the household wealth index from the list of
assets and the interviewer’s global rating of household quality. The first principal
component (which accounted for 26% of the variance compared to 7% for the
second next most important) was used to provide an overall socioeconomic index
based on these 23 items. This final index comprised 15 items (14 household assets
plus household quality).
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Social Network and Social Support
We modified existing measures in the light of the importance in the Thai context of the family and of children. We measured size of neighbourhood family
network, frequency of talking to a child, frequency of talking to friends, received
support (instrumental, emotional, financial), actual support to children (instrumental, emotional, financial), perceived adequacy of support from and to children, and received support from others [20-22]. The received social support from
children scale rated received support yes/no from any of their children on each
of ten items. The received social support from others scale rated received support
yes/no from anyone other than children on the same ten items. The support to
children scale rated support to any children on each of five items.
Cognitive Function
We used a learning task which has been used extensively in low and middle income countries which is drawn from the Consortium to Establish a Registry of
Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) [23,24], comprising immediate recall and delayed
recall of a ten-word list. We defined significant cognitive impairment as performance at or below 1.5 standard deviations below the norm for the individual’s age
group and educational level on both tests.
Disability
We used the brief (12-item) questionnaire from the WHO Disability Assessment
Schedule to rate disability over the past 30 days [25]. We were unable to translate
the item on learning a new task, which was viewed as not applicable for older
adults in this setting. Therefore, we used 11 items, each self-rated on a four point
scale from no problem with carrying out the activity to total/extreme inability.
Domains included understanding and communicating with the world, getting
around, self-care, getting along with people, activities and participation in society.
We categorised the total score into thirds of low, medium and high disability.

Data Collection
The data collection team of four supervisors and twelve interviewers had at least
a bachelor’s degree. Most had previous experience with interviewing for the demographic surveillance system. Residential training took ten days and included
presentations, role play and practice in pilot villages. The study was presented to
the interviewers as a study of healthy ageing in Thailand. Purposefully, no possible links were discussed between psychological wellbeing, impairment, disability
or social support from children in order to blind the interviewers to the research
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hypotheses and none of these sections of the interview immediately followed each
other in sequence.
The data collection team stayed in the villages at the headman’s house or the
temple. Quality control included checks on data completeness and consistency.
Interviewers had to return to the participant if data were inadequate. Field station
research managers (trained in the interview but blind to the hypothesis), and researchers were in frequent telephone contact and regularly visited the data collection teams. We conducted all interviews in Thai and gathered informed consent
from all participants. We gained ethical approval from Kings College Research
Ethics Committee (No. 05/05-68) and from Mahidol University Institutional
Review Board.

Sample Size Calculation
This was developed for the main longitudinal study which was designed to study
the impact on older parents of out-migration of their adult children/offspring
from the district [17]. The sample size was based on a comparison of prevalence
of common mental disorder in those with all children migrated versus those with
some children migrated and required a total sample size of 954 given the proportions expected of those exposed and not exposed to having all their children
migrate from the district.
Analysis
We used Stata version 9 for Windows (Release 9, College Station, TX: Stata Corporation. 2003). We weighted the data using the product of two sets of probability weights to take account of differential sampling at neighbourhood and household levels. The weighting at neighbourhood level took account of the probability
of the neighbourhood being selected from the total number of neighbourhoods
in that stratum in the province. The weighting at household level took account
of the probability of being selected if the older parent was or was not co-resident
with one of their offspring. We used the survey commands in Stata (svyset) for
analyses. We first described the unadjusted associations between wellbeing score
and the socio-economic, social support and health variables. We modelled impairment in two ways: as individual impairments and as a total of different impairments (one impairment versus none and two or more versus none). We used
multiple linear regressions to develop a model for the effect of impairment on
wellbeing, carrying out tests of the effect of impairment after adding in potential
confounding variables. We explored interactions between social support, specific
impairments, total impairments and total disability in the multivariable model.
All tests were Wald tests as appropriate for weighted survey data. Residuals were
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computed for the final multivariable model and plotted as histograms (to assess
any evidence for non normality, including individual outliers) and were also plotted against predicted values (to assess evidence for heteroscedasicity, in the sense
of greater spread with increasing value). Variance inflation factors (VIFs) were
computed for all independent variables to check for collinearity.

Results
1620 older adults in 1620 households were sampled, of whom 1300 (80%) were
eligible to take part. Reasons for not being eligible were having no biological or
adopted children or step-children; having died since 2004, or moved out of the
village. Out the 1300 eligible, 1147 (88%) agreed to take part and 153 (12%)
were non-responders of whom 110 were unavailable for an interview (despite at
least three visits to the household), 21 refused to take part and 22 were too unwell. Of the responders, data were incomplete for 43 due to the older adult being
unwell or cognitively impaired. There were no significant differences between responders and non-responders in terms of age, gender, living alone, being married,
or education.
Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of parents: actual sample numbers (total n = 1147) and weighted
percentages

Table 1 shows the actual sample numbers and weighted estimate of the characteristics in the wider province population of parents from which the sample
was drawn. The average age was 70 years (SD 7.1). As shown in Table 1, 57%
of the participants were female. Nearly half had less than primary school education, which for our sample meant less than four years education. (Only in the
last two decades has Thailand’s compulsory education extended to six and now to
twelve years) Nearly half were still working. Because we over-sampled those not
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co-resident with a child, the study population has a lower proportion living with
a child compared to the province estimate and is slightly more likely to live alone.
Otherwise there were negligible differences between the study sample and the estimated province population. The average number of live children in these parents
was 4.8 (SD 2.4); 2.4 sons and 2.4 daughters. Three-quarters either lived with a
child or saw a child daily. The mean duration of residence in the same district was
nearly 50 years. The mean wellbeing score was 33.3 (SD 7.6).
Table 2. Prevalence of impairments and associations with wellbeing, weighted linear regression

The three most common impairments were arthritis, pain, and eyesight problems. Approximately one-third (32%) of the older adults did not have any impairment, 18% had one and 50% had two or more impairments. Impairments due to
arthritis, pain, paralysis, vision, stomach problems or breathing were all associated
with lowered wellbeing. Paralysis, faints/blackout, breathlessness, and pain were
the impairments with the highest effect size for less wellbeing. After adjusting the
impairments for disability, only paralysis remained significantly associated with
low wellbeing.
Table 3. Association between wellbeing score and having one or two or more physical impairments (sample n
= 1147)
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As shown in Table 3, having one impairment compared to none and having
two or more compared to none was significantly associated with less wellbeing.
This association remained after adjusting for socio-demographic factors, social
support from children, social support to children, and social support from others.
There appeared to be some positive confounding by socio-demographic factors as
the coefficients for the association with impairment fell slightly and the statistical significance decreased. This may be explained because factors such as wealth
and education are associated with greater wellbeing and with less impairment.
There appeared to be some slight negative confounding by social support from
and to children as the significance rose again after adjusting for these. This could
be because more impaired older peoples are likely to receive more social support
from children and others, and more social support is also associated with greater
wellbeing. Finally, after adjusting for disability, the association between number
of impairments and wellbeing fell and was no longer significant.
Table 4. Associations between psychological wellbeing and demographic, social and physical health status
(sample n = 1147)

Variables that were significantly associated with wellbeing either before and/
or after adjustment are shown in Table 4. The parsimonious multivariable model
for psychological wellbeing included age, household wealth, currently working,
family network size close-by, receiving support from children, receiving support
from others, talking more frequently to a child, perceiving receiving very adequate
support from children, perceiving giving good support to children, less impairment due to paralysis, (p = 0.003), less general impairment, less disability, and
giving less actual support to children. Of note, neither living alone or cognitive
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impairment were associated with wellbeing. The percentage of variance explained
by the multivariable model was 32%. The residuals showed no evidence for non
normality nor for outliers, and there was no evidence for heteroscedascity. There
was no evidence for collinearity (all VIFs <10).
There was an interaction between social support from children and paralysis
– those with low received social support from children and with paralysis were
especially likely to have low wellbeing (p value for interaction 0.033).

Discussion
The key finding from this paper is that impairment due to paralysis was associated with lowered psychological wellbeing in older Thai people, even after controlling for eleven other physical impairments, disability, socio-economic factors
and social support. A second key finding is that while an increasing number of
impairments was also associated with less wellbeing, this association, and those
with other individual impairments, were explained by disability. A third finding
is that in this Thai setting, received support from adult child offspring, received
support from others and perceived support from adult child offspring were all
independently associated with greater wellbeing in older parents whereas actual
support to children was associated with lower wellbeing.
Chance is an unlikely explanation for the adjusted association between paralysis and low wellbeing, and for the adjusted association between disability and low
wellbeing, as the associations were significant at a level of p = 0.001. We were able
to adjust for a range of covariates so confounding is an unlikely explanation. All
impairment and disability measures relied on subjective perception which may
lead to misclassification of health status, although a high level of agreement has
been reported between self-reported and objective health status measures [19].
Bias is unlikely in this community sample with a good response rate and interviewers were blind to the study hypotheses. Although we oversampled, this was
on the basis on living arrangements rather than health and was anyway taken account of in the analysis. Non-systematic error is possible – for instance this might
have come about through poor reliability of the interviewing team or through
participants’ errors in recall of their health problems, although previous work has
shown a high level of agreement between self-report and objective health status
measures [19]. We did not formally assess inter-rater reliability. However as part
of the demographic surveillance system approach, quality control is well established and prioritised including daily checks on data completeness and consistency, having a research supervisor for each team of interviewers and having field
station research managers (trained in the interview but blind to the hypothesis),
and researchers, in frequent telephone contact and making regular visits to the
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data collection teams. This is a cross-sectional study so the direction of causality
cannot be definitely inferred.
Why was paralysis associated with a large and significant effect on wellbeing?
Studies of older people in Western countries have reported low mood and depression particularly following stroke and that this association was independent of
disability [26]. Post-stroke depression of course may have a biological basis which
may explain our finding [27]. However, wellbeing is a broader concept than depression. Our measure of wellbeing was developed and validated using thorough
qualitative and quantitative work with Thai older people [12,18] and includes
concepts vital to Thai wellbeing including interpersonal as well as intrapersonal
aspects. The effect of paralysis may be due to the scarce disability services in rural Thailand, with few opportunities to receive aids, adaptations, or community
transport. Rural people may thus be especially vulnerable to loss of social contacts
in the neighbourhood and to losing respect. Another possibility is that impacts
of stroke go beyond disability, either via biological effects on the brain [27] or
through the psychological meaning of stroke such as shame over loss of function
and altered appearance and fears about prognosis. In this setting of high outmigration, absence of children may also be a factor, although most older people
still either live close to a child or talk to a child weekly or more.
Our finding that disability explains the association between number of impairments and low wellbeing echoes studies that have looked at impairment, disability and depression and at impairments and wellbeing in Western countries
[6,9,28,29]. Prospective studies have shown that disability can predict the onset
of depression [29]. A recent review concluded that much of the effect of impairment on negative affect could be explained by the potential mediating effect of
disability [30]. It is striking that our result mirrors that from western countries,
showing the cross-cultural applicability of the wellbeing model.
The model for greater wellbeing included other factors, notably received social
support from children, perceived social support from children, received social
support from others, financial remittances from children and wealth. As a number
of associations were analysed in this study, a problem of multiple testing might
have occurred. However, it is unlikely that this would explain our findings as
most of the factors in the parsimonious model for wellbeing were significant at
p < 0.001 or p = 0.001. Several possible mechanisms could explain the effect of
received social support on wellbeing. Social support may reduce stress and consequently buffer the effect of negative events. Although received support is likely to
reflect need, certain types of received support may be valuable in bringing about
improved wellbeing[31].
Greater social support might also aid older people with impairment to carry out daily tasks, encourage them to be physically active, increase medication
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compliance, decrease social restriction and enhance self-esteem [32]. In the Thai
culture, connections between parents and children are vital [33]. Although many
parents in this study had out-migrant children, they continued to receive support through telephone contact, visits and economic remittances[17] In addition, they received support from others, often neighbours or other relatives living
close by, and this was also independently associated with greater wellbeing. This
suggests that older people living without children are adapting to the realities of
out-migration and finding help from others close by in their neighbourhood. It
is striking that received support from children and from others appeared helpful,
and that received support from children may even buffer the impact of paralysis
on low wellbeing. Older Thai people may place less value on autonomy than those
in western countries, finding support from family members especially important
and comforting [12]. A perception by the parent of giving a good amount of
support to their offspring was associated with better well-being. However, giving
actual support to children was associated with less wellbeing, perhaps reflecting
parental obligation in this culture to support adult children in need [34].
Some limitations of this study include its cross-sectional design. Secondly our
measure of wellbeing is culture specific—although this may also be regarded as
strength of the study. Thirdly, the findings from this study might lack generalisability to all older adults as the sample was restricted to parents with at least one
living child, although in Thailand this excluded only 5% of older people as we
included anyone with a biological, adopted or stepchild.
In conclusion, disability may mediate most of the impact of chronic physical
impairments on psychological wellbeing, although paralysis appears to have an
independent effect. Received social support, perceived social support and wealth
also have important positive effects on psychological wellbeing. Improving disability services and optimising social support will be vital in rural areas in developing countries which are likely to experience increasing depletion of younger
adults in the next decade. While care is currently provided by family members,
especially daughters and grand-daughters, we suggest that potentially valuable
services in rural areas may include home care programmes for older people and
their carers, home visits by health care volunteers in the village, day care, extending the existing network of ‘elderly clubs,’ occupational therapy to enable aids
and adaptations at home, and making a range of facilities more accessible to older
disabled people.

Conclusion
In conclusion, in this Thai rural setting, most of the association between physical impairments and lower wellbeing in older people is explained by disability.
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Received support from children and from others and perceived high support from
and to children were all independently associated with greater wellbeing whereas
giving actual support to children was associated with lower wellbeing. Improving
community disability services for older people and optimizing received social support through families, neighbours and home care programs will be vital in rural
areas in developing countries.
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Use of Modern Contraception
by the Poor is Falling Behind
Emmanuela Gakidou and Effy Vayena

Abstract
Background
The widespread increase in the use of contraception, due to multiple factors
including improved access to modern contraception, is one of the most dramatic social transformations of the past fifty years. This study explores whether the global progress in the use of modern contraceptives has also benefited
the poorest.
Methods and Findings
Demographic and Health Surveys from 55 developing countries were analyzed using wealth indices that allow the identification of the absolute poor
within each country. This article explores the macro level determinants of the
differences in the use of modern contraceptives between the poor and the national averages of several countries. Despite increases in national averages, use
of modern contraception by the absolute poor remains low. South and Southeast
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Asia have relatively high rates of modern contraception in the absolute poor,
on average 17% higher than in Latin America. Over time the gaps in use
persist and are increasing. Latin America exhibits significantly larger gaps in
use between the poor and the averages, while gaps in sub-Saharan Africa are
on average smaller by 15.8% and in Southeast Asia by 11.6%.
Conclusions
The secular trend of increasing rates of modern contraceptive use has not resulted in a decrease of the gap in use for those living in absolute poverty.
Countries with large economic inequalities also exhibit large inequalities in
modern contraceptive use. In addition to macro level factors that influence
contraceptive use, such as economic development and provision of reproductive health services, there are strong regional variations, with sub-Saharan Africa exhibiting the lowest national rates of use, South and Southeast Asia the
highest use among the poor, and Latin America the largest inequalities in use.

Editors’ Summary
Background
Access to safe and effective methods of contraception is seen by many to be a
basic human right. Contraception plays an important role in improving women’s
health (by reducing the risks that would otherwise accompany unwanted births),
as well as the social and financial situation of women and their families. However,
despite a steady increase in contraceptive use worldwide over the past few decades, the World Health Organization says there is still a significant unmet need
for birth control. Very many women worldwide, probably around 123 million,
would like to limit the number of children that they might have but, despite this,
they are not using contraception. There are probably many factors responsible for
this unmet need, including the availability of health services, a woman’s level of
education, her social and financial situation, and cultural factors.

Why was this Study Done?
Although it is clear that use of contraception has been increasing worldwide over
the past few decades, particularly in developing countries, it is not clear whether
the poorest people in each country have also benefited from this trend. Given
that contraception has important effects on health and on the financial and social
circumstances of a family, it is important to find out whether there are any differences in contraceptive use between the poorest and richer members of society.
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What did the Researchers do and Find?
This research project was based on data collected by a survey oganization about
various aspects of the health, social, and economic status of households worldwide. Over 100 surveys conducted between 1985 and 2003 were used from the
publicly available survey database. The researchers then classified each household
for which there was survey information as being in the poorest 20% of households
or not, worldwide. Importantly, this categorization reflects whether the household was in the “absolute poor” worldwide, not just the poorest for their respective country. Since information about household income was not directly available from the surveys, the researchers had to use an approach based on ownership
of consumer goods and services (referred to as “asset-based wealth measures”).
The researchers then looked at trends in contraceptive use amongst the poorest
households, and examined whether contraceptive use was linked to other factors,
such as level of education and average income.
The data showed that use of contraception by poor women was linked
to the overall degree of poverty in the woman’s country. Poor women from
countries where many households were in the poorest 20% worldwide were
far less likely to use contraception. Secondly, the researchers found that poor
women were less likely to use contraception than average women in their
country, and in richer countries, there seemed to be a larger gap in contraceptive use between “average” and “poor” women. Finally, the researchers found
that various factors were linked to greater contraceptive use, which included
the date of the survey (more recent surveys were more likely to show greater
use of contraceptives), the wealth of the country where the survey was done
(richer countries showed greater use), and whether women had skilled birth
attendants (a marker of access to reproductive health services, and again this
pointed to greater use of contraceptives). However, the researchers did find
that there was huge variability in use of contraceptives worldwide, even when
comparing countries at a similar economic level.

What do these Findings Mean?
This study shows that although contraception use is increasing over time, its use
by poor people is low. The gap in use of contraception between poor people and
“average” people also seems to be increasing over time and is wider in richer countries. The reasons behind these findings are not clear, but the data suggest that
nations and international health organizations need to focus their attention on
providing contraceptive services in a way that will reach people who have very
low incomes.
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Introduction
The use of safe and effective methods of contraception allows couples to determine the number and spacing of their pregnancies. Access to such methods was
deemed a fundamental human right by the 1994 International Conference on
Population and Development (ICPD)—a forum in which countries committed
to work toward achieving the goal of universal access to reproductive health services, including access to effective contraceptives. Improving the use of effective
contraception contributes to reducing the burden of reproductive ill health by
decreasing mortality and morbidity of unwanted pregnancies [1,2]. Further, increasing contraceptive use reduces fertility, which, in turn, can play a crucial role
in poverty reduction [3,4].
The widespread increase in the use of contraception is one of the most
dramatic social transformations of the second half of the twentieth century
[5]. Spurred by the international population control movement in the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s, contraceptive use increased dramatically throughout the
developing world [6]. This increase is likely due to multiple factors including access to modern contraception. Such access, in turn, is likely related to
micro- and macroeconomic factors, including women’s education, household
income, integration into the modern economy, and to the proactive efforts
of governments and other health providers to make contraceptive services
available. A question that has not been addressed to date is whether the poor
have also experienced this positive trend, which has been demonstrated for
national average use rates [7,8].
The first Millennium Development Goal is the reduction in absolute poverty. The development community has increasingly focused its attention on
the circumstances of the absolute poor living on $1 a day and the near-poor
living on $2 a day [9]. Given the international commitment to ensuring that
couples are able to exercise their right to plan their pregnancies and the important role of contraceptive use in promoting both reproductive health and
economic growth, it is essential to determine whether the absolute poor in
different parts of the world are able to use modern contraception. In short, is
the apparent global progress in the use of modern contraceptives also benefiting the poorest?
To answer this question and provide evidence for monitoring progress
toward international goals, the analysis presented here uses data from the
Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) [10], as well as a methodology identifying the absolute poor women within each country, to explore differences
in progress between the rich and the poor and the macro level determinants
of these differences.
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Methods
Data
The findings of this analysis are based on an analysis of 110 DHS [10]. The DHS
is a household survey program that collects data on maternal and child health,
using nationally representative samples of women of reproductive age. Table 1
presents the countries, years, and sample sizes of the surveys used in this analysis.
The surveys span a period of nearly 20 years (1985–2003) and include several
countries with three or more surveys from Latin America and the Caribbean, subSaharan Africa, and South and Southeast Asia.
Table 1. List of Surveys Included in the Analysis
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Dependent Variable
The use of contraception is analyzed for nonpregnant, ever-married women in
the age group 15–49 y. We limit the analysis to ever-married women (married,
divorced, or widowed), because in several countries the DHS samples only within that group. Only modern contraceptive methods are included due to their
higher efficacy compared to traditional methods [11]. These methods are: injectable and oral hormones, implants, intrauterine devices, spermicides, condoms,
diaphragms, female sterilization, and male sterilization. The dependent variable
in the analysis is the percent of ever-married women using modern contraceptive
methods, measured for each quintile of wealth in each survey.

Explanatory Variables
To examine factors that might potentially influence contraceptive use across
countries and over time, regressions were run using the STATA statistical package, version 9.2 (http://www.stata.com/). Estimates of socioeconomic characteristics, skilled birth attendance, and education are directly derived from the DHS
datasets, using the sampling weights. Average income per capita in international
dollars is available from the Penn World Tables and the World Bank [12,13] for
multiple years for each country. We used the estimate of GDP per capita for the
year of the survey that was used in the analysis. The Gini index was available for
1990 and 2000; the year that was closest to the survey year was included in the
study [13]. The Gini index measures the extent to which the distribution of income across households within a country is unequal; it takes on values from 0 to
100 with 0 representing perfect equality and 100 perfect inequality.

Estimation of “Wealth Quintiles”
We measured wealth using a method developed by Ferguson et al. [14]. As wealth
is a latent variable that cannot be directly observed, we estimate it using information on predictors of wealth (age, education, sex of the household head, and
urban/rural location) and indicators of wealth (electricity, radio, television, refrigerator; bicycle, motorcycle, car; main construction materials of the walls, roof,
and floor of the house; source of drinking water and type of toilet facility, as well
as, in some cases, other country-specific assets). The set of assets available in the
DHS is limited, as the questionnaire was not designed to be used for the estimation of a wealth index.
A detailed discussion of the statistical methods applied to estimate the index
can be found elsewhere, and its application seen in other studies [14–18]. Briefly,
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a random-effects probit model was used to identify “cutpoints” that represent the
point on the wealth (latent) scale above which a household is more likely to own
a particular asset. This “asset ladder” was then applied to every household in each
survey to produce adjusted estimates of household wealth. Linear regression of
asset cutpoints from all surveys was used to place the wealth estimates from all
surveys on the same scale, thus leading to a wealth index that is directly comparable across surveys. The correlation between the average economic status at the
country level and gross domestic product (GDP) per capita is 0.83 across all DHS
surveys.
For this analysis, we have distributed the population in each country to “developing country quintiles.” These quintiles have been constructed so that quintile 1
refers to the bottom 20% of the population across all developing countries, taking into account DHS sampling weights and the relative population size of each
country. Thus, quintile 1 does not represent the bottom quintile in each country
but can be thought of as a measure of absolute deprivation. This construction of
quintiles across all surveys allows for comparisons and analyses of variations in
contraceptive use rates in the most deprived.
The composition and the percentage of the population in absolute deprivation
changes over time within a country, as some countries have achieved a reduction
in the proportion of the population living in absolute poverty over the past two
decades. Despite improvements in the levels of poverty, the gap between the national average and those in the poorest quintile in key health indicators remains
of critical policy significance. A central dimension of the effectiveness of a government is its ability to deliver services to those in absolute deprivation. As the
national income grows, a country’s capacity to do this should increase. The construction of quintiles in a comparable way over time and across countries allowed
us to monitor the use of modern contraceptive methods by the poor over time.

Regression Analysis
We explored two types of regression models: (i) ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, which was run separately for each wealth quintile and the national average; (ii) seemingly unrelated regression, which was applied to the five quintiles
at the same time, to control for potential correlation of the error terms. In all
regressions, the dependent variable was the percent use of modern contraceptive
methods, and the independent variables were GDP per capita, Gini coefficient,
year of survey, percent births attended by skilled personnel, average years of education, and a regional dummy variable.
Our findings were robust to the choice of model. In the tables and figures
that follow, we chose to present the estimates from the OLS regressions, as the
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seemingly unrelated regressions can be applied only to countries with estimates
of contraceptive use for all quintiles of income, which reduces the sample size. As
the choice of model does not affect the substantive conclusions on the size and
significance of the effects, we present the results from the OLS model.

Results
Average rates of use of modern contraceptive methods have increased over the past
few decades in most developing countries. Our findings illustrate the differences
in use by the poorest groups and how these differences relate to the estimated
national average use.
Figure 1 presents a graphical exploration of the use of modern contraceptive methods by women in the poorest quintile, compared to the percentage of
women in each country in that quintile. As the proportion of women in the bottom quintile increases, the estimate of use by the bottom quintile approximates
the national average. Figure 1 shows, as expected, that the prevalence of modern
contraceptive use by poor women is strongly related to the proportion of women
in each country who are poor. The striking result from Figure 1 is that there are
large variations in modern contraceptive use across countries with similar proportions of women in poverty; for example, in countries with 30% of women in the
bottom quintile, the prevalence of use ranges from near zero to 24%.

Figure 1. Modern Contraceptive-Method Use in the Poorest Global Quintile The relationship between the
percentage of ever-married women and the use of modern contraceptive methods by ever-married women in the
poorest global quintile is shown.
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Figure 2 summarizes the relationship between the use of modern contraceptives and the level of economic development. As income per capita increases, the gap between the poorest members of the population and those
representing the national average appears to increase. The positive slope in
Figure 2 implies that as countries become richer, the poor remain impoverished. Among the data in Figure 2 are Mexico and Gabon (not indicated
specifically), which have a comparatively high level of economic development
with relatively small gaps in contraceptive prevalence between the national
average and the poor. Figure 2 also highlights that at a given level of economic
development, there are large variations across countries in the gaps in modern
contraceptive use by the poor.

Figure 2. Modern Contraceptive Use and Level of Economic Development Gaps increase at higher incomes.
The gap in modern contraceptive use rates between the national average and the poorest quintile versus GDP
per capita in international dollars is shown.

To establish whether or not the poorest are being left behind in the use of
modern contraceptive methods across the set of countries in our analysis, a systematic examination of the relationships is presented in Table 2, which shows the
results of three multivariate regressions. The regressions use data from each survey
and attempt to formalize the relationships between the use of modern contraceptives and potential macro level determinants. The three regressions explore relationships between the explanatory variables and (i) national average level of use of
modern methods, (ii) use by the poorest quintile, and (iii) the gap in use between
the average and the poorest.
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Table 2. Results from Multivariate Regression Models

At the national level, average income per capita, year of the survey, and percent of births attended by skilled personnel are all significantly associated with
higher levels of modern contraceptive use. The variable representing the year of
the survey is included to capture the secular trend in use of modern contraceptives, which has been shown to be increasing over time. Skilled birth attendance
can be considered as a crude proxy for access to reproductive health services,
and its statistical significance implies that, controlling for all other factors in the
model, it is strongly associated with higher levels of contraceptive use [19,20]. Income inequality and education of women do not seem to be significant predictors
of average levels of contraceptive use. Table 2 shows that even after controlling
for these macro level determinants, strong regional differences remain with South
and Southeast Asian countries having the highest average levels of use, followed
by Latin America and the Caribbean, and sub-Saharan Africa at the lowest average use levels.
The results for quintile 1 are markedly different from those at the national
level. Skilled birth attendance and year are the only significant variables in the
model, while GDP per capita and education are not. This implies that if skilled
birth attendance is acting as a proxy for supply of (or access to) services, it is
highly significant not only for the national average but also for the poorest populations. The coefficients on the regional effects in this regression are striking.
South and Southeast Asia are the regions that show significantly higher rates of
modern contraception in the absolute poor, on average 17% higher use rates than
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the poor in Latin America. Rates of use by the poorest quintile in Latin America
and sub-Saharan Africa are not statistically distinguishable, despite significantly
higher average use rates in Latin America.
The last column in Table 2 shows the results for the regression of the
gap between the national average and the poorest. The year of the survey is
statistically significant, suggesting that, controlling for the level of economic
development, over time the bottom quintile is doing worse relative to the
mean. Higher levels of income inequality are also associated with larger gaps
between the national average and the poorest. The finding that countries with
higher economic inequality also exhibit higher inequalities in modern contraceptive use is not surprising, but it is important, implying that inequalities
in contraceptive coverage reflect overall inequalities in a country. As in the
other two regressions, the regional coefficients suggest significant differences
across the regions. Latin American countries exhibit significantly larger gaps
in use between the poor and the average, while compared to Latin America
sub-Saharan African countries have on average a gap that is smaller by 15.8%
and Southeast Asian countries have on average 11.6% smaller gaps. This result
implies that, even after controlling for variables that might be important in
determining the use of contraception, there is a strong regional effect, with
Latin America showing the largest inequalities in contraceptive use.
The R2 coefficients shown in Table 2 suggest that the multivariate regressions
explain a large amount of observed variation across countries in the national averages (78%) and high, but smaller, amounts of the differences across the poorest
quintile (69%), and the gaps (66%).
Finally, Figure 3 shows the multivariate regression coefficients and 95%
confidence intervals for all quintiles for skilled birth attendance and year of
survey. The data in Figure 3 imply that the effect of skilled birth attendance
rates is significant and at roughly the same magnitude across the bottom four
quintiles. Put differently, the supply of reproductive health services provided
by the health system of each country is an important determinant of rates of
modern contraceptive use and is similarly important for women across levels
of wealth. The only group in which the effect of skilled birth attendance is
not statistically significant is women in the top wealth quintile. This suggests
that national investments in reproductive health services benefit the majority
of the population and are positively associated with higher rates of modern
contraceptive use.
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Figure 3. Multivariate Regression Coefficients and 95% Confidence Intervals for All Income Quintiles for
Skilled Birth Attendance and Year of Survey

The coefficient on the year of the survey is significant for all quintiles. This
variable is used as a proxy for the secular trend in contraceptive use that remains
after controlling for the effect of economic development, income inequality, level
of education, and urbanization. This finding suggests that the increases in contraceptive use seen over time are benefiting women in all quintiles of wealth.
Furthermore, in combination with the findings presented in Table 2 that the gap
between the poor and the national average is increasing over time, it suggests that
the poorest women are exhibiting a slower rate of increase in the use of modern
contraceptives than the rest of the population, and if this trend continues, they
will continue to be left behind with regard to contraceptive use.

Discussion
Consistent with expected relationships for demand and access, the few studies
undertaken to date with a focus on socioeconomic issues indicate that contraception rates are lower in poor countries and, within the limited set of countries
analyzed, lower in poor women [21–25]. This study demonstrates that despite
increases in national averages over time, the use of modern contraception by the
absolute poor remains low, and the gaps in use across wealth quintiles persist and
are increasing.
The result of this study—that the gap in modern contraceptive prevalence between the absolute poor and the rest of the population in developing countries is
increasing over time and tends to widen in countries with higher incomes—needs
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careful exploration. Is this difference driven largely by the relationship between
demand for modern contraception and economic status, or by trends and relationships related to the availability of contraceptive services, or both? At both the
micro and macro levels, there is a strong relationship between modern contraception rates and economic status. This is likely due to complex pathways relating
income to both the demand for and also the supply of contraceptive services. The
gap in modern contraceptive use could be getting larger, because as national income per capita rises, the gap in income between the rich and the absolute poor is
also rising. Given the relationship between income inequality and contraception,
increasing gaps in income might be driving the increasing gaps in contraception.
Another explanation of the increasing gap may be that as countries get richer, the
proportion of the population living in absolute poverty is decreasing. It is possible
that the composition of the poorest quintile is becoming increasingly “selective”
to include the most disadvantaged and hardest-to-reach populations.
These observations, however, should not lead to complacency about accepting as inevitable that the absolute poor will always lag behind in contraceptive
use. While several studies have evaluated the impact of geographical, educational,
social, cultural, and political factors on the use of contraception [26–34], the
findings of this analysis can be interpreted as showing that modern contraception
rates in the absolute poor vary greatly across countries and are highly sensitive to
the availability of services. The persistent gap between the absolute poor and the
rest of the population is unlikely to be due to low demand for fertility regulation
in these households. Countries could in principle differentially increase contraception rates in the absolute poor through increased provision of services that
are tailored to local circumstances and financially accessible. We argue that the
steadily increasing gap, in combination with greater national income inequalities,
is a question of political priority for contraception and more broadly for reproductive health services.
The secular trend toward reduced levels of total fertility at any given level of
national income has been well documented [35]. This reduction in fertility has
been attributed in part to cultural change, as well as to changing economic and
social status of women, increasing access to information, and the role of mass
media. This analysis showed that for all wealth quintiles there is a statistically significant increase in contraception rates over time. This trend may be a reflection
of the nexus of cultural and social transformation. While improvements are seen
across all quintiles, the gap between countries’ average use and use by the poor has
been increasing over time. The mechanisms of cultural change, such as exposure
to mass media and changing socioeconomic roles for women, may simply not be
having much influence on those in absolute deprivation [30]. Regardless of the
reason for the differential time trend, it implies that with each succeeding decade,
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inequalities in modern contraceptive use will increase unless some active policies
to counteract this trend are pursued.
An important policy issue is the responsiveness of modern contraceptive prevalence to the availability or supply of contraceptive services. Careful analysis of
this at the local level requires disentangling demand from a range of provider attributes including price, quality, cultural sensitivity, physical distance, and language.
Direct measures of supply or availability are difficult to construct for cross-country comparisons. Skilled birth attendance rate may be considered as a crude proxy
for the availability of selected reproductive heath services [36]. Attended deliveries
at a given level of income will be higher where the financial, physical, cultural,
and other barriers are lower. If the interpretation of skilled birth attendance as a
measure of supply is valid, the results demonstrate that contraceptive prevalence
is highly sensitive to the supply of services. In fact, the bottom four quintiles appear to be equally sensitive to the availability of services. This finding is consistent
with analyses that have emphasized considerable unmet need for contraceptive
services [31] and studies that illustrated that contraceptive use increases as more
types of methods become available [37,38]. If modern contraceptive prevalence in
the absolute poor can be significantly increased by enhanced supply, it highlights
that the widening gap between rich and poor could be avoided through targeted
interventions [39]. Improvements of the supply of services will be more effective
if they take into consideration the reasons for differential uptake of modern contraception by the poor where they are available.
This study reaffirms the substantially lower levels of modern contraceptive
prevalence in all income groups in sub-Saharan Africa, and to a lesser extent Latin America and the Caribbean, as compared to South and Southeast Asia [40].
Although the roles of religion, traditional concepts of family formation, health
concerns, and medical barriers in demand for modern contraception have been
explored [29,30,33], this analysis provides no insight into these patterns. It does,
however, point out that these regional factors interact with economic status in
such a way that the gaps between rich and poor are much larger in Latin America
than in other regions. This gap remains even after taking into consideration supply (as approximated by skilled birth attendance), income per capita, income inequality, and secular trends. This finding highlights that Latin American health
systems may need to pay particular attention to policies that affect delivery of
reproductive health services to the absolute poor.

Limitations
Interpretation of these findings must take into consideration several limitations of
this study. The analysis was undertaken for ever-married women only. Although
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in some countries modern contraceptive use by unmarried women could be substantial, this information is not available for a large number of DHS whose sampling frame includes ever-married women only, and where these data are available
for unmarried women, there are concerns about the degree to which underreporting of contraceptive use due to cultural and social concerns may undermine the
validity of the data. While the DHS program focuses a considerable amount of
resources in making sure that the data are of high quality, the present analysis has
relied on self-reported use of contraception, which suffers from several limitations, similar to other indicators measured through self-reports [41].
The wealth index has been constructed using all available indicator variables
in the DHS. The DHS were not designed to measure economic status, and therefore the set of items included in this part of the questionnaire is not ideal for
differentiating households throughout the distribution of income in a country.
Further investments in more accurate measurement of income and identification
of the absolute poor are necessary in the coming decades of reporting toward the
Millennium Development Goals. A final limitation worth mentioning is that the
relationships explored in this analysis are at the national level, and much could
be learned by a more in-depth study of individual level determinants. Even across
countries, however, a considerable amount of the variation in the use of modern contraception by the poor and the gaps with the national average use rates
remains unexplained by the macro level determinants included in this analysis.
Further study into factors that might explain the remaining variation could provide insight into interventions and policies that would be effective at reducing the
gaps. For example, information on the level of financial commitment to family
planning as a percentage of public and total expenditure on health is not available
for most countries; however, it might provide insight into how the level of financial investment influences uptake of modern contraception by the poor.

Conclusions
As national income per capita rises, countries have increasing fiscal capacity to
finance the delivery of services to the absolute poor. Taking advantage of this fiscal space requires, of course, the social and political commitment to use scarce
resources to improve the circumstances and opportunities of the poor. This study
shows that if current patterns persist, the absolute poor will continue to be left
behind in the overall progress in increasing modern contraceptive use. On the
positive side, it appears that making reproductive health services available is a
powerful determinant, all other things being equal, of contraceptive prevalence.
A concerted effort by governments to facilitate an increase in physical, financial,
and cultural access to reproductive health services for the poor could have a major
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effect. The fundamental challenge will be to raise the international and national
priority accorded to reproductive health services for the poor. Paradoxically, in
an era of increased resource flows for global health through mechanisms like the
Global Fund for AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria and GAVI (the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisations), contraceptive use and related reproductive
health services seem increasingly difficult to place on the health agenda [42–44].
The trends that have been observed to date provide strong evidence that without
new priority attention to modern contraception, the poor will remain deprived of
the fundamental right to its demonstrated benefits.
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